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Summary
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventory of Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited
(AEML)
AEML has prepared GHG inventory reports for Scope-1 and Scope-2 emissions, “In
accordance” with GHG Protocol, a corporate accounting and reporting standard. The reporting
boundary includes 100% of its operations in three divisions that are Distribution, Transmission
& Embedded Generation. The individual divisions have prepared separate reports for the last
three financial years i.e. 2018-19, 2019-20, 2020-21. The base year is chosen as 2018-19 as
there was acquisition of Mumbai business by the company in the same year.
A summary of the consolidated annual AEML emissions for the period is as below.
Sr. No. Year
1
2
3

GHG emissions (tCO2e)
(Scope 1 + 2)
01/04/2018 to 31/03/2019
3,750,069
01/04/2019 to 31/03/2020
3,370,013
01/04/2020 to 31/03/2021
3,202,020

As AEML has integrated energy generation including T&D and generation, the GHG emission
intensity is reported based on the revenue terms. The revenue indicator chosen in EBITDA (in
Cr. ₹). The same is taken from audited balance annual reports of the company, available at
links below.
Sr.
No.
1
2
3

Year

01/04/2018 to 31/03/2019
01/04/2019 to 31/03/2020
01/04/2020 to 31/03/2021

EBITDA
(in Cr. ₹)
1,6641
1,8822
2,0783

GHG emission intensity
(Scope 1+2 / EBITDA)
tCO2e/ Crore ₹
2,254
1,791
1,541

Recalculation and reinstatement of GHG inventory : If AEML organisational and/or
operational boundary of the GHG inventory changes in future years, AEML will recalculate
and reinstate the GHG emission.
Annexure:
Yearly GHG inventory reports of (i) ADTPS; (ii) AEML- Transmission; (iii) AEMLDistribution for financial years i.e. 2018-19, 2019-20, 2020-21

Pg 47 of Annual Report 2018-19;
Pg 93 of Annual Report 2019-20;
3
Pg 1 of Financial Information 2020-21;
1
2
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Executive Summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory is carried out by Adani Dahanu Thermal Power
Station as per GHG Protocol “A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard” for the
purpose of accounting and reporting of ADTPS GHG emissions.
CO2 Emission due to

UOM

Based on the
carbon content
in fuel

Based on Overall
CEA Coal
emission factor

Absolute Scope 1 and Scope 2
Emission

tCO2e

3019764

3125887

tCO2e

37637

37637

tCO2e/Mwh

0.924

0.957

tCO2e/Mwh

0.936

0.968

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
NET Specific GHG emission
(Scope-1 & Scope -2) / MWh
NET Specific GHG emission
Total (Scope-1, Scope -2, and
Scope-3) / MWh

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking place
at Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. (ADTPS).

Emissions associated with facility’s

business services and activities were identified and analysed in this report based on the
GHG emission calculations from GHG protocol “A Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Standard REVISED EDITION”.
Emissions are calculated by two methods based on
1. Carbon content in coal – Carbon content in coal measured in National Accreditation
Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) accredited lab at ADTPS.
2. Overall CEA Coal emission factor – Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has provided
emission factor for domestic and imported coal being used in India.
GHG emission on account of CO2 liberation due to burning of coal is almost 98.70% of
total ADTPS GHG emission. Therefore, Emissions are calculated by using both above
methods.
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Absolute Emission based on the carbon content in fuel.

Absolute Emission based on Overall CEA Coal emission factor.
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1. Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a subsidiary of Adani Transmission Ltd and
situated in the gateway city of India. The ATL business includes a Power Generation units
based at Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the
Retail Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
AEML is engaged in generation and distribution of electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai
with operations spread over an area of ~ 400 Sq. Kms catering to a consumer base of about
12 million. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander on the western side,
and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand, electricity is procured
from AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at Dahanu i.e, Adani Dahanu
Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), green power of 160 MW apart from other bilateral
purchases. AEML has also entered into a power purchase agreement (PPA) to procure 700
MW through hybrid (solar wind) sources. This PPA has already received approval from
Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC).
The power is transmitted from Dahanu on double circuit, 220KV transmission lines.
The distribution of power is managed through a network of seven divisional offices,25-unit
offices and 7 Consumer Care Centres across all divisions. This complex network of 25000
Kms of HT and LT lines transports electricity from the generating station to each consumer.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is offering a green tariff initiative in the Mumbai
suburban area. Under the initiative, all the company’s consumers right from corporates,
industrial, commercial, hotels, restaurants and residential users have been given the option
to switch to green energy. The switch can be done with the immediate billing cycle and
customers will receive a green power certificate monthly with a separate green colour bill
indicating a separate line item — Green Power Tariff.
ADTPS consisting of two units of 250 MW, is one of the best power generation plants in
the country, which commenced its commercial operations in January 1996. Recognized
with innumerable awards, this power plant is known for its distinctive features that set it
apart from others in terms of technological innovation, superior performance, and
continuous sustainability for a longer period. ADTPS is located around 120 km north of
Mumbai along Mumbai-Ahmedabad rail line. The plant utilizes a mix of indigenous washed
coal and imported coal as fuel. The indigenous fuel is received from SECL (Korba) and
imported coal comes from various countries such as Indonesia and South Africa, among
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others. Power generated at ADTPS is supplied to Distribution division of AEML which in
turn distributes power to Mumbai suburbs.
SR.
No.

Certifications

ISO No

1

Quality

ISO 9001:2015

2

Safety

ISO 45001:2018

3

Environment

ISO 14001:2015

4

Energy

ISO 50001:2018

5

AMS

ISO 55000:2014

6

ISMS

ISO 27001:2013

7

SA

SA 8000: 2014

8

NABL

ISO/IEC 17025:2017

9

BCMS

ISO 22301:2012

Objective
QMS: Ensure Quality in
processes for desired output
and reliable customer services
OHSAS Promoting and ensuring
Occupational Health and
Safety practices and
compliances
EMS: Address impact of
operation on environment,
Climate change, ensuring
Environment compliances
EnMS: Address climate change
& Energy Management
compliance
AMS: Asset Lifecyle
management
ICT: Information &
communication technology
readiness for business
continuity
SA: Promotion of work culture
fostering employee
satisfaction, ethical business
practices & Social
Accountability Compliance
NABL Accreditation for coal
testing laboratory
BCMS: To safeguard against
disruptive events and ensure
business continuity

ADTPS is certified for asset management System since 2014.The certification scope
covers entire assets including all our Human assets.
Major equipment and facilities at ADTPS are Boilers and auxiliaries, Turbogenerators,
Transformers and auxiliaries, equipment for Coal and Ash handling plant, Fuel oil system,
Demineralized (DM) water plant, pollution control equipment’s (ESP and FGD) and other
equipment’s. These equipment’s are operated and controlled by ‘’state of the art’’ control
and instrumentation system which includes Distributed Digital Control (DDC) along with
HMI, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
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System (SCADA). The safety of the process is ensured through protection and interlock
system such as FSSS (Furnace Safeguard Supervisory System), Sequence Logic Control
System and Closed Loop Control System.
SAP system at ADTPS is used for resource mobilization and efficient plant operation and
maintenance management. To monitor the equipment performance, on- line real-time
monitoring of all operational and environmental performance parameters is provided in the
Plant Control Room (PCR). Stack and ambient air parameters are monitored on-line as well
as off-line. Environment parameters are also displayed at main entry gate & on website of
MPCB & CPCB on real time basis.
In 2007-08, ADTPS installed 100% capacity Flue Gas De-sulphurization (FGD) plant to
remove the Sulphur-di-oxide (SO2) from boiler flue gases. ADTPS is leading investor for
environmental protection, as investment on FGD is about Rs 250 crore (about 15 % of the
total cost of a 500 MW conventional power plant). MoEF has instructed all thermal power
plants to installed FGD by 2022.This compliance is already fulfilled by ADTPS.
To reduce its carbon footprint, ADTPS has taken energy conservation measures such as
installation of variable frequency drives (VFDs) on Condensate Extraction Pumps (CEP),
Seal Air Fans (SAF)and Vent Fans (VF) for Ash Classification System that helps in reduction
of auxiliary power consumption and minimizes the impact on climate. ADTPS has installed
Vapor Absorption Machine (VAM) system with cost of 1.7 crore based on patented Para flow
Technology from Hitachi Limited of Japan. This has reduced use of Freon gases
accountable for ozone depletion and global warming. Besides, VAM also saves 212 kw/h of
energy by reducing the use of air conditioning system. In FY 17-18, a 55kW Rooftop solar
plant was installed for aux power reduction at Admin Building terrace. In a major innovative
project, Boiler Feed Pump (BFP) hydraulic coupling was replaced with modified gear ratio in
both units and thereby saving of more than 500KW achieved.
ADTPS has MMB owned captive jetty taken on lease for 15 years recognized as AEML
Dahanu Port is tidal port for importing of bituminous coal. Ship remain at anchorage at 8-10
NM and coal is transported through Barges. AEML Dahanu Port is International Ships and
Port Facility Code (ISPS Code 2003) complied port and is audited by Mercantile Marine
Dept. Regular liaison with security agencies like Indian Coast Guard, Customs, IB, SID, Indian
Navy, and local police. which is the part of Port Security Advisory committee ADTPS is a
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Prohibited Place under Official Secret Act 1923 hence periodically audited by various Govt.
authorities like IB/SID/Police etc.
ADTPS operations are governed by various statutory and regulatory requirements applicable
for power plants in India ADTPS operates its business in Regulatory environment and
governed by MERC norms. As a result, ADTPS environmental performances on key
parameters are amongst the best in the country and on some parameters, it is even better
than other power plants operating in (non-sensitive) industrial area. ADTPS operates its
business in Regulatory environment and governed by MERC norms. It is plant operating
under section 62 of the Electricity Act and hence no through put risk.
Our customers are AEML-Transmission & AEML-Distribution and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Energy System at ADTPS
ADTPS has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment and
Safety. ADTPS has also adopted Information Security System ISO-27001 and Social
Accountability System SA-8000. ADTPS chemical laboratory been certified with NABL
accreditation ISO17025:2005 for its activities. ADTPS is the first power plant in the world to
implement Energy Management System (ISO 50001:2018) which shows commitment
towards energy saving initiative and reduction in GHG emission to fight against climate
change & thereby sustainability. ADTPS has integrated all its business processes through
Enterprise Resources Planning system SAP. The plant has established a comprehensive fuel
management system. In view of logistic, economics, O&M challenges, and environmental
issues, ADTPS have been blending imported coal with beneficiated Indian coal. ADTPS over
the period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and control
of various parameters related to plant performance and implemented numerous
improvement programs (Quality, Safety, Energy, and Environment Improvement Plans).
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In ADTPS, there is efficiency department which is monitoring Energy deviation to identify
heat rate loss, Auxiliary power consumption, process parameters deviation. MIS for Heat
Rate and Energy deviations are prepared on daily basis for review on daily basis for
necessary corrective actions required for achieving the annual operating plan targets. Also
plant performance report indicating all the key performance indicator of ADTPS is prepared
on daily basis and reviewed in Daily planning meeting.
After 23 years of operation , despite reduction of loading factor,due to backing down of
unit on account of more influx of renewable energy, ADTPS has sustained Heat rate @ 2273
Kcal/Kwh as against MERC normative Heat rate target of 2450 Kcal/Kwh and APC @
9.648% as against MERC normative APC target of 9.70 % due to various energy saving
intiatives taken so far.
It also carried out test on monthly basis for monitoring Heater performance; Boiler
performance through indirect efficiency, APH Performance, Air ingress, Turbine heat rate
and Turbine efficiency. Any deviation observed during the test is noted and work order
raised on concerned department to carry out work. Jobs that cannot be carried out during
running unit, are attended during short shutdown and unit overhauls. Energy audit by
accredited energy auditors like CII, PCRA, and TUV SUD etc is carried out regularly for
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improvement in the system. Last Audit was done TUV SUD South Asia Pvt. Ltd in September
2018.
Focus of ADTPS is on Efficiency Based Maintenance for improving heat rate and reduction
in auxiliary power consumption. Defect which affects the efficiency, auxiliary power is
given top priority e.g., HP heaters, Condenser, Duct rectification, APH Seals rectification,
Mill Performance etc.

ADTPS PAT Cycle
In response to dual need to ‘Enhancing Energy Availability for GDP Growth’ and
‘Action to fight against Climate Change’, Prime Minister announced “National Action Plan
on Climate Change (NAPCC)” National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE)
being a key component of NAPCC reflects GoI’s emphasis on achieving energy efficiency in
Indian Economy It puts four new Initiatives to enhance energy efficiency in country
1. Energy Efficiency Financing Platform- A Mechanism to finance Demand Supply
Management (DSM) programmes in all sectors by capturing future energy savings
2. Perform, Achieve and Trade(PAT) effectiveness of

A Market based mechanism to enhance cost

improvements in energy efficiency in energy intensive large

industries through certification of energy savings that could be traded
3. MTEE Market Based Transformation for Energy Efficiency - Accelerating the shift to
energy efficient appliances in designated sectors through innovative measures that
make the product more affordable
4. FMEED - Framework for Energy Efficient Economic Development - Developing fiscal
instruments to promote energy efficiency
ADTPS sucessfully completed PAT -1 and PAT -2 cycle PAT-1 cycle was started from
FY 2012 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2015 . Staion Net Heat Rate was reduced
from 2523 Kcal/Kwh to 2512 .ADTPS achieved 4591 Escerts during the PAT cycle – 1 in FY
2015-16.
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PAT-2 cycle started from FY 2016 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2018 . Station Net
Heat Rate was reduced from 2519 Kcal/Kwh to 2495 Kcal/Kwh
Accrediated Energy Auditor (AEA) has carried out M&V audit

. M/S Siri Exergy, an

and recommended 8749

Escerts for achieving better net heat rate than the target under PAT cycle –2.

As a designated consumer, ADTPS submits various information regarding Total

Energy Consumed and Specific Energy Consumption Per unit of Production and
details of energy efficiency improvement measures implemented, investment made and
savings in energy achieved to Bureau of Energy efficiency (BEE) and MEDA (Maharashtra
Energy Development Agency) every year.
Saving of @ 33000 MT of coal per year, is achieved due to improvement in Station Net Heat
Rate (SNHR) by 35.34 Kcal/Kwh due to various energy saving projects carried out during
PAT cycle 1 and PAT cycle 2 period.
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ADTPS Energy Audit
ADTPS carried out Mandatory Energy audit as per guidelines by EC Act 2001 at
interval of 3 Years and implemented energy saving recommendation suggested by Auditor.
Audit Area

No

Audited By

Audit Date

01

2 x 250 MW Dahanu Thermal Power Station

PCRA
AEA-0202

July 2015

05

2x 250 MW Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station

TUV SUD
South Asia
Pvt. Ltd.

Sep-2018

Awards received for energy efficient operation.
ADTPS received 5-star rating from MPCB for best practices in Air Pollution control
technology for three consecutive years 2017, and 2018 Moreover,
Efforts of ADTPS have been recognised at various national and international forums and
received more than 117 Awards in the fields of quality, safety, environment, and energy.

Operational Performance Awards:
2018 CII – National Award for Excellence in Energy Management for best Energy
Efficient unit for the year 2018.
2018 MEDA (Maharashtra Energy Development Agency) State Level Award for Energy
Conservation and Management in the Thermal Power Plants sector for the year
2016-17.

Environmental Awards:
2018 Vasundhara Puraskar – 2018 by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board for
Environment Protection & Conservation
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
ADTPS GHG Team formed under the guidelines of Chief Operating Officer Sh. Rajendra
Nandi. At plant level O&E Department are responsible for development of the GHG
inventory. Sh. Bhaven Sheth (Vice president -Operation) and Sh. Suhas Patil (Addl VP MTP O&E) will undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the ADTPS
core team. O&E department will prepare report and CTS will review and circulates to
internal and external agency.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 01st April 2018 to 31st March 2019.
Profile of GHG Team Members


Sh. Rajendra Nandi
Chief Operating officer ADTPS

Sh. Rajendra Nandi is Chief Operating Officer of Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. He
has more than three decades of multi-faceted experience in the areas of Fuel Management,
Legal and Regulatory and Commercial aspects of the Power Business. Also having expertise
in Power Plant Operation & Maintenance, High degree of commercial acumen and other
synergetic areas of power business.



Sh. Bhaven Sheth
Vice President (Operation) Energy Manager ADTPS

Working as Vice President (Operations). His industrial experience includes erection,
commissioning, operation and maintenance in thermal power plants and energy auditing
and energy conservation activities in thermal power plants. He has been involved in
Erection, Commissioning, Operations, Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250
MW KWU,300MW,600MW Steam Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was
associated in stabilization of world’s first & largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project
based on CLFR technology. He is Energy Manager of ADTPS and responsible for
implementing all energy related activities as per EC Act 2001.ADTPS has successfully
completed PAT-1 and PAT -2 cycle and meet the target He involved in GHG emission
monitoring activities since 2008 and under his guidelines GHG report is prepared.
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 Sh. Suhas Patil
Additional Vice President (MTP, O&E)
Working as Addl. Vice President (Maintenance Planning and Operations Efficiency) His
industrial experience includes erection, commissioning, operation and maintenance in
thermal power plants and energy auditing and energy conservation activities in thermal
power plants since 1991. He has been involved in Erection, Commissioning, Operations,
Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250 MW KWU,300MW,600MW Steam
Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was associated in stabilization of world’s first &
largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project based on CLFR technology. He involved in GHG
emission monitoring activities since 2011, Under his guidelines prepared GHG report.
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
GHG Emission report is prepared in accordance with GHG Protocol “A Corporate
Accounting and Reporting Standard REVISED EDITION “Relevant GHG sources and sink in
the ADTPS plant are identified for the purpose of GHG accounting & reporting and
quantified based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this
report. In case of any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are
taken based on the information available publicly on various websites to reduce the
uncertainty and associated risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of the plant in their Digital and physical logbooks,
Material request slip (MRS), Invoices, Power purchase bill and SAP system.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information will enable the
intended users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation
of a road map to mitigate its GHG emissions.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development
This chapter deals with demarcation of organisation boundary and identification of various
sources of GHG emission on account of ADTPS operations and their segregation into three
categories i.e., Scope 1 ,2 and 3.

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG emissions of
ADTPS operations. ADTPS has its operational control over its 2*250 MW, Thermal Power
Plant which generates electricity. Hence, ADTPS has quantified the GHG emission on
account of electricity generation of 2*250 MW Units.
ADTPS shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals as
per the organizational boundary outlined above,

4.2 Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the ADTPS operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to


Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the company),



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1
Includes Green House gas Emission on account of
Coal
LDO
DG Set
Material Handling Vehicles
Plant Owned Vehicle (Petrol and Diesel)
Plant vehicle – leased.
Diesel consumption required for yard management.
Canteen – LPG gas
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Diesel engine driven pump
Co2 Blanketing for Coal Mills / CO2 Purging in generator
Air conditioning – R22
Fire Extinguishers
Use of SF6
Major component of scope -1 emission is on account of combustion of coal
and LDO.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to fuel usage in
Power drawls from external agency for Kawdas Pump House
Start Up Power from Grid during ADTPS station blackout.
Scope 3 Emission
Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel usage in transportation of
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian mines by sea route to Dahanu
Port.
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from Coal India Ltd mines to washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to ADTPS.
Fly Ash transportation by bulker
Waste material disposal through hazardous waste Management.
LDO transportation
Diesel transportation
Transportation of inventory /material
Employee commute to work
Business travel by employees by air
Business travel by employees by road
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4.2.1 Establishing Emission due to Scope-1 for ADTPS.
GHG emissions emanate largely from fossil fuel consumption like coal and LDO in the boiler
process, diesel consumption in DG sets, refrigerant gas consumption in air conditioning
units of company. ADTPS has developed green belt consisting of Mangroves, fruit bearing
trees and other vegetation within the facility’s organizational boundary and it acts as
carbon sinks.
Scope -1 emission
Sr No

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

1
2

Boiler
Boiler

Coal
LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4
5
6

Material handling vehicles
Plant vehicles - own
Plant vehicles - own

Diesel
Diesel
Petrol

7
8
9
10

Plant vehicles - Leased
Yard management
Canteen
Diesel engine driven pumps (Kawdas)

Diesel
Diesel
LPG
Diesel

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air Conditioning

R-22

14
15
16
17
18

Use of CO2 in Fire extinguishers
Locomotive /AHP - Welding Work - Diesel Generator
Fire Vehicles
Tractor for horticulture/Housekeeping
Circuit Breaker operation

CO2
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
SF6

4.2.2 GHG Emission due to Scope-2.
Scope -2 includes emission due to purchased Power from grid for Kawdas Pump House to
run diesel engine driven pump and start up power drawn from grid during total ADTPS black
out.
Sr No
1
2

Emission Source
Purchased Power from grid for
Kawdas Pump House
Start-up power from grid
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Type of Fuel
Electricity
Electricity

4.2.3 GHG Emission due to Scope-3.
Scope -3 includes emission arises from imported and Indian coal handling activities from
source. Emission on account of handling of fly ash and Waste material disposal to
hazardous waste management are considered. Employee commute and business travel by
air and road is considered.
Sr No

6

Emission Source
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian
mines by sea route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to
ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to
ADTPS coal yard
Fly Ash transportation by bulker

7

Waste materials dispose to waste Management

Diesel

8
9

LDO transportation
Diesel transportation

Diesel
Diesel

10

Transportation of material

Diesel

11

Employee commute to work - personal 4 wheelers

Diesel

12

Employee commute to work - personal 2 wheelers

Petrol

13

Business Travel by employees by air

14

Business Travel by employees by Road

1
2
3
4
5

4.2.4 Exclusion
Nil
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Type of Fuel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Material
transportation
Diesel

Aviation fuel
Diesel

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based on its
emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission factor.

4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
ADTPS has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.
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Scope-1 emission
Sr
No
1

Boiler

Type of
Fuel
Coal

2

Boiler

LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4

Material handling vehicles

Diesel

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

7

Plant vehicles - Leased

Diesel

8

Yard management

Diesel

9

Canteen

10

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air
Conditioning

R22

14

Use of CO2 in Fire
extinguishers

CO2

15

Locomotive /AHP - Welding
Work - Diesel Generator

Diesel

16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

Diesel

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Emission Source

LPG
Diesel

SF6
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GHG Emission Source
Combustion of coal in boiler
Combustion of LDO in boiler
during start up and emergency
operation.
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
Combustion of diesel for material
handling equipment operation.
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle operation.
Combustion of petrol for plant
vehicle operation
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle (Leased) operation
Combustion of diesel used for
yard mangement like bulldozer
GHG emission due to use of LPG
cylinder in plant canteen
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in coal mill operation for
blanketing purpose
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in generator to remove H2
GHG
emissions
from
R22
refrigerant
CO2 emissions from CO2 fire
extinguishers refilled in the
reporting year
Combustion of diesel used for
yard mangement like bulldozer
Combustion of diesel used for fire
fighting vehicles
Combustion of diesel used for
horticulture/Housekeeping
GHG emission due to SF6 used in
Circuit Breaker.

Scope-2 Emission

Sr
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

GHG Source

1

Power purchased from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

Grid emission source
procured from grid

2

Startup power from grid

Electricity

Grid emission source as power
procured from grid

as power

Scope-3 Emission
Sr
No
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard
Fly Ash transportation by
bulker
Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

Type of Fuel

Diesel

Combustion of diesel used in ship

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for handling
of all imported coal activity

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for dumper
operation

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for dumper
operation

Material
Combustion of diesel
Transportation material transportation

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for material
handling equipment

Diesel

9

Diesel transportation

Diesel

10

Transportation of
material

Diesel

12

to

GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel for bulker operation

LDO transportation

Employee commute to
work - personal 4
wheelers
Employee commute to

due

Diesel

8

11

GHG Source

Combustion of diesel for tanker
transportation
Combustion of diesel for tanker
transportation
GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel for material transport
vehicle

Diesel

GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel

Petrol

GHG emission due to combustion
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13
14

work - personal 2
wheelers
Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

of petrol
Aviation fuel
Diesel

GHG emission due to combustion
of aviation fuel
GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel

4.3.2 Selection of Quantification of Methodology
ADTPS has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:


Use of emission calculation tool.



GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

Sources used for GHG emission factors in the tool are as follow.
CO2 Baseline Data base for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 14.0
December 2018
Global-Warming-Potential-Values
India GHG program -Road emission factor
India GHG program -Railway emission factor
Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector7062018.pdf(please refer Slide 12 – on CO2 calculation)
Greenhouse gas reporting: conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
GHG activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption.
ADTPS has used the calculation “GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.2 Selection of Collection of GHG Activity Data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emission
Sr
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

Boiler - Coal

Consumption
of coal in
Tone

2

Boiler -LDO

Consumption
of LDO in liter
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Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records
Available

SAP report

SAP report

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Petrol in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter

3

DG Set

4

Material handling vehicles

5

Plant vehicles – owned Diesel

6

Plant vehicles – owned
Petrol

7

Plant vehicles – Leased
Diesel

8

Yard management

9

Canteen

Consumption
of LPG in Kg

10

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter

11

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

12

CO2 purging in generator

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

13

Use of refrigerant Air
Conditioning

Consumption
of R22 in kg

14

Use of CO2 in Fire
extinguishers

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter

15
16

Fire Vehicles

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Consumption
of SF6 in kg
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Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

Physical
Logbook
Physical
Logbook
SAP Report

Physical
Logbook/Bills
SAP Report

Digital logbook

Digital logbook

SAP report
SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

Scope-2 Emission
Sr
No

1

2

Emission Source

Selected
quantification
methodology

Records
Available

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Monthly Bill
Received from
MSDCL

Selected activity data

Selected
quantification
methodology

Records
Available

Imported coal
consumption in
MT and Total
distance Travelled
(tonkm)

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Selected activity data

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Consumption of
Electricity in Kwh

Startup power from grid

Consumption of
Electricity in Kwh

Energy meter
reading

Scope-3 Emission
Sr
No

Emission Source

1

Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port

2

Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

3

Total Diesel
consumption in
liter

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery

Total distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

4

Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding

Total distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

5

Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard

Wash coal
quantity in MT as
per RR and Total
distance Travelled
(tonkm)

6

Fly Ash transportation by
bulker

Total distance
travelled by ash
bulker in Km
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Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Imported coal
quantity in MT SAP report and
Distance
travelled by
google map
Diesel
consumption
data from
Vendor
Raw coal
handled at
receiving end.
Wash coal
quantity in MT as per Railway
receipt (RR)
Wash coal
quantity in MT as per RR.

Weighbridge
report

7

Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

Total distance
travelled by
trucks in Km

8

LDO transportation

Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km

9

Diesel transportation

Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km

10

Transportation of material

Total distance
travelled by in Km

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4
wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in Km

12

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in Km

13

Business Travel by
employees by air

Total distance
travelled by in Km

14

Business Travel by
employees by Road

Total distance
travelled by in Km

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Logbook

Logbook

Logbook

Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

4.3.3 Selection and Development of GHG emission of removal factor
The GHG emission or conversion factor used by ADTPS for accounting GHG emission is
from following guidelines published by
1. Greenhouse gas reporting: conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
2. CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 14.0
December 2018 Microsoft Word - User Guide ver 14_2018 (cea.nic.in)
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3. Global Warming Potential Values Microsoft Word - Global-Warming-PotentialValues.docx (ghgprotocol.org)
4. Road Transport Emission Factors | India GHG Program
5. Rail Transport Emission-Edited.cdr (indiaghgp.org)
6. Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf
Sr
NO

1.

Parameter

CO2
emission
factor of petrol

Value

2.30531

Unit

Remark/Source

KgCO2/litre

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

KgCO2/litre

Greenhouse gas reporting:
conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

2.

CO2
emission
factor of diesel

3.

Effective CO2
emission factor
of coal based on
carbon content.

1.3928

KgCO2/MT

Effective CO2
emission factor
of coal based
CEA overall
emission factor

1.4418

KgCO2/MT

1

Kg

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

1760

KgCO2e

Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20(Feb%2016%202016)_1.
pdf

4

5

6

CO2 emission
factor of CO2
cylinder
CO2 emission
factor of
refrigerant

2.68779
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Central
Electricity
Authorityhttp://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbonemissions-from-power-sector7062018.pdf page number 9

Microsoft Word - User Guide ver
14_2018 (cea.nic.in)

Microsoft Word - User Guide ver
14_2018 (cea.nic.in)
7

8

Electricity factor
of Grid

CO2 emission
factor of ship
Transport

0.82

0.003539

t-CO2/MWh

(Kg CO2e)

0.7375
Heavy
Duty > 12
tone
9

10

CO2 emission
factor of Truck
Transport

CO2 emission
factor of Rail
Transport

CO2 emission
factor of Air
Tavel

0.5928
Medium
duty <12
tone

0.00996

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

Road Transport Emission Factors |
India GHG Program page number
34

Kg CO2/km

KgCO2/Ton
-KM

India Specific Rail Transport
Emission Factors for Passenger
Travel and Material Transport Page
Number -7

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
0.29832

Kg CO2/Kg

11

12

CO2
emission 2.9373
factor of LPG

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors
for Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)
Kg CO2/Kg
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5. GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the ADTPS from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5.1 Summary of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified its emission for the station as follows.

SR
No

1
2
3
4
5

Type of Emissions FY
2018-19

Based on the ADTPS carbon
content in fuel

Based on Overall CEA
Coal emission factor
CO2
Emissions
%
(ton)

CO2 Emissions
(ton)

%

3017169

98.68

3123292

98.73

2089
3019258
506
37637
3057401

0.068
98.75
0.017
1.23
100

2089
3125381
506
37637
3163525

0.07
98.79
0.02
1.19
100.00

Emission from coal burnt
in boiler
Other Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-2 Emissions
Total Scope-3 Emissions
Total Absolute Emissions

5.1.1 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-1
The direct GHG emissions for Dahanu Thermal Power station are mainly from use of coal in
boiler, and secondary fuel like Light Diesel Oil (LDO). ADTPS uses washed and imported
coal. Coal blending of wash coal and imported coal is done at Coal Handling plant.
Apart from this, diesel is used in DG sets and in Diesel generator at Kawdas Pump House.
Kawdas pump house is source of raw water for ADTPS which is @ 30 KM away from ADTPS.
CO2 is used in blanketing activity of residual coal inside coal mill, CO2 purging in
generator and in Fire extinguishers.
ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM)-500TR Capacity for air conditioning of
plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs most of the time and
during non-availability of the same only conventional air conditioning system is utilized.
Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 3019258 tonnes of CO2.
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Sl
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

1

Boiler

Coal

2166316

MT

1.393

3017169

2

Boiler

LDO

469882

Ltr

2.68779

1263

3

DG Set

Diesel

1610

Ltr

2.68779

4.33

4

Material handling vehicles

Diesel

2784

Ltr

2.68779

7.48

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

9413

Ltr

2.68779

25.30

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

4756

Ltr

2.30531

11

7

Plant vehicles - Leased

Diesel

19180

Ltr

2.68779

52

8

Yard management

Diesel

147800

Ltr

2.68779

397

9

Canteen

LPG

13680

kg

2.9373

40

10

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

Diesel

225

Ltr

2.68779

0.60

CO2

2650

kg

1.00

2.65

12

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills
CO2 purging in generator

CO2

2400

kg

1.00

2

13

Air Conditioning

R22

61

kg

1760.00

107

14

Fire extinguishers

CO2

44

kg

1.00

0.044

15

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

Diesel

46460

Ltr

2.68779

125

16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

8782

Ltr

2.68779

24

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

Diesel

3178

Ltr

2.68779

9

18

Circuit Breaker operation

SF6

0

Kg

23500

0

19

Employee commute to by
Bus

Diesel

70500

KM

0.269

18.96

11

Total Scope-1 emission in Tones of CO2
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3019258

5.1.2 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-2
The consumption of purchased electricity from the gird is for start-up power requirement
and for Kawdas pump house. GHG emission due to start up power requirement is 305 tons
of CO2 and for Kawdas Pump House is 201 tons of CO2. Scope-2 GHG emissions are
calculated and quantified at 506 tonnes of CO2.
Type of
Fuel

Quantity

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

1

Purchased Power
from grid for
Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

244700

kWh

0.82

201

2

Startup power
from grid

Electricity

372000

kWh

0.82

305

Sl No

Emission Source

Total Scope-2 emission in Tones of CO2

506

5.1.3 Summary of GHG emission-Scope-3
In Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 37637 tonnes of CO2.
Imported Coal Material Transportation
Total
Sr
Qty of
annual
Nos
Activity
material MT distance
(km)
Imported Coal
transportation
from
1
Indonesian
335455
6612
mines by sea
route to
Dahanu Port
Imported Coal Material Transportation

2

Activity

Qty of
material MT

Quantity
of liter

Imported Coal
transportation
from Dahanu
Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

335455

267753

36

tonkm

Emissions
tCO2e

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

2217904456

0.003539

7849

kg
CO2/ltr

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

2.68779

720

Activity

Qty of
material MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

3

Raw Coal
transportation
by dumper
from mines to
washery

2,044,014.10

408803

4

Wash Coal
transportation
by dumper
from washery
to railway
siding

1,896,260.85

601766

Activity

Qty of
material MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

5

6

7

8

Domestic Coal
transportation
by Rail from
1896260.85
1400
SECL to
ADTPS coal
yard
Waste Material Transportation
Total
annual
Activity
MT
distance
(km)
Fly Ash
transportation
364491.73
2166300
by bulker up
to 150 KM
Waste
materials
dispose to
1050
waste
Management
LDO/Diesel Transportation by road
Total
annual
Activity
KL
distance
(km)
LDO
transportation

438.00

3203

37

kg
CO2/km

Total
Emissions
( Tones
CO2)

0.7375

301

0.7375

444

tonkm

kg
CO2/km

Total
Emissions
(Tones
CO2)

2654765190

0.00996

26441

Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation
Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation

Total
Emissions
kgCo2/Km
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

1598

0.5928

0.62

Total
Emissions
kgCo2/Km
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

2.36

9

Diesel
transportation

212.00

2155

0.7375

Material Transportation
Activity

10

11

12

Total
Emissions
kgCo2/Km
(Tons
CO2)

Total
annual
distance
(km)

KL

Transportation
of material
Employee
commute to
work personal 4
wheelers
Employee
commute to
work personal 2
wheelers

1.59

346496

0.5928

205

249069

0.2130

53.1

443832

0.0290

12.9

Emission
Factor
(kg CO2 /
km)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

Business
Travel

Mode of
travel

Total
distance
(km)

13

Total distance
traveled by
employees by
air

Air

24770

0.2983

7.39

14

Total distance
traveled by
employees by
Road

Road

3706

0.2130

0.79

Total Scope-3 emission in Tones of CO2

37637

5.2 Organisational activities to reduce GHG emission
Energy Saving Project
FY 18-19

Investment
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Improvement

CO2
reduction
/Year

Unit-1 Heat rate improvement
due to HP Heater Performance
attending of parting plate
leakage
Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in U-1

0.01

Replacement of HP Turbine by
refurbished one. Overhaul of IP
Turbine, LP Turbine in Unit-1
overhauling.
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Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-2 Air Preheater
Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in Unit-2

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 961 KW
Due to this project total
APC reduced by 1000
KW

1

Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-1 Flue gas path duct

Energy Saving Project
FY 17-18

Heat rate improved by
13 Kcal/Kwh

0.01

Heat rate improved by
37 Kcal/Kwh

Investment

Heat rate improved by
16 Kcal/Kwh
Due to this project total
APC reduced by 561 KW
Due to this project total
APC reduced by 208 KW
Due to this project
Energy saved by 2000
Kwh/Day

5
1

Installation of CEP VFD in U # 2

0.25

Air Compressor APC
optimization by Installation of
Air Booster to BFP R/C valve

0.05

Improvement

9913

2269
2361

28215
CO2
reduction
/Year
12317
1337
496
221

5.2.1 Emergy Awareness Programme
ADTPS Energy Management Cell is always in way of reducing the contribution of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the
technology or changing the attitude towards energy conservation. ADTPS celebrated the
“Energy Conservation Week” from 14th to 20th December. On energy conservation week
ADTPS EMC had organized various activities such as


Energy Conservation walk



Pledge towards Energy Conservation by ADTPS employees.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through School
Children’s by arranging seminars at local schools.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through colony
Children’s on children Day celebration.
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E-Quiz for all ADTPS employees on Energy conservation

5.2.2 Green Development
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The plant has been proactively engaged in tree plantation activities around its facilities to
promote development of greenbelt. The facility will continue to engage in increasing the
green cover around its facilities.


Developed man made forest consisting of Ultra-High-Density mass plantation and
high-density planting of mango, chiku and guava



During FY 2018-19 Total 14895 tree planted in ADTPS premises

Sr. No

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total

1991-1998
1999-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019

Fruit / Forest
Plants
292750
27541
9656
2447
22659
173374
65211
57027
26400
33175
7696
5307
1517
0
17000
7530
5320
754610

Ornamental
Plants
43811
3251
476
16697
23412
60121
97570
81425
28500
38900
798
2258
900
4550
4500
12575
9575
429319

Picture before and after high-density planting

5.3 Assumption and Exclusion
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Mangroves

Total

10064376
300100
1000000
500000
1500000
1000000
1500000
1800000
1500000
1500000
1500000
1000000
0
0
0
0
0
23164476

10400937
330892
1010132
519144
1546071
1233495
1662781
1938452
1554900
1572075
1508494
1007565
2417
4550
21500
20105
14895
24348405

1. At ADTPS, major source of GHG emission is due to burning of coal. During
combustion of coal, emissions of CH4, N2O, is negligible compared to emission of CO2
and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for nonconsideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data -Greenhouse gas
reporting: conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Fuel
Coal
(industrial)

Emission due to burning of coal

Unit

tonnes

kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

2,452.29

2,427.50

6.73

18.06

% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e

kg CH4
0.274

kg N2O
0.736

2. At ADTPS, second major source of GHG emission is due to burning of diesel. During
combustion of diesel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is very negligible compared to emission
of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for nonconsideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data -Greenhouse gas
reporting: conversion factors 2018 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Fuel

Unit

% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e

Emission due to burning of diesel
kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

Diesel
(100%
liters
2.68779
2.65020
0.00042
0.03717
0.016
1.383
mineral
diesel)
3. ADTPS has assumed dumper carrying capacity as 25 ton for transportation of Indian
Raw Coal from Coal mines to coal washery and coal washery to railway siding and
GHG emission calculated accordingly.
4. Fly ash is utilized by various vendors in infrastructure projects in nearby area of
ADTPS and Mumbai. ADTPS has assumed that loaded ash bulker travels
approximately 150 KM one way and calculated GHG emission accordingly.
5. Consumption of SF6 is zero therefore no emission due to SF6.
6. ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM) - 500TR Capacity for air
conditioning of plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs
most of the time. conventional air conditioning system is utilized during nonavailability of the VAM and therefore, GHG Emission due to refrigerant is only 107
MT.
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5.4 Coal Emission Factor Calculation Methodology
Coal emission factor are calculated on two methods as follows.
a) Carbon content in fuel – Carbon content in fuel is measured in National
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL)- accredited
lab at ADTPS.
Coal Emission factor calculation based on Carbon content in Fuel is based on ultimate
analysis.
Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/carbonemissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf page number 9
Parameter
Qty of Coal
Average GCV of Coal
Carbon

Unit
MT
kcal / kg
%

Value for 2018-19
2166316.10
3793
37.950

Fuel emission factor
= Carbon content in coal *3.67/100
= 37.95 *3.67/100
= 1.3928 (kg CO2)
b. Coal Emission factor calculation based on Overall emission factor provided by CEA – As
per CEA Source -Microsoft Word - User Guide version 14_2018 (cea.nic.in)
Blending ratio calculation
Coal Consumption

Quantity in MT

Blending Ratio

Total coal in MT

2166316.10

Washed in MT

1656814.67

0.7648

Imported in MT

509501.43

0.2352

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ
ADTPS Coal
Consumption in MT

As per CEA Source -Microsoft Word User Guide version 14_2018
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As per ADTPS
Blending ratio

(cea.nic.in)
Indian coal
Imported coal

gCO2 /MJ
92.5
85.2

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ

gCO2 /MJ
70.7447
20.0384
90.7831

ADTPS is using domestic coal blended with imported coal. Therefore, weighted average of
respective emission factors of both type of coal is utilized to derived ADTPS emission
factor.
Coal Emission factor
Coal GCV for FY 2018-19
Coal GCV in KJ
Coal GCV in MJ
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor

3793.00
15881.29
15.88
90.7831 *15.88
1441.75
1.4418
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Kcal/kg
KJ/kg
MJ/kg
gCO2/kg of coal
gCO2/kg of coal
kgCo2/kg of coal

Chapter-6
GHG Inventory Quality
Management

6. GHG Invenotory Quality management
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For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, ADTPS has established the O&E Department for
the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.

6.1 GHG Information manamgement and Procedure
GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the O&E Department are assigned to estimate the emissions
inventory of the ADTPS. The management shall periodically review the responsibility and
authority of those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.

Training for Inventory Development Team Members


ADTPS shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development team.



Training shall be offered internally or through third party.



Concerned employee has been imparted training for Carbon footprint
measurement methodology by CII Hyderabad.

Identification and Review of Organisation Boundaries
(a) ADTPS shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
(b) ADTPS shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG Sources and Sinks
(a) ADTPS shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary shall
be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization boundary. If
any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for not considering
the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the organization
boundary during every reporting period.
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Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG
emission and removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify its
GHG emission.
(c) ADTPS shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) ADTPS shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization
boundary.
(e)

ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal
factors from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country emission data
publications, another relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.

(f)

Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried out
by ADTPS to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.

a. ADTPS

shall

maintain

consistency

by

using

appropriate

quantification

methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
UNFCCC or IPCC or ISO 14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Use maintenance and Calibration of Measurement Equipment
a. Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all equipment
(like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for GHG emission
accounting.
b. The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure error free
operation.
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Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for data
collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular Accuracy Checks
a. ADTPS shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

b. ADTPS shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission accounting
data collection.

6.2 Document Retention and Recors Keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory is
retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In determining
what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1)At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated from
the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
 EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.
 Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically entered
into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the
emissions inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.
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7. GHG Information Monitoring and Procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for ADTPS and overall responsibility will be of COO of ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Boiler - Coal

MT

SAP report

O&E

2

Boiler LDO

KL

SAP report

O&E

3

DG Set

KL

SAP report

WSM

5

Material handling vehicles

KL

SAP report

Store

6

Plant vehicles - own

KL

Physical Logbook

Administration

7

Plant vehicles - own

KL

SAP report

Administration

8

Plant vehicles - Leased

KL

Logbook

Administration

9

Yard management

KL

SAP report

CHP Operation

10

Canteen

kg

Logbook/Bill

HR Department

11

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

KL

SAP report

Chemical Department

12

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

13

CO2 purging in generator

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

14

R22

Nos

SAP report

WSM Department

15

Fire extinguishers

Nos

Physical Logbook

Fire Department

16

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

KL

SAP Report

CHP Operation

17

Fire Vehicles

KL

SAP Report

Fire Fighting
Department

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Kg

SAP Report

Electrical Department
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Scope-2 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Kwh

Energy Bill

Electrical Dept

2

Start-up power from grid

Kwh

Energy Meter
Reading

Operation

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

tonkm

SAP report

CHP operation

Liter

By vendor

CHP operation

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

tonkm

Invoices

CHP operation

KM

Total Distance
travelled

AHP Department

KM

Total Distance
travelled

Store Department

Scope-3 Emissions

Sl. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard
Fly Ash transportation by
bulker
Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

8

LDO transportation

KM

9

Diesel transportation

KM

10

Transportation of material

KM

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4 wheelers

KM
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Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

Store Department
Store Department
Store Department
Security Department

12
13
14

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers
Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

KM
KM
KM

Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

Security Department
Security Department
Security Department

Other Data

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Gross Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

2

Net Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

3

Coal GCV

Kcal/kg

4

Unburnt carbon content in
Coal

%
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Coal Analysis
Report
Coal Analysis
Report

Chemical Department
Chemical Department
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Executive Summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory is carried out by Adani Dahanu Thermal Power
Station as per GHG protocol “A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard” for the
purpose of accounting and reporting of ADTPS GHG emissions.
CO2 Emission due to

UOM

Based on the
carbon content
in fuel

Based on Overall
CEA Coal
emission factor

Absolute Scope 1 and Scope 2
Emission

tCO2e

2707125

2852689

tCO2e

42549

42549

tones/Mwh

0.894

0.943

tones/Mwh

0.908

0.957

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
NET Specific GHG emission
(Scope-1 & Scope -2) / MWh
NET Specific GHG emission
Total (Scope-1, Scope -2, and
Scope-3) / MWh

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking place
at Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. (ADTPS).

Emissions associated with facility’s

business services and activities were identified and analysed in this report based on the GHG
emission calculations from GHG protocol “A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard
REVISED EDITION”.
Emissions are calculated by two methods based on
1. Carbon content in coal – Carbon content in coal measured in National Accreditation
Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) accredited lab at ADTPS.
2. Overall CEA Coal emission factor – Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has provided
emission factor for domestic and imported coal being used in India.
GHG emission on account of C02 liberation due to burning of coal is almost 98.40% of
total ADTPS GHG emission. Therefore, Emissions are calculated by using both above
methods.
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Absolute Emission based on the carbon content in fuel.

CO2 Emissions (tones)
2706903

Scope-1 Emissions

222

42549

Scope-2 Emissions

Scope-3 Emissions

Absolute Emission based on Overall CEA Coal emission factor.
CO2 Emissions (tones)
2852467

Scope-1 Emissions

222

42549

Scope-2 Emissions

Scope-3 Emissions
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1. Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a subsidiary of Adani Transmission Ltd and
situated in the gateway city of India. The ATL business includes a Power Generation units
based at Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the Retail
Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
Recently Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) has completed acquisition of 25.10% stake in
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) from ATL along with an investment in shareholder
subordinated debt in AEML on 10 February 2020. The total QIA investment in AEML is
approximately INR 3,220 Crore (approximately USD 452 million), which includes equity
consideration of approximately INR 1,210 Crore (approximately USD 170 million) and
shareholder subordinated debt of USD 282 million (approximately INR 2,010 Crore).
AEML is engaged in generation and distribution of electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai
with operations spread over an area of ~ 400 Sq. Kms catering to a consumer base of about
12 million. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander on the western side,
and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand, electricity is procured from
AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at Dahanu i.e, Adani Dahanu Thermal
Power Station (ADTPS), green power of 160 MW apart from other bilateral purchases. AEML
has also entered into a power purchase agreement (PPA) to procure 700 MW through hybrid
(solar-wind) sources. This PPA has already received approval from Maharashtra Electricity
Regulatory Commission (MERC).
The power is transmitted from Dahanu on double circuit, 220KV transmission lines.
The distribution of power is managed through a network of seven divisional offices,25-unit
offices and 7 Consumer Care Centres across all divisions. This complex network of 25000
Kms of HT and LT lines transports electricity from the generating station to each consumer.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is offering a green tariff initiative in the Mumbai
suburban area. Under the initiative, all the company’s consumers right from corporates,
industrial, commercial, hotels, restaurants and residential users have been given the option
to switch to green energy. The switch can be done with the immediate billing cycle and
customers will receive a green power certificate monthly with a separate green colour bill
indicating a separate line item — Green Power Tariff.
ADTPS consisting of two units of 250 MW, is one of the best power generation plants in the
country, which commenced its commercial operations in January 1996. Recognized with
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innumerable awards, this power plant is known for its distinctive features that set it apart
from others in terms of technological innovation, superior performance, and continuous
sustainability for a longer period. ADTPS is located around 120 km north of Mumbai along
Mumbai-Ahmedabad rail line. The plant utilizes a mix of indigenous washed coal and imported
coal as fuel. The indigenous fuel is received from SECL (Korba) and imported coal comes from
various countries such as Indonesia and South Africa, among others. Power generated at
ADTPS is supplied to Distribution division of AEML which in turn distributes power to Mumbai
suburbs.
SR. No.

Certifications

ISO No

Objective

1

Quality

ISO 9001:2015

2

Safety

ISO 45001:2018

3

Environment

ISO 14001:2015

4

Energy

ISO 50001:2018

5

AMS

ISO 55000:2014

6

ISMS

ISO 27001:2013

7

SA

SA 8000: 2014

8

NABL

ISO/IEC 17025:2017

9

BCMS

ISO 22301:2012

10

IRBCMS

ISO 27031:2011

ICT: Information & communication
technology readiness for business
continuity

11

SR

ISO 26000:2010

SR: Social Responsibility assessment
and compliance.
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5S Assessment
statement

QMS: Ensure Quality in processes
for desired output and reliable
customer services
OHSAS Promoting and ensuring
Occupational Health and Safety
practices and compliances
EMS: Address impact of operation
on environment, Climate change,
ensuring Environment
compliances
EnMS: Address climate change &
Energy Management compliance
AMS: Asset Lifecyle management
ICT: Information & communication
technology readiness for business
continuity
SA: Promotion of work culture
fostering employee satisfaction,
ethical business practices &
Social Accountability Compliance
NABL Accreditation for coal
testing laboratory
BCMS: To safeguard against
disruptive events and ensure
business continuity

To improve workforce efficiency
by eliminating the waste, improve
traceability. Improve workplace
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housekeeping, cleanliness,
productivity, Safety, equipment,
material documents storage &
labelling for ensuring organized
workplace / office

ADTPS is certified for asset management System since 2014.The certification scope
covers entire assets including all our Human assets.
Major equipment and facilities at ADTPS are Boilers and auxiliaries, Turbogenerators,
Transformers and auxiliaries, equipment for Coal and Ash handling plant, Fuel oil system,
Demineralized (DM) water plant, pollution control equipment’s (ESP and FGD) and other
equipment’s. These equipment’s are operated and controlled by ‘’state of the art’’ control and
instrumentation system which includes Distributed Digital Control (DDC) along with HMI,
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
(SCADA). The safety of the process is ensured through protection and interlock system such
as FSSS (Furnace Safeguard Supervisory System), Sequence Logic Control System and
Closed Loop Control System.
SAP system at ADTPS is used for resource mobilization and efficient plant operation and
maintenance management. To monitor the equipment performance, on- line real-time
monitoring of all operational and environmental performance parameters is provided in the
Plant Control Room (PCR). Stack and ambient air parameters are monitored on-line as well as
off-line. Environment parameters are also displayed at main entry gate & on website of MPCB
& CPCB on real time basis.
In 2007-08, ADTPS installed 100% capacity Flue Gas De-sulphurization (FGD) plant to remove
the Sulphur-di-oxide (SO2) from boiler flue gases. ADTPS is leading investor for environmental
protection, as investment on FGD is about Rs 250 crore (about 15 % of the total cost of a 500
MW conventional power plant). MoEF has instructed all thermal power plants to installed FGD
by 2022.This compliance is already fulfilled by ADTPS.
To reduce its carbon footprint, ADTPS has taken energy conservation measures such as
installation of variable frequency drives (VFDs) on Condensate Extraction Pumps (CEP), Seal
Air Fans (SAF)and Vent Fans (VF) for Ash Classification System that helps in reduction of
auxiliary power consumption and minimizes the impact on climate. ADTPS has installed
Vapor Absorption Machine (VAM) system with cost of 1.7 crore based on patented Para flow
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Technology from Hitachi Limited of Japan. This has reduced use of Freon gases accountable
for ozone depletion and global warming. Besides, VAM also saves 212 kw/h of energy by
reducing the use of air conditioning system. In FY 17-18, a 55kW Rooftop solar plant was
installed for aux power reduction at Admin Building terrace. In a major innovative project,
Boiler Feed Pump (BFP) hydraulic coupling was replaced with modified gear ratio in both
units and thereby saving of more than 500KW achieved.
ADTPS has MMB owned captive jetty taken on lease for 15 years recognized as AEML
Dahanu Port is tidal port for importing of bituminous coal. Ship remain at anchorage at 8-10
NM and coal is transported through Barges. AEML Dahanu Port is International Ships and
Port Facility Code (ISPS Code 2003) complied port and is audited by Mercantile Marine Dept.
Regular liaison with security agencies like Indian Coast Guard, Customs, IB, SID, Indian Navy
and local police. which is the part of Port Security Advisory committee ADTPS is a Prohibited
Place under Official Secret Act 1923 hence periodically audited by various Govt. authorities
like IB/SID/Police etc.
ADTPS operations are governed by various statutory and regulatory requirements applicable
for power plants in India ADTPS operates its business in Regulatory environment and
governed by MERC norms. As a result, ADTPS environmental performances on key parameters
are amongst the best in the country and on some parameters, it is even better than other
power plants operating in (non-sensitive) industrial area. ADTPS operates its business in
Regulatory environment and governed by MERC norms. It is plant operating under section 62
of the Electricity Act and hence no through put risk.
Our customers are AEML-Transmission & AEML-Distribution and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Energy System at ADTPS
ADTPS has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment and
Safety. ADTPS has also adopted Information Security System ISO-27001 and Social
Accountability System SA-8000. ADTPS chemical laboratory been certified with NABL
accreditation ISO17025:2005 for its activities. ADTPS is the first power plant in the world to
implement Energy Management System (ISO 50001:2018) which shows commitment
towards energy saving initiative and reduction in GHG emission to fight against climate
change & thereby sustainability. ADTPS has integrated all its business processes through
Enterprise Resources Planning system SAP. The plant has established a comprehensive fuel
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management system. In view of logistic, economics, O&M challenges, and environmental
issues, ADTPS have been blending imported coal with beneficiated Indian coal. ADTPS over
the period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and control
of various parameters related to plant performance and implemented numerous improvement
programs (Quality, Safety, Energy, and Environment Improvement Plans).

In ADTPS, there is efficiency department which is monitoring Energy deviation to identify
heat rate loss, Auxiliary power consumption, process parameters deviation. MIS for Heat Rate
and Energy deviations are prepared on daily basis for review on daily basis for necessary
corrective actions required for achieving the annual operating plan targets. Also plant
performance report indicating all the key performance indicator of ADTPS is prepared on
daily basis and reviewed in Daily planning meeting.
After 24 years of operation , despite reduction of loading factor,due to backing down
of unit on account of more influx of renewable energy, ADTPS has sustained Heat rate @
2263 Kcal/Kwh as against MERC normative Heat rate target of 2450 Kcal/Kwh and APC @
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9.58% as against MERC normative APC target of 9.70 % due to various energy saving
intiatives taken so far.
It also carried out test on monthly basis for monitoring Heater performance; Boiler
performance through indirect efficiency, APH Performance, Air ingress, Turbine heat rate and
Turbine efficiency. Any deviation observed during the test is noted and work order raised on
concerned department to carry out work. Jobs that cannot be carried out during running
unit, are attended during short shutdown and unit overhauls. Energy audit by accredited
energy auditors like CII, PCRA, and TUV SUD etc is carried out regularly for improvement in
the system. Last Audit was done TUV SUD South Asia Pvt. Ltd in September 2018.
Focus of ADTPS is on Efficiency Based Maintenance for improving heat rate and reduction in
auxiliary power consumption. Defect which affects the efficiency, auxiliary power is given
top priority e.g., HP heaters, Condenser, Duct rectification, APH Seals rectification, Mill
Performance etc.

ADTPS PAT Cycle
In response to dual need to ‘Enhancing Energy Availability for GDP Growth’ and ‘Action
to fight against Climate Change’, Prime Minister announced “National Action Plan on Climate
Change (NAPCC)” National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) being a key
component of NAPCC reflects GoI’s emphasis on achieving energy efficiency in Indian
Economy It puts four new Initiatives to enhance energy efficiency in country
1. Energy Efficiency Financing Platform- A Mechanism to finance Demand Supply
Management (DSM) programmes in all sectors by capturing future energy savings
2. Perform, Achieve and Trade(PAT) effectiveness of

A Market based mechanism to enhance cost

improvements in energy efficiency in energy intensive large

industries through certification of energy savings that could be traded
3. MTEE Market Based Transformation for Energy Efficiency - Accelerating the shift to
energy efficient appliances in designated sectors through innovative measures that
make the product more affordable
4. FMEED - Framework for Energy Efficient Economic Development - Developing fiscal
instruments to promote energy efficiency
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ADTPS sucessfully completed PAT -1 and PAT -2 cycle PAT-1 cycle was started from
FY 2012 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2015 . Staion Net Heat Rate was reduced
from 2523 Kcal/Kwh to 2512 .ADTPS achieved 4591 Escerts during the PAT cycle – 1 in FY
2015-16.

PAT-2 cycle started from FY 2016 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2018 . Station Net
Heat Rate was reduced from 2519 Kcal/Kwh to 2495 Kcal/Kwh
Accrediated Energy Auditor (AEA) has carried out M&V audit

. M/S Siri Exergy, an

and recommended 8749

Escerts for achieving better net heat rate than the target under PAT cycle –2.

As a designated consumer, ADTPS submits various information regarding Total Energy
Consumed and Specific Energy Consumption Per unit of Production and details of energy
efficiency improvement measures implemented, investment made and savings in energy
achieved to Bureau of Energy efficiency (BEE) and MEDA (Maharashtra Energy Development
Agency) every year.
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Saving of @ 33000 MT of coal per year, is achieved due to improvement in Station Net Heat
Rate (SNHR) by 35.34 Kcal/Kwh due to various energy saving projects carried out during PAT
cycle 1 and PAT cycle 2 period.

ADTPS Energy Audit
ADTPS carried out Mandatory Energy audit as per guidelines by EC Act 2001 at
interval of 3 Years and implemented energy saving recommendation suggested by Auditor.
No

Audit Area

Audited By

Audit Date

01

2 x 250 MW Dahanu Thermal Power Station

PCRA
AEA-0202

July 2015

05

2x 250 MW Adani Dahanu Thermal Power
Station

TUV SUD
South Asia
Pvt. Ltd.

Sep-2018

Awards received for energy efficient operation.
ADTPS received 5-star rating from MPCB for best practices in Air Pollution control
technology for three consecutive years 2018, and 2019 Moreover, efforts of ADTPS have
been recognised at various national and international forums and received more than 120
Awards in the fields of quality, safety, environment, and energy.

Operational Performance Awards:
2019 ASSOCHAM Award “The Outstanding Leader of the Year”.
2019 CII – National Award for Excellence in Energy Management for best Energy
Efficient unit for the year 2019.
2019 MEDA (Maharashtra Energy Development Agency) State Level Award for
Excellence in Energy Conservation and Management in the Thermal Power Plants
sector for the year 2017-18

Environmental Awards:
2018 Vasundhara Puraskar – 2018 by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board for
Environment Protection & Conservation
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
ADTPS GHG Team formed under the guidelines of Chief Operating Officer Sh. Rajendra
Nandi. At plant level O&E Department are responsible for development of the GHG inventory.
Sh. Bhaven Sheth (Vice president -Operation) and Sh. Suhas Patil (Addl VP MTP - O&E) will
undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the ADTPS core team.
O&E department will prepare report and CTS will review and circulates to internal and
external agency.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 01st April 2019 to 31st March 2020.
Profile of GHG Team Members


Sh. Rajendra Nandi
Chief Operating officer ADTPS

Sh. Rajendra Nandi is Chief Operating Officer of Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. He
has more than three decades of multi-faceted experience in the areas of Fuel Management,
Legal and Regulatory and Commercial aspects of the Power Business. Also having expertise
in Power Plant Operation & Maintenance, High degree of commercial acumen and other
synergetic areas of power business.



Sh. Bhaven Sheth
Vice President (Operation) Energy Manager ADTPS

Working as Vice President (Operations). His industrial experience includes erection,
commissioning, operation and maintenance in thermal power plants and energy auditing and
energy conservation activities in thermal power plants. He has been involved in Erection,
Commissioning, Operations, Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250 MW
KWU,300MW,600MW Steam Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was associated in
stabilization of world’s first & largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project based on CLFR
technology. He is Energy Manager of ADTPS and responsible for implementing all energy
related activities as per EC Act 2001.ADTPS has successfully completed PAT-1 and PAT -2
cycle and meet the target He involved in GHG emission monitoring activities since 2008 and
under his guidelines GHG report is prepared.
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Sh. Suhas Patil
Additional Vice President (MTP, O&E)

Working as Addl. Vice President (Maintenance Planning and Operations Efficiency) His
industrial experience includes erection, commissioning, operation and maintenance in
thermal power plants and energy auditing and energy conservation activities in thermal
power plants since 1991. He has been involved in Erection, Commissioning, Operations,
Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250 MW KWU,300MW,600MW Steam
Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was associated in stabilization of world’s first &
largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project based on CLFR technology. He involved in GHG
emission monitoring activities since 2011, Under his guidelines prepared GHG report.
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
GHG Emission report is prepared in accordance with GHG Protocol “A Corporate
Accounting and Reporting Standard REVISED EDITION “Relevant GHG sources and sink in the
ADTPS plant are identified for the purpose of GHG accounting & reporting and quantified
based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this report. In case
of any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are taken based on the
information available publicly on various websites to reduce the uncertainty and associated
risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of the plant in their Digital and physical logbooks,
Material request slip (MRS), Invoices, Power purchase bill and SAP system.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information will enable the
intended users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation
of a road map to mitigate its GHG emissions.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development
This chapter deals with demarcation of organisation boundary and identification of various
sources of GHG emission on account of ADTPS operations and their segregation into three
categories i.e. Scope 1 ,2 and 3.

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG emissions of
ADTPS operations. ADTPS has its operational control over its 2*250 MW, Thermal Power Plant
which generates electricity. Hence, ADTPS has quantified the GHG emission on account of
electricity generation of 2*250 MW Units.
ADTPS shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals as per
the organizational boundary outlined above,

4.2 Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the ADTPS operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to


Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled by the
company),



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1
Includes Green House gas Emission on account of
Coal
LDO
DG Set
Material Handling Vehicles
Plant Owned Vehicle (Petrol and Diesel)
Plant vehicle – leased.
Diesel consumption required for yard management.
Canteen – LPG gas
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Diesel engine driven pump
CO2 Blanketing for Coal Mills / CO2 Purging in generator
Air conditioning – R22
Fire Extinguishers
Use of SF6
Major component of scope -1 emission is on account of combustion of coal
and LDO.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to fuel usage in
Power drawls from external agency for Kawdas Pump House
Start Up Power from Grid during ADTPS station blackout.
Scope 3 Emission
Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel usage in transportation of
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian mines by sea route to Dahanu
Port.
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from Coal India Ltd mines to washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to ADTPS.
Fly Ash transportation by bulker
Waste material disposal through hazardous waste Management.
LDO transportation
Diesel transportation
Transportation of inventory /material
Employee commute to work
Business travel by employees by air
Business travel by employees by road
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4.2.1 Establishing Emission due to Scope-1 for ADTPS.
GHG emissions emanate largely from fossil fuel consumption like coal and LDO in the boiler
process, diesel consumption in DG sets, refrigerant gas consumption in air conditioning units
of company. ADTPS has developed green belt consisting of Mangroves, fruit bearing trees
and other vegetation within the facility’s organizational boundary and it acts as carbon sinks.
Scope -1 emission
Sr No

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

1
2

Boiler
Boiler

Coal
LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4
5

Material handling vehicles
Plant vehicles - own

Diesel
Diesel

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

7
8
9
10

Plant vehicles - Leased
Yard management
Canteen
Diesel engine driven pumps (Kawdas)

Diesel
Diesel
LPG
Diesel

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air Conditioning

R22

14
15
16
17
18

Use of CO2 in Fire extinguishers
Locomotive /AHP - Welding Work - Diesel Generator
Fire Vehicles
Tractor for horticulture/Housekeeping
Circuit Breaker operation

CO2
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
SF6

4.2.2 GHG Emission due to Scope-2.
Scope -2 includes emission due to purchased Power from grid for Kawdas Pump House to
run diesel engine driven pump and start up power drawn from grid during total ADTPS black
out.
Sr No
1
2

Emission Source
Purchased Power from grid for
Kawdas Pump House
Start-up power from grid
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Type of Fuel
Electricity
Electricity

4.2.3 GHG Emission due to Scope-3.
Scope -3 includes emission arises from imported and Indian coal handling activities from
source. Emission on account of handling of fly ash and Waste material disposal to hazardous
waste management are considered. Employee commute and business travel by air and road
is considered.
Sr No

6

Emission Source
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian
mines by sea route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to
ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to
ADTPS coal yard
Fly Ash transportation by bulker

7
8
9
10

Waste materials dispose to waste Management
LDO transportation
Diesel transportation
Transportation of material

Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

11

Employee commute to work - personal 4 wheelers

Diesel

12

Employee commute to work - personal 2 wheelers

Petrol

13

Business Travel by employees by air

14

Business Travel by employees by Road

1
2
3
4
5

4.2.4 Exclusion
Nil
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Type of Fuel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Material
transportation
Diesel

Aviation fuel
Diesel

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based on its
emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission factor.

4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
ADTPS has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.

Identification of GHG sources and sinks

Selection of quantification methodology
Selection and collection of GHG activity
data
Selection or development of GHG emission
or removal factors
Calculation of GHG emissions and removals
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Scope-1 emission
Sr
No
1

Boiler

Type of
Fuel
Coal

2

Boiler

LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4

Material handling vehicles

Diesel

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

7

Plant vehicles - Leased

Diesel

8

Yard management

Diesel

9

Canteen

10

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air
Conditioning

R22

14

Use of CO2 in Fire
extinguishers

CO2

15

Locomotive /AHP - Welding
Work - Diesel Generator

Diesel

16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

Diesel

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Emission Source

LPG
Diesel

SF6
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GHG Emission Source
Combustion of coal in boiler
Combustion of LDO in boiler
during start up and emergency
operation.
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
Combustion of diesel for material
handling equipment operation.
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle operation.
Combustion of petrol for plant
vehicle operation
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle (Leased) operation
Combustion of diesel used for yard
mangement like bulldozer
GHG emission due to use of LPG
cylinder in plant canteen
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in coal mill operation for
blanketing purpose
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in generator to remove H2
GHG
emissions
from
R22
refrigerant
CO2 emissions from CO2 fire
extinguishers refilled in the
reporting year
Combustion of diesel used for
yard mangement like bulldozer
Combustion of diesel used for fire
fighting vehicles
Combustion of diesel used for
horticulture/Housekeeping
GHG emission due to SF6 used in
Circuit Breaker.

Scope-2 Emission

Sr
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

GHG Source

1

Power purchased from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

Grid emission source
procured from grid

as power

2

Startup power from grid

Electricity

Grid emission source
procured from grid

as power

Scope-3 Emission
Sr No
1

2

3

4

5

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS Coal
Yard
Raw Coal transportation by
dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery to
railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail from
SECL to ADTPS coal yard

Type of Fuel

GHG Source

Diesel

Combustion of diesel used in
ship

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for
handling of all imported coal
activity

Diesel

Combustion of diesel
dumper operation

for

Diesel

Combustion of diesel
dumper operation

for

Material
Transportation

Combustion of diesel due to
material transportation

6

Fly Ash transportation by
bulker

Diesel

GHG
emission
due
to
combustion of diesel for bulker
operation

7

Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for
material handling equipment

8

LDO transportation

Diesel

9

Diesel transportation

Diesel

10

Transportation of material

Diesel

11
12

Employee commute to
work - personal 4 wheelers
Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers

Diesel
Petrol
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Combustion of diesel
tanker transportation
Combustion of diesel
tanker transportation
GHG
emission
due
combustion of diesel
material transport vehicle
GHG
emission
due
combustion of diesel
GHG
emission
due
combustion of petrol

for
for
to
for
to
to

13
14

Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

Aviation fuel
Diesel

GHG
emission
due
to
combustion of aviation fuel
GHG
emission
due
to
combustion of diesel

4.3.2 Selection of Quantification of Methodology
ADTPS has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:


Use of emission calculation tool.



GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

Sources used for GHG emission factors in the tool are as follow.
CO2 Baseline Data base for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 15.0
December 2019
Central

Electricity

Authority-

http://erpc.gov.in/wp-

content/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf
( page number -9)
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting
Global-Warming-Potential-Values
India GHG program -Road emission factor
India GHG program -Railway emission factor
GHG activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption. ADTPS
has used the calculation “GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.2 Selection of Collection of GHG Activity Data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emission
Sr
No

Emission Source

Selected
activity data

1

Boiler - Coal

Consumption
of coal in
Tone

2

Boiler -LDO

Consumption
of LDO in liter
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Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records
Available

SAP report

SAP report

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
Material handling vehicles
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
Plant vehicles – owned GHG emission
Diesel
factor
Activity data x
Plant vehicles – owned
GHG emission
Petrol
factor
Activity data x
Plant vehicles – Leased
GHG emission
Diesel
factor
Activity data x
Yard management
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
Consumption
Canteen
GHG emission
of LPG in Kg
factor
Consumption Activity data x
Diesel engine driven
of Diesel in
GHG emission
pumps (Kawdas)
liter
factor
Activity data x
CO2 blanketing of coal
Consumption
GHG emission
mills
of CO2 in kg
factor
Activity data x
Consumption
CO2 purging in generator
GHG emission
of CO2 in kg
factor
Activity data x
Use of refrigerant Air
Consumption
GHG emission
Conditioning
of R22 in kg
factor
Activity data x
Use of CO2 in Fire
Consumption
GHG emission
extinguishers
of CO2 in kg
factor
Locomotive /AHP Consumption Activity data x
Welding Work - Diesel
of Diesel in
GHG emission
Generator
liter
factor
Consumption Activity data x
Fire Vehicles
of Diesel in
GHG emission
liter
factor
Consumption Activity data x
Tractor for
of Diesel in
GHG emission
horticulture/Housekeeping
liter
factor
Activity data x
Consumption
Circuit Breaker operation
GHG emission
of SF6 in kg
factor
Scope-2 Emission
DG Set

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Petrol in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
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SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

Physical
Logbook
Physical
Logbook
SAP Report
Physical
Logbook/Bills
SAP Report

Digital logbook

Digital logbook

SAP report
SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

Sr
No

Emission Source

1

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

2

Startup power from grid

Sr
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data
Consumption
of Electricity
in Kwh

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Consumption Activity data x
of Electricity
GHG emission
in Kwh
factor
Scope-3 Emission
Selected activity
data

1

Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port

Imported coal
consumption
in MT and
Total distance
Travelled
(tonkm)

2

Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

Total Diesel
consumption
in liter

3

Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery

Total
distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

4

Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding

Total distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

5

Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard

6

Fly Ash transportation by
bulker

7

Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

Selected
quantification
methodology

Wash coal
quantity in
MT as per RR
and Total
distance
Travelled
(tonkm)
Total distance
travelled by
ash bulker in
Km
Total distance
travelled by
trucks in Km
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Selected
quantification
methodology

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records
Available
Monthly Bill
Received from
MSDCL
Energy meter
reading

Records
Available
Imported coal
quantity in MT SAP report and
Distance
travelled by
google map
Diesel
consumption
data from
Vendor
Raw coal
handled at
receiving end.
Wash coal
quantity in MT as per Railway
receipt (RR)

Wash coal
quantity in MT as per RR.

Weighbridge
report
Logbook

Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km
Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km
Total distance
travelled by in
Km

8

LDO transportation

9

Diesel transportation

10

Transportation of material

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4 wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in
Km

12

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in
Km

13

Business Travel by
employees by air

Total distance
travelled by in
Km

14

Business Travel by
employees by Road

Total distance
travelled by in
Km

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Logbook

Logbook

Logbook

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

4.3.3 Selection and Development of GHG emission of removal factor
The GHG emission or conversion factor used by ADTPS for accounting GHG emission is from
following guidelines published by
1. Greenhouse gas reporting: conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
2. CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 15.0
December 2019 Amt für Umweltschutz (cea.nic.in)
3. CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 16.0
Amt für Umweltschutz (cea.nic.in)
4. Global Warming Potential Values Microsoft Word - Global-Warming-PotentialValues.docx (ghgprotocol.org)
5. Road Transport Emission Factors | India GHG Program
6. Rail Transport Emission-Edited.cdr (indiaghgp.org)
7. Central
Electricity
Authorityhttp://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf
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Sr No

1.

Parameter

CO2
emission
factor of petrol

2.

CO2
emission
factor of diesel

3.

Effective CO2
emission factor
of coal based on
carbon content.

4

5

6

7

Effective CO2
emission factor
of coal-based
CEA overall
emission factor
CO2 emission
factor of CO2
cylinder

CO2 emission
factor of
refrigerant

Electricity
Emission factor
of Grid

Value

2.31495

Unit

KgCO2/litre

Remark/Source
Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
2.68697

1.4118

1.4878

1

KgCO2/litre

KgCO2/MT

KgCO2/MT

Kg

Central
Electricity
Authorityhttp://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbonemissions-from-power-sector7062018.pdf page number 9
CO2 Baseline Database for the
Indian Power Sector User Guide
Version 15.0 December 2019 Amt
für Umweltschutz (cea.nic.in)
Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20(Feb%2016%202016)_1.
pdf

1760

0.79

KgCO2e

t-CO2/MWh
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CO2 Baseline Database for the
Indian Power Sector User Guide
Version 16.0 Amt für Umweltschutz
(cea.nic.in)

8

CO2 emission
factor of ship
Transport

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
0.003539

(Kg CO2e)

0.7375
Heavy
Duty > 12
tone

9

CO2 emission
factor of Truck
Transport

0.5928
Medium
duty <12
tone

Road Transport Emission Factors |
India GHG Program page number 34

Kg CO2/km

India Specific Rail Transport
Emission Factors for Passenger
Travel and Material Transport Page
Number -7
10

CO2 emission
factor of Rail
Transport

0.00996

KgCO2/Ton
-KM

Greenhouse
gas
reporting:
conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)

11

CO2 emission
factor of Air
Tavel

12

CO2
emission
factor
of
Company Bus

0.25493
Kg CO2/Kg

Road Transport Emission Factors |
India
GHG
Program
0.269

Kg CO2/Km
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors
for Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

13.

CO2
emission
factor of LPG

2.93686
Kg CO2/Kg
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Chapter-5
GHG Inventory Components
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5. GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the ADTPS from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5.1 Summary of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified its emission for the station as follows.

SR
No

1
2
3
4
5

Type of Emissions
FY 2019-20
Emission from coal burnt
in boiler
Other Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-2 Emissions
Total Scope-3 Emissions
Total Absolute
Emissions

Based on the ADTPS carbon
content in fuel

Based on Overall CEA
Coal emission factor
CO2
Emissions
%
(ton)

CO2 Emissions
(ton)

%

2704572

98.36

2850136

98.44

2332
2706903
222
42549

0.085
98.44
0.008
1.55

2332
2852467
222
42549

0.08
98.52
0.01
1.47

2749674

100

2895238

100.00

5.1.1 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-1
The direct GHG emissions for Dahanu Thermal Power station are mainly from use of coal in
boiler, and secondary fuel like Light Diesel Oil (LDO). ADTPS uses washed and imported coal.
Coal blending of wash coal and imported coal is done at Coal Handling plant.
Apart from this, diesel is used in DG sets and in Diesel generator at Kawdas Pump House.
Kawdas pump house is source of raw water for ADTPS which is @ 30 KM away from ADTPS.
CO2 is used in blanketing activity of residual coal inside coal mill, CO2 purging in generator
and in Fire extinguishers.
ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM)-500TR Capacity for air conditioning of
plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs most of the time and
during non-availability of the same only conventional air conditioning system is utilized.
Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 2706903 tonnes of CO2.
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Sl
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

1

Boiler

Coal

1915623.8

MT

1.412

2704572

2

Boiler

LDO

470087

Ltr

2.68697

1263

3

DG Set

Diesel

2520

Ltr

2.68697

6.77

4

Material handling
vehicles

Diesel

2571

Ltr

2.687

6.91

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

8359

Ltr

2.687

22.46

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

4601

Ltr

2.31495

11

7

Plant vehicles Leased

Diesel

17682

Ltr

2.687

48

8

Yard management

Diesel

210280

Ltr

2.687

565

9

Canteen

LPG

13585

kg

2.93686

40

10

Diesel pumps
(Kawdas)

Diesel

420

Ltr

2.687

1.13

11

CO2 blanketing of
coal mills

CO2

2650

kg

1.00

2.65

12

CO2 purging in
generator

CO2

2200

kg

1.00

2

13

Air Conditioning

R22

122

kg

1760

215

14

Fire extinguishers
Locomotive /AHP
Welding work Diesel Generator

CO2

76

kg

1.00

0.076

Diesel

37495

Ltr

2.687

101

15
16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

9043

Ltr

2.687

24

17

Tractor for plant
and Colony

Diesel

2300

Ltr

2.687

6

18

Circuit Breaker
operation

SF6

0

Kg

23500

0

19

Employee commute
to work -Bus

Diesel

64126

KM

0.269

17.25

Total Scope-1 emission in Tones of CO2
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2706903

5.1.2 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-2
The consumption of purchased electricity from the gird is for start-up power requirement
and for Kawdas pump house. GHG emission due to start up power requirement is 42 tons of
CO2 and for Kawdas Pump House is 180 tons of CO2. Scope-2 GHG emissions are calculated
and quantified at 222 tonnes of CO2

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

228,004

kWh

0.79

180

53000

kWh

0.79

42

Type of
Fuel

Quantity

1

Purchased Power
from grid for
Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

2

Startup power
from grid

Electricity

Sl No

Emission Source

Total Scope-2 emission in Tones of CO2

222

5.1.3 Summary of GHG emission-Scope-3
In Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 42549 tonnes of CO2.
Imported Coal Material Transportation
Total
SR
Qty of
annual
Nos
Activity
material MT
distance
(km)
Imported Coal
transportation
from
1
indonesian
862980
6612
mines by sea
route to
Dahanu Port
Imported Coal Material Transportation

2

tonkm

Emissions
tCO2e

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

5705715732

0.003539

20193

Activity

Qty of
material MT

Quantity
of liter

kg CO2/ltr

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

Imported Coal
transportation
from Dahanu
Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

862980

722539

2.687

1941
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Activity

Qty of
material MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

3

Raw Coal
transportation
by dumper
from mines to
washery

1,899,895.470

379979

4

Wash Coal
transportation
by dumper
from washery
to railway
sliding

1,310,812

415307

Activity

Qty of
material MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

5

6

7

8

Domestic Coal
transportation
by Rail from
1310812
1400
SECL to
ADTPS coal
yard
Waste Material Transportation
Total
annual
Activity
MT
distance
(km)
Fly Ash
transportation
290514.69
1732350
by bulker up to
150 KM
waste material
dispose to
Hazardous
1400
waste
Management
LDO/Diesel Transportation by road
Total
annual
Activity
KL
distance
(km)
LDO
transportation

1601.60

3203

37

kg
CO2/km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2))

0.7375

280

0.7375

306

tonkm

kg
CO2/km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2))

1835136982

0.00996

18278

kgCO2/Km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

1278

0.5928

0.83

Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation
Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation

Total
Emissions
kgCO2/Km
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

2.36

9

Diesel
transportation

1273.35

2547

Material Transportation
Activity

10

11

12

KL

Transportation
of material
Employee
commute to
work personal 4
wheelers
Employee
commute to
work personal 2
wheelers
Business
Travel

13

14

Total distance
traveled by
employees by
air
Total distance
traveled by
employees by
Road

Total
annual
distance
(km)

0.7375

1.88

Total
Emissions
kgCO2/Km
(Tons
CO2)

303495

0.5928

180

246567

0.2130

52.5

447462

0.0290

13.0

Mode of
travel

Total
distance
(km)

Emission
Factor
(kg CO2 /
km)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

Air

79732

0.25493

20.33

Road

10152

0.213

2.16

Total Scope-3 emission in Tones of CO2
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42549

5.2 Organizational activities to reduce GHG emission.

Energy Saving Project
FY 19-20

Investment
in Crs

Remark

CO2 reduction
in tones per
year

U-2 Replacement of IP turbine
by new one and Overhauling of
LP Turbine.
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Unit-2 Heat rate improvement
due to HP Heater Performance
attending of parting plate
leakage

0.01

Heat rate improved by 3
Kcal/Kwh

2319

Reduction in Energy
Consumption due to attending
of APH seal leakage, Flue gas
duct leakage and replacement
of flue gas duct expansion
bellows and updating seal by
double seal

0.44

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 961 KW

2300

Energy Saving Project
FY 18-19
Unit-1 Heat rate improvement
due to HP Heater Performance
attending of parting plate
leakage
Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in U-1

Heat rate improved by 30
Kcal/Kwh

Investment
in Crs

Remark

23190

CO2 reduction
in tones per
year

0.01

Heat rate improved by 13
Kcal/Kwh

9913

1

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 961 KW

2269

Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-1 Flue gas path duct

0.01

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 1000 KW

2361

Replacement of HP Turbine by
refurbished one. Overhaul of IP
Turbine, LP Turbine in Unit-1
overhauling.
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Heat rate improved by 37
Kcal/Kwh

28215

Energy Saving Project
FY 17-18

Investment
in Crs

Remark

CO2
reduction in
tones per
year

Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-2 Air Preheater

5

Heat rate improved by 16
Kcal/Kwh

12317

Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in Unit-2

1

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 561 KW

1337

Installation of CEP VFD in U # 2

0.25

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 208 KW

496

Air Compressor APC
optimization by Installation of
Air Booster to BFP R/C valve

0.05

Due to this project Energy
saved by 2000 Kwh/Day

221
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5.2.1 Energy Awareness Programme
ADTPS Energy Management Cell is always in way of reducing the contribution of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the technology or changing
the attitude towards energy conservation. ADTPS celebrated the “Energy Conservation
Week” from 14th to 20th December. On energy conservation week ADTPS EMC had organized
various activities such as


Energy Conservation walk



Pledge towards Energy Conservation by ADTPS employees.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through School
Children’s by arranging seminars at local schools.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through colony
Children’s on children Day celebration.



E-Quiz for all ADTPS employees on Energy conservation
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5.2.2 Green Development
The plant has been proactively engaged in tree plantation activities around its facilities to
promote development of greenbelt. The facility will continue to engage in increasing the
green cover around its facilities.


Developed man made forest consisting of Ultra-High-Density mass plantation and
high-density planting of mango, chiku and guava



During FY 2019-20 Total 26137 tree planted in ADTPS premises.



365.19 Acre land is under plantation.

Sr. No

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Total

1991-1998
1999-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

Fruit / Forest
Plants
292750
27541
9656
2447
22659
173374
65211
57027
26400
33175
7696
5307
1517
0
17000
7530
5320
21637
776247

Ornamental
Plants
43811
3251
476
16697
23412
60121
97570
81425
28500
38900
798
2258
900
4550
4500
12575
9575
4500
433819

Picture before and after high-density planting
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Mangroves

Total

10064376
300100
1000000
500000
1500000
1000000
1500000
1800000
1500000
1500000
1500000
1000000
0
0
0
0
0
0
23164476

10400937
330892
1010132
519144
1546071
1233495
1662781
1938452
1554900
1572075
1508494
1007565
2417
4550
21500
20105
14895
26137
24374542

5.3 Assumption and Exclusion.
1. At ADTPS, major source of GHG emission is due to burning of coal. During combustion
of coal, emissions of CH4, N2O, is negligible compared to emission of CO2 and hence
not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for non-consideration of CH4 and
N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data –

Greenhouse gas reporting: conversion

factors 2019 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Emission due to burning of coal
Fuel

Coal
(industrial)

Unit

tonnes

kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

2,464.95

2,439.07

6.89

18.99

% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e
kg
kg CH4
N2O
0.280

0.770

2. At ADTPS, second major source of GHG emission is due to burning of diesel. During
combustion of diesel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is very negligible compared to emission
of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for nonconsideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data – Greenhouse gas
reporting: conversion factors 2019 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Emission due to burning of diesel
Fuel

Diesel
(100%
mineral
diesel)

Unit

liters

kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

2.68697

2.65242

0.00030

kg N2O

0.03425

% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e
kg
kg CH4
N2O
0.011

1.275

3. ADTPS has assumed dumper carrying capacity as 25 ton for transportation of Indian
Raw Coal from Coal mines to coal washery and coal washery to railway siding and GHG
emission calculated accordingly.
4. Fly ash is utilized by various vendors in infrastructure projects in nearby area of ADTPS
and Mumbai. ADTPS has assumed that loaded ash bulker travels approximately 150
KM one way and calculated GHG emission accordingly.
5. Consumption of SF6 is zero therefore no emission due to SF6.
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6. ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM) - 500TR Capacity for air
conditioning of plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs
most of the time. conventional air conditioning system is utilized during nonavailability of the VAM and therefore, GHG Emission due to refrigerant is only at 215
tonnes of CO2.

5.4 Coal Emission Factor Calculation Methodology
Coal emission factor are calculated on two methods as follows.
a) Carbon content in fuel – Carbon content in fuel is measured in National
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL)- accredited lab
at ADTPS.
Coal Emission factor calculation based on Carbon content in Fuel is based on the ultimate
analysis
Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/carbonemissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf page number 9
Parameter
Qty of Coal
Average GCV of Coal
Carbon

Unit
MT
kcal / kg
%

Value for 2019-20
1915623.80
3952
38.47

Fuel emission factor
= Carbon content in coal *3.67/100
= 38.47 *3.67/100
= 1.4118 (Kg CO2)
b. Coal Emission factor calculation based on Overall emission factor provided by CEA
CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 15.0 December 2019
Amt für Umweltschutz (cea.nic.in)
Blending ratio calculation
Coal Consumption

Quantity in MT

Total coal in MT

1915623.80

Washed in MT

1237459.479

0.6460

Imported in MT

678164.321

0.3540
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Blending Ratio

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ

ADTPS Coal
Consumption in MT

CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian
Power Sector User Guide Version 15.0
December 2019 Amt für Umweltschutz
(cea.nic.in)

As per ADTPS
Blending ratio

gCO2 /MJ

gCO2 /MJ

92.5
85.2

59.7534
30.1623

Indian coal
Imported coal

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ

89.9157

ADTPS is using domestic coal blended with imported coal. Therefore, weighted average of
respective emission factors of both type of coal is utilized to derived ADTPS emission factor.
Coal Emission factor
Coal GCV for FY 2019-20
Coal GCV in KJ
Coal GCV in MJ
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor

3952.00
16547.02
16.55
89.9157*16.55
1487.84
1.4878
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Kcal/kg
KJ/kg
MJ/kg
gCO2/kg of coal
gCO2/kg of coal
kgCO2/kg of coal
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6. GHG Inventory Quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, ADTPS has established the O&E Department for
the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.

6.1 GHG Information manamgement and Procedure
GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the O&E Department are assigned to estimate the emissions inventory
of the ADTPS. The management shall periodically review the responsibility and authority of
those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.

Training for Inventory Development Team Members


ADTPS shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development team.



Training shall be offered internally or through third party.



Concerned employee has been imparted training for Carbon footprint
measurement methodology by CII Hyderabad.

Identification and Review of Organisation Boundaries
(a) ADTPS shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
(b) ADTPS shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG Sources and Sinks
(a) ADTPS shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary shall
be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization boundary. If
any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for not considering
the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the organization
boundary during every reporting period.
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Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG
emission and removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be conducted
following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify its GHG
emission.
(c) ADTPS shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) ADTPS shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization boundary.
(e) ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal factors
from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country emission data publications,
another relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.
(f) Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried out by
ADTPS to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.

a. ADTPS shall maintain consistency by using appropriate quantification methodologies
of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by UNFCCC or IPCC or ISO
14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Use maintenance and Calibration of Measurement Equipment
a. Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all equipment
(like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for GHG emission
accounting.
b. The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure error free
operation.
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Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for data
collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular Accuracy Checks
a. ADTPS shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

b. ADTPS shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission accounting data
collection.

6.2 Document Retention and Record Keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory is
retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In determining
what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1)At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated from
the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
 EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.
 Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically entered
into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the
emissions inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.
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7. GHG Information Monitoring and Procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG inventory
for ADTPS and overall responsibility will be of COO of ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Boiler - Coal

MT

SAP report

O&E

2

Boiler LDO

KL

SAP report

O&E

3

DG Set

KL

SAP report

WSM

5

Material handling vehicles

KL

SAP report

Store

6

Plant vehicles - own

KL

Physical Logbook

Administration

7

Plant vehicles - own

KL

SAP report

Administration

8

Plant vehicles - Leased

KL

Logbook

Administration

9

Yard management

KL

SAP report

CHP Operation

10

Canteen

kg

Logbook/Bill

HR Department

11

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

KL

SAP report

Chemical Department

12

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

13

CO2 purging in generator

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

14

R22

Nos

SAP report

WSM Department

15

Fire extinguishers

Nos

Physical Logbook

Fire Department

16

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

KL

SAP Report

CHP Operation

17

Fire Vehicles

KL

SAP Report

Fire Fighting
Department

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Kg

SAP Report

Electrical Department
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Scope-2 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Kwh

Energy Bill

Electrical Dept

2

Start-up power from grid

Kwh

Energy Meter
Reading

Operation

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

tonkm

SAP report

CHP operation

Liter

By vendor

CHP operation

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

tonkm

Invoices

CHP operation

KM

Total Distance
travelled

AHP Department

KM

Total Distance
travelled

Store Department

Scope-3 Emissions

Sl. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard
Fly Ash transportation by
bulker
Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

8

LDO transportation

KM

9

Diesel transportation

KM

10

Transportation of material

KM

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4 wheelers

KM
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Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

Store Department
Store Department
Store Department
Security Department

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers
Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

KM

Security Department

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Gross Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

2

Net Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

3

Coal GCV

Kcal/kg

4

Unburnt carbon content in
Coal

%

12
13
14

KM

KM

Security Department

Security Department

Other Data
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Coal Analysis
Report
Coal Analysis
Report

Chemical Department
Chemical Department
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Executive Summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory is carried out by Adani Dahanu Thermal Power
Station as per GHG Protocol -“A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard” for the
purpose of accounting and reporting of ADTPS GHG emissions.
CO2 Emission due to

UOM

Based on the
carbon content
in fuel

Based on Overall
CEA Coal
emission factor

Absolute Scope 1 and Scope 2
Emission

tCO2e

2596078

2732503

tCO2e

26498

26498

tCO2e/Mwh

0.896

0.943

tCO2e/Mwh

0.905

0.952

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
NET Specific GHG emission
(Scope-1 & Scope -2) / MWh
NET Specific GHG emission
Total (Scope-1, Scope -2, and
Scope-3) / MWh

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking place
at Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. (ADTPS).

Emissions associated with facility’s

business services and activities were identified and analysed in this report based on the
GHG emission calculations from GHG Protocol “A Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Standard REVISED EDITION”.
Emissions are calculated by two methods based on
1. Carbon content in coal – Carbon content in coal measured in National Accreditation
Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) accredited lab at ADTPS.
2. Overall CEA Coal emission factor – Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has provided
emission factor for domestic and imported coal being used in India.
GHG emission on account of C02 liberation due to burning of coal is almost 98.95% of
total ADTPS GHG emission. Therefore, Emissions are calculated by using both above
methods.

3

Absolute Emission based on the carbon content in fuel.

Absolute Emission based on Overall CEA Coal emission factor.
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1. Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a subsidiary of Adani Transmission Ltd and
situated in the gateway city of India. The ATL business includes a Power Generation units
based at Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the
Retail Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
Recently Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) has completed acquisition of 25.10%
stake in Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) from ATL along with an investment in
shareholder subordinated debt in AEML on 10 February 2020. The total QIA investment in
AEML is approximately INR 3,220 Crore (approximately USD 452 million), which includes
equity consideration of approximately INR 1,210 Crore (approximately USD 170 million) and
shareholder subordinated debt of USD 282 million (approximately INR 2,010 Crore).
AEML is engaged in generation and distribution of electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai
with operations spread over an area of ~ 400 Sq. Kms catering to a consumer base of about
12 million. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander on the western side,
and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand, electricity is procured
from AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at Dahanu i.e, Adani Dahanu
Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), green power of 160 MW apart from other bilateral
purchases. AEML has also entered into a power purchase agreement (PPA) to procure 700
MW through hybrid (solar-wind) sources. This PPA has already received approval from
Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC).
The power is transmitted from Dahanu on double circuit, 220KV transmission lines.
The distribution of power is managed through a network of seven divisional offices,25-unit
offices and 7 Consumer Care Centres across all divisions. This complex network of 25000
Kms of HT and LT lines transports electricity from the generating station to each consumer.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is offering a green tariff initiative in the Mumbai
suburban area. Under the initiative, all the company’s consumers right from corporates,
industrial, commercial, hotels, restaurants and residential users have been given the option
to switch to green energy. The switch can be done with the immediate billing cycle and
customers will receive a green power certificate monthly with a separate green colour bill
indicating a separate line item — Green Power Tariff.
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ADTPS consisting of two units of 250 MW, is one of the best power generation plants in
the country, which commenced its commercial operations in January 1996. Recognized
with innumerable awards, this power plant is known for its distinctive features that set it
apart from others in terms of technological innovation, superior performance, and
continuous sustainability for a longer period. ADTPS is located around 120 km north of
Mumbai along Mumbai-Ahmedabad rail line. The plant utilizes a mix of indigenous washed
coal and imported coal as fuel. The indigenous fuel is received from SECL (Korba) and
imported coal comes from various countries such as Indonesia and South Africa, among
others. Power generated at ADTPS is supplied to Distribution division of AEML which in
turn distributes power to Mumbai suburbs.
Operational Standards
QMS: Ensure Quality in processes
1998
for desired output and reliable
customer services
EMS: Address impact of operation
1999
on environment, Climate change,
ensuring Environment compliances
OHSAS Promoting and ensuring
2008
Occupational Health and Safety
practices and compliances
EnMS: Address climate change &
2011
Energy Management compliance

1.

ISO 9001:2015

2.

ISO 14001:2015

3.

ISO 45001:2018

4.

ISO 50001:2018

5.

ISO 55000:2014

2016

10.

ISO 26000:2010

2019

11.

SA 8000: 2014

2007

6.
7.
8.
9.

AMS: Asset Lifecyle management
NABL Accreditation for coal testing
(ISO/IEC 17025:2005)
2013
laboratory
Risk Protection Standards
ISO 27001:2013
2008
ISMS: Ensuring data security
ICT: Information & communication
ISO 27031:2011
2019
technology
ISO 22301:2012
2019
BCMS: Business continuity
Management System
Business Excellence Standard/Guidelines
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SR: Social Responsibility
assessment and compliance.
SA: Promotion of work culture
fostering employee satisfaction,
ethical business practices & Social
Accountability Compliance.

12.

5S Assessment Certification

2020

13.

Management of Single Use
Plastic – Assessment
statement

2021

14.

Claim on Zero Waste to
Landfill – Assessment
statement

2021

15.

ISO 46001:2019

2021

To improve workforce efficiency by
eliminating the waste, improve
traceability. Improve workplace
housekeeping,
cleanliness,
productivity, Safety, equipment,
material documents storage &
labelling for ensuring organized
workplace / office
Establishment of system to manage
SuP (Single Use plastic) by
establishing methods to identify,
Classify, segregate, store, dispose
plastic materials of single use
application. Eliminate SuP items
from organization boundary in
phased manner
Establishment of system to manage
waste generated by establishing
process
for
identification,
classification, segregation, storage,
reuse & disposal
WEMS: Address water use
optimization, efficiency
improvement along with water use
data mapping against business
activity supported by metering &
measurement basis

ADTPS is certified for asset management System since 2014.The certification scope
covers entire assets including all our Human assets.
Major equipment and facilities at ADTPS are Boilers and auxiliaries, Turbogenerators,
Transformers and auxiliaries, equipment for Coal and Ash handling plant, Fuel oil system,
Demineralized (DM) water plant, pollution control equipment’s (ESP and FGD) and other
equipment’s. These equipment’s are operated and controlled by ‘’state of the art’’ control
and instrumentation system which includes Distributed Digital Control (DDC) along with
HMI, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
System (SCADA). The safety of the process is ensured through protection and interlock
system such as FSSS (Furnace Safeguard Supervisory System), Sequence Logic Control
System and Closed Loop Control System.
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SAP system at ADTPS is used for resource mobilization and efficient plant operation and
maintenance management. To monitor the equipment performance, on- line real-time
monitoring of all operational and environmental performance parameters is provided in the
Plant Control Room (PCR). Stack and ambient air parameters are monitored on-line as well
as off-line. Environment parameters are also displayed at main entry gate & on website of
MPCB & CPCB on real time basis.
In 2007-08, ADTPS installed 100% capacity Flue Gas De-sulphurization (FGD) plant to
remove the Sulphur-di-oxide (SO2) from boiler flue gases. ADTPS is leading investor for
environmental protection, as investment on FGD is about Rs 250 crore (about 15 % of the
total cost of a 500 MW conventional power plant). MoEF has instructed all thermal power
plants to installed FGD by 2022.This compliance is already fulfilled by ADTPS.
To reduce its carbon footprint, ADTPS has taken energy conservation measures such as
installation of variable frequency drives (VFDs) on Condensate Extraction Pumps (CEP),
Seal Air Fans (SAF)and Vent Fans (VF) for Ash Classification System that helps in reduction
of auxiliary power consumption and minimizes the impact on climate. ADTPS has installed
Vapor Absorption Machine (VAM) system with cost of 1.7 crore based on patented Para flow
Technology from Hitachi Limited of Japan. This has reduced use of Freon gases
accountable for ozone depletion and global warming. Besides, VAM also saves 212 kw/h of
energy by reducing the use of air conditioning system. In FY 17-18, a 55kW Rooftop solar
plant was installed for aux power reduction at Admin Building terrace. In a major innovative
project, Boiler Feed Pump (BFP) hydraulic coupling was replaced with modified gear ratio in
both units and thereby saving of more than 500KW achieved.
ADTPS has MMB owned captive jetty taken on lease for 15 years recognized as AEML
Dahanu Port is tidal port for importing of bituminous coal. Ship remain at anchorage at 8-10
NM and coal is transported through Barges. AEML Dahanu Port is International Ships and
Port Facility Code (ISPS Code 2003) complied port and is audited by Mercantile Marine
Dept. Regular liaison with security agencies like Indian Coast Guard, Customs, IB, SID, Indian
Navy and local police. which is the part of Port Security Advisory committee ADTPS is a
Prohibited Place under Official Secret Act 1923 hence periodically audited by various Govt.
authorities like IB/SID/Police etc.
ADTPS operations are governed by various statutory and regulatory requirements applicable
for power plants in India ADTPS operates its business in Regulatory environment and
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governed by MERC norms. As a result, ADTPS environmental performances on key
parameters are amongst the best in the country and on some parameters, it is even better
than other power plants operating in (non-sensitive) industrial area. ADTPS operates its
business in Regulatory environment and governed by MERC norms. It is plant operating
under section 62 of the Electricity Act and hence no through put risk.
Our customers are AEML-Transmission & AEML-Distribution and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Energy System at ADTPS
ADTPS has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment and
Safety. ADTPS has also adopted Information Security System ISO-27001 and Social
Accountability System SA-8000. ADTPS chemical laboratory been certified with NABL
accreditation ISO17025:2005 for its activities. ADTPS is the first power plant in the world to
implement Energy Management System (ISO 50001:2018) which shows commitment
towards energy saving initiative and reduction in GHG emission to fight against climate
change & thereby sustainability. ADTPS has integrated all its business processes through
Enterprise Resources Planning system SAP. The plant has established a comprehensive fuel
management system. In view of logistic, economics, O&M challenges, and environmental
issues, ADTPS have been blending imported coal with beneficiated Indian coal. ADTPS over
the period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and control
of various parameters related to plant performance and implemented numerous
improvement programs (Quality, Safety, Energy, and Environment Improvement Plans).
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In ADTPS, there is efficiency department which is monitoring Energy deviation to identify
heat rate loss, Auxiliary power consumption, process parameters deviation. MIS for Heat
Rate and Energy deviations are prepared on daily basis for review on daily basis for
necessary corrective actions required for achieving the annual operating plan targets. Also
plant performance report indicating all the key performance indicator of ADTPS is prepared
on daily basis and reviewed in Daily planning meeting.
After 25 years of operation , despite reduction of loading factor,due to backing down
of unit on account of more influx of renewable energy, ADTPS has sustained Heat rate @
2263 Kcal/Kwh as against MERC normative Heat rate target of 2430 Kcal/Kwh and APC @
9.63% as against MERC normative APC target of 9.70 % due to various energy saving
intiatives taken so far.
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Heat rate improved by 57 Kcal/Kwh eventhogh loading factor reduced by 16%

Auxillary Power sustained @ 9.63% eventhogh loading factor reduced by 16%
It also carried out test on monthly basis for monitoring Heater performance; Boiler
performance through indirect efficiency, APH Performance, Air ingress, Turbine heat rate
and Turbine efficiency. Any deviation observed during the test is noted and work order
raised on concerned department to carry out work. Jobs that cannot be carried out during
running unit, are attended during short shutdown and unit overhauls. Energy audit by
accredited energy auditors like CII, PCRA, and TUV SUD etc is carried out regularly for
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improvement in the system. Last Audit was done TUV SUD South Asia Pvt. Ltd in September
2018.

Focus of ADTPS is on Efficiency Based Maintenance for improving heat rate and reduction
in auxiliary power consumption. Defect which affects the efficiency, auxiliary power is
given top priority e.g., HP heaters, Condenser, Duct rectification, APH Seals rectification,
Mill Performance etc.

ADTPS PAT cycle
In response to dual need to ‘Enhancing Energy Availability for GDP Growth’ and
‘Action to fight against Climate Change’, Prime Minister announced “National Action Plan
on Climate Change (NAPCC)” National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE)
being a key component of NAPCC reflects GoI’s emphasis on achieving energy efficiency in
Indian Economy It puts four new Initiatives to enhance energy efficiency in country
1. Energy Efficiency Financing Platform- A Mechanism to finance Demand Supply
Management (DSM) programmes in all sectors by capturing future energy savings
2. Perform, Achieve and Trade(PAT) effectiveness of

A Market based mechanism to enhance cost

improvements in energy efficiency in energy intensive large

industries through certification of energy savings that could be traded
3. MTEE Market Based Transformation for Energy Efficiency - Accelerating the shift to
energy efficient appliances in designated sectors through innovative measures that
make the product more affordable
4. FMEED - Framework for Energy Efficient Economic Development - Developing fiscal
instruments to promote energy efficiency
ADTPS sucessfully completed PAT -1 and PAT -2 cycle PAT-1 cycle was started from
FY 2012 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2015 . Staion Net Heat Rate was reduced
from 2523 Kcal/Kwh to 2512 .ADTPS achieved 4591 Escerts during the PAT cycle – 1 in FY
2015-16.
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PAT-2 cycle started from FY 2016 and implemetation phase was up to FY 2018 . Station Net
Heat Rate was reduced from 2519 Kcal/Kwh to 2495 Kcal/Kwh
Accrediated Energy Auditor (AEA) has carried out M&V audit

. M/S Siri Exergy, an

and recommended 8749

Escerts for achieving better net heat rate than the target under PAT cycle –2.

As a designated consumer, ADTPS submits various information regarding Total Energy
Consumed and Specific Energy Consumption Per unit of Production and details of energy
efficiency improvement measures implemented, investment made and savings in energy
achieved to Bureau of Energy efficiency (BEE) and MEDA (Maharashtra Energy
Development Agency) every year.
Saving of @ 33000 MT of coal per year, is achieved due to improvement in Station Net Heat
Rate (SNHR) by 35.34 Kcal/Kwh due to various energy saving projects carried out during
PAT cycle 1 and PAT cycle 2 period.
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ADTPS Energy Audit
ADTPS carried out Mandatory Energy audit as per guidelines by EC Act 2001 at
interval of 3 Years and implemented energy saving recommendation suggested by Auditor.
Audit Area

Audited By

Audit Date

2 x 250 MW Dahanu Thermal Power Station

PCRA
AEA-0202

July 2015

2x 250 MW Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station

TUV SUD
South Asia
Pvt. Ltd.

Sep-2018

No
01

05

ADTPS has planned to carry out Mandatory Energy Audit by accrediated Energy Auditor in
the year 2021 .

Awards

Operational Performance Awards:
2020

MEDA (Maharashtra Energy Development Agency) State Level Award for Excellence in
Energy Conservation and Management in the Thermal Power Plants sector for the year
2019-20.

2020

CII – “National Energy Leader“for achieving Excellent Energy Efficient Unit Award
consecutively for 3 years in Thermal power plant category.
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2020

CII - National Award for Excellence in Energy Management 2020.

2020

IMC Ramkrishna Bajaj National Quality Performance Excellence Award – 2019 in
Manufacturing category.

2020 “Best Boiler User” award by Boiler India 2020, organized by Directorate of Steam
Boiler, Labour Department, Government of Maharashtra
ADTPS received 5-star rating from Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB) for best
practices and maintaining all emission parameters well below prescribed limit for three
consecutive years 2017 to 2019.

Moreover, efforts of ADTPS have been recognised at various national and international
forums and received more than 120 Awards in the fields of quality, safety, environment, and
energy.
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
ADTPS GHG Team formed under the guidelines of Chief Operating Officer Sh. Rajendra
Nandi. At plant level O&E Department are responsible for development of the GHG
inventory. Sh. Bhaven Sheth (Vice president -Operation) and Sh. Suhas Patil (Addl VP MTP O&E) will undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the ADTPS
core team. O&E department will prepare report and CTS will review and circulates to
internal and external agency.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 01st April 2020 to 31st March 2021.
Profile of GHG Team Members


Sh. Rajendra Nandi
Chief Operating officer ADTPS

Sh. Rajendra Nandi is Chief Operating Officer of Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station. He
has more than three decades of multi-faceted experience in the areas of Fuel Management,
Legal and Regulatory and Commercial aspects of the Power Business. Also having expertise
in Power Plant Operation & Maintenance, High degree of commercial acumen and other
synergetic areas of power business.



Sh. Bhaven Sheth
Vice President (Operation) Energy Manager ADTPS

Working as Vice President (Operations). His industrial experience includes erection,
commissioning, operation and maintenance in thermal power plants and energy auditing
and energy conservation activities in thermal power plants. He has been involved in
Erection, Commissioning, Operations, Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250
MW KWU,300MW,600MW Steam Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was
associated in stabilization of world’s first & largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project
based on CLFR technology. He is Energy Manager of ADTPS and responsible for
implementing all energy related activities as per EC Act 2001.ADTPS has successfully
completed PAT-1 and PAT -2 cycle and meet the target He involved in GHG emission
monitoring activities since 2008 and under his guidelines GHG report is prepared.
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 Sh. Suhas Patil
Additional Vice President (MTP, O&E)
Working as Addl. Vice President (Maintenance Planning and Operations Efficiency) His
industrial experience includes erection, commissioning, operation and maintenance in
thermal power plants and energy auditing and energy conservation activities in thermal
power plants since 1991. He has been involved in Erection, Commissioning, Operations,
Energy Efficiency and Overhauling activities of 250 MW KWU,300MW,600MW Steam
Turbines, Solar plants, and its auxiliaries. He was associated in stabilization of world’s first &
largest 125 MW Concentrated Solar Project based on CLFR technology. He involved in GHG
emission monitoring activities since 2011, Under his guidelines prepared GHG report.
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
GHG Emission report is prepared in accordance with GHG protocol “A Corporate
Accounting and Reporting Standard REVISED EDITION “Relevant GHG sources and sink in
the ADTPS plant are identified for the purpose of GHG accounting & reporting and
quantified based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this
report. In case of any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are
taken based on the information available publicly on various websites to reduce the
uncertainty and associated risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of the plant in their Digital and physical logbooks,
Material request slip (MRS), Invoices, Power purchase bill and SAP system.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information will enable the
intended users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation
of a road map to mitigate its GHG emissions.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development
This chapter deals with demarcation of organisation boundary and identification of various
sources of GHG emission on account of ADTPS operations and their segregation into three
categories i.e., Scope 1 ,2 and 3.

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG emissions of
ADTPS operations. ADTPS has its operational control over its 2*250 MW, Thermal Power
Plant which generates electricity. Hence, ADTPS has quantified the GHG emission on
account of electricity generation of 2*250 MW Units.
ADTPS shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals as
per the organizational boundary outlined above,

4.2 Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the ADTPS operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to


Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the company),



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1
Includes Green House gas Emission on account of
Coal
LDO
DG Set
Material Handling Vehicles
Plant Owned Vehicle (Petrol and Diesel)
Plant vehicle – leased.
Diesel consumption required for yard management.
Canteen – LPG gas
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Diesel engine driven pump
CO2 Blanketing for Coal Mills / CO2 Purging in generator
Air conditioning – R22
Fire Extinguishers
Use of SF6
Major component of scope -1 emission is on account of combustion of coal
and LDO.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to fuel usage in
Power drawls from external agency for Kawdas Pump House
Start Up Power from Grid during ADTPS station blackout.
Scope 3 Emission
Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel usage in transportation of
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian mines by sea route to Dahanu
Port.
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from Coal India Ltd mines to washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to ADTPS.
Fly Ash transportation by bulker
Waste material disposal through hazardous waste Management.
LDO transportation
Diesel transportation
Transportation of inventory /material
Employee commute to work
Business travel by employees by air
Business travel by employees by road
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4.2.1 Establishing Emission due to Scope-1 for ADTPS.
GHG emissions emanate largely from fossil fuel consumption like coal and LDO in the boiler
process, diesel consumption in DG sets, refrigerant gas consumption in air conditioning
units of company. ADTPS has developed green belt consisting of Mangroves, fruit bearing
trees and other vegetation within the facility’s organizational boundary and it acts as
carbon sinks.
Scope -1 emission
Sr No

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

1
2

Boiler
Boiler

Coal
LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4
5
6

Material handling vehicles
Plant vehicles - own
Plant vehicles - own

Diesel
Diesel
Petrol

7
8
9
10

Plant vehicles - Leased
Yard management
Canteen
Diesel engine driven pumps (Kawdas)

Diesel
Diesel
LPG
Diesel

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air Conditioning

R-22

14
15
16
17
18

Use of CO2 in Fire extinguishers
Locomotive /AHP - Welding Work - Diesel Generator
Fire Vehicles
Tractor for horticulture/Housekeeping
Circuit Breaker operation

CO2
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
SF6

4.2.2 GHG Emission due to Scope-2.
Scope -2 includes emission due to purchased Power from grid for Kawdas Pump House to
run diesel engine driven pump and start up power drawn from grid during total ADTPS black
out.
Sr No
1
2

Emission Source
Purchased Power from grid for
Kawdas Pump House
Start-up power from grid
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Type of Fuel
Electricity
Electricity

4.2.3 GHG Emission due to Scope-3.
Scope -3 includes emission arises from imported and Indian coal handling activities from
source. Emission on account of handling of fly ash and Waste material disposal to
hazardous waste management are considered. Employee commute and business travel by
air and road is considered.
Sr No

6

Emission Source
Imported Coal transportation from Indonesian
mines by sea route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal transportation from Dahanu Port to
ADTPS Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal transportation by Rail from SECL to
ADTPS coal yard
Fly Ash transportation by bulker

7
8
9

Waste materials dispose to waste Management
LDO transportation
Diesel transportation

Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

10

Transportation of material

Diesel

1
2
3
4
5

Type of Fuel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Material
transportation
Diesel

11

Employee commute to work - personal 4 wheelers

Diesel

12

Employee commute to work - personal 2 wheelers

Petrol

13

Business Travel by employees by air

14

Business Travel by employees by Road

4.2.4 Exclusion
Nil
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Aviation fuel
Diesel

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based on its
emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission factor.

4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
ADTPS has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.
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Scope-1 emission
Sr
No
1

Boiler

Type of
Fuel
Coal

2

Boiler

LDO

3

DG Set

Diesel

4

Material handling vehicles

Diesel

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

7

Plant vehicles - Leased

Diesel

8

Yard management

Diesel

9

Canteen

10

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

11

CO2 blanketing of coal mills

CO2

12

CO2 purging in generator

CO2

13

Use of refrigerant Air
Conditioning

R-22

14

Use of CO2 in Fire
extinguishers

CO2

15

Locomotive /AHP - Welding
Work - Diesel Generator

Diesel

16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

Diesel

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Emission Source

LPG
Diesel

SF6
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GHG Emission Source
Combustion of coal in boiler
Combustion of LDO in boiler
during start up and emergency
operation.
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
Combustion of diesel for material
handling equipment operation.
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle operation.
Combustion of petrol for plant
vehicle operation
Combustion of diesel for plant
vehicle (Leased) operation
Combustion of diesel used for
yard mangement like bulldozer
GHG emission due to use of LPG
cylinder in plant canteen
Combustion of diesel during
emergency operation of plant
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in coal mill operation for
blanketing purpose
CO2 emissions from CO2 cylinder
used in generator to remove H2
GHG
emissions
from
R22
refrigerant
CO2 emissions from CO2 fire
extinguishers refilled in the
reporting year
Combustion of diesel used for
yard mangement like bulldozer
Combustion of diesel used for fire
fighting vehicles
Combustion of diesel used for
horticulture/Housekeeping
GHG emission due to SF6 used in
Circuit Breaker.

Scope-2 Emission

Sr
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

GHG Source

1

Power purchased from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

Grid emission source
procured from grid

as power

2

Startup power from grid

Electricity

Grid emission source
procured from grid

as power

Scope-3 Emission
Sr
No
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines
to washery
Wash Coal
transportation by
dumper from washery to
railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS
coal yard
Fly Ash transportation
by bulker
Waste material disposal
through Hazardous
waste Management

Type of Fuel

GHG Source

Diesel

Combustion of diesel used in ship

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for handling
of all imported coal activity

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for dumper
operation

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for dumper
operation

Material
Transportation

Combustion of diesel
material transportation

due

to

Diesel

GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel for bulker operation

Diesel

Combustion of diesel for material
handling equipment

8

LDO transportation

Diesel

9

Diesel transportation

Diesel

10

Transportation of
material

Diesel

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4
wheelers

Diesel
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Combustion of diesel for tanker
transportation
Combustion of diesel for tanker
transportation
GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel for material transport
vehicle
GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel

12
13
14

Employee commute to
work - personal 2
wheelers
Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

petrol
Aviation fuel
Diesel

GHG emission due to combustion
of petrol
GHG emission due to combustion
of aviation fuel
GHG emission due to combustion
of diesel

4.3.2 Selection of Quantification of Methodology
ADTPS has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:


Use of emission calculation tool.



GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

Sources used for GHG emission factors in the tool are as follow.
CO2 Baseline Data base for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 16.0
December 2020.
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting
Global-Warming-Potential-Values
India GHG program -Road emission factor
India GHG program -Railway emission factor
Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf
GHG activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption.
ADTPS has used the calculation “GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.2 Selection of Collection of GHG Activity Data
4.3.3 Selection of Collection of GHG Activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emission
Sl
No
1

Emission Source

Boiler - Coal

Selected activity
data
Consumption
of coal in
Tone
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Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records
Available

SAP report

Consumption
of LDO in liter

2

Boiler -LDO

3

DG Set

4

Material handling vehicles

5

Plant vehicles – owned Diesel

6

Plant vehicles – owned
Petrol

7

Plant vehicles – Leased
Diesel

8

Yard management

9

Canteen

Consumption
of LPG in Kg

10

Diesel engine driven
pumps (Kawdas)

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter

11

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

12

CO2 purging in generator

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

13

Use of refrigerant Air
Conditioning

Consumption
of R22 in kg

14

Use of CO2 in Fire
extinguishers

Consumption
of CO2 in kg

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter

15
16

Fire Vehicles

17

Tractor for
horticulture/Housekeeping

Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Petrol in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
Consumption
of Diesel in
liter
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Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

SAP report
SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

Physical
Logbook
Physical
Logbook
SAP Report

Physical
Logbook/Bills
SAP Report

Digital logbook

Digital logbook

SAP report
SAP report

SAP report

SAP report

SAP report
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Circuit Breaker operation

Consumption of
SF6 in kg

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

SAP report

Scope-2 Emission
Sl
No

1

2

Emission Source

Selected
quantification
methodology

Records
Available

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Monthly Bill
Received from
MSDCL

Selected activity data

Selected
quantification
methodology

Records
Available

Imported coal
consumption in
MT and Total
distance Travelled
(tonkm)

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Selected activity data

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Consumption of
Electricity in Kwh

Startup power from grid

Consumption of
Electricity in Kwh

Energy meter
reading

Scope-3 Emission
SR
No

Emission Source

1

Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port

2

Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

Total Diesel
consumption in
liter

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

3

Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery

Total distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

4

Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding

Total distance
travelled by
dumper in Km

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

5

Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard

Wash coal
quantity in MT as
per RR and Total
distance Travelled
(tonkm)
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Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Imported coal
quantity in MT SAP report and
Distance
travelled by
google map
Diesel
consumption
data from
Vendor
Raw coal
handled at
receiving end.
Wash coal
quantity in MT as per Railway
receipt (RR)
Wash coal
quantity in MT as per RR.

6

Fly Ash transportation by
bulker

Total distance
travelled by ash
bulker in Km

7

Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

Total distance
travelled by
trucks in Km

8

LDO transportation

Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km

9

Diesel transportation

Total distance
travelled by
tankers in Km

10

Transportation of material

Total distance
travelled by in Km

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4
wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in Km

12

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers

Total distance
travelled by in Km

13

Business Travel by
employees by air

Total distance
travelled by in Km

14

Business Travel by
employees by Road

Total distance
travelled by in Km
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Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor
Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Weighbridge
report

Logbook

Logbook

Logbook

Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

Activity
data x GHG
emission
factor

Physical
Logbook

4.3.3 Selection and Development of GHG emission of removal factor
The GHG emission or conversion factor used by ADTPS for accounting GHG emission is
from following guidelines published by
1. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020
2. CDM - CO2 Baseline Database - Central Electricity Authority (cea.nic.in)
3. Global Warming Potential Values Microsoft Word - Global-Warming-PotentialValues.docx (ghgprotocol.org)
4. Road Transport Emission Factors | India GHG Program
5. Rail Transport Emission-Edited.cdr (indiaghgp.org)
6. Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf

Sr.No

1.

2.

3.

4

5

Parameter

CO2 emission factor of
petrol

CO2 emission factor of
diesel

Effective CO2
emission factor of
coal based on carbon
content
Effective CO2
emission factor of
coal based on overall
emission factor
CO2 emission factor of
CO2 cylinder

Value

2.3146

2.6878

Unit

kgCO2/litre

kgCO2/litre

Remark/Source
https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020

kgCO2/MT

Central
Electricity
Authorityhttp://erpc.gov.in/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/carbon-emissionsfrom-power-sector-7062018.pdf

1.5297

kgCO2/MT

CDM - CO2 Baseline Database Central
Electricity
Authority
(cea.nic.in)

1

kg

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020

1.4533
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6.

CO2 emission factor of
refrigerant

7

Electricity Emission
factor of Grid

8

CO2 emission factor of
ship Transport

1760

0.79

0.003539

kgCO2e

t-CO2/MWh

(kg CO2e)

0.7375
Heavy Duty
> 12 tone

9

10.

CO2 emission factor of
Truck Transport

CO2 emission factor of
Rail Transport

CO2 emission factor of
Air Tavel

0.5928
Medium
duty
<12
tone

0.00996

12

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020

kg CO2/km

kgCO2/TonKM

Kg CO2/kg
0.24430

2.9388

CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian
Power Sector User Guide Versio CDM CO2 Baseline Database - Central
Electricity Authority (cea.nic.in) 16.0
December 2020

Road Transport Emission Factors |
India GHG Program page number 34

11.

CO2 emission factor of
LPG

Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20(Feb%2016%202016)_1.pdf

India Specific Rail Transport Emission
Factors for Passenger Travel and
Material Transport Page Number -7

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020

Kg CO2/kg
https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020
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5. GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the ADTPS from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5.1 Summary of GHG emission
ADTPS has quantified its emission for the station as follows.

SR
No

1
2
3
4
5

Type of Emissions
FY 2020-21

Based on the ADTPS carbon
content in fuel

Based on Overall CEA
Coal emission factor
CO2
Emissions
%
(ton)

CO2 Emissions
(ton)

%

2594218

98.92

2730644

98.97

1667
2595885
193
26498

0.064
98.98
0.007
1.01

1667
2732310
193
26498

0.06
99.03
0.01
0.96

2622576

100

2759001

100.00

Emission from coal burnt
in boiler
Other Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-1 Emissions
Total Scope-2 Emissions
Total Scope-3 Emissions
Total Absolute
Emissions

5.1.1 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-1
The direct GHG emissions for Dahanu Thermal Power station are mainly from use of coal in
boiler, and secondary fuel like Light Diesel Oil (LDO). ADTPS uses washed and imported
coal. Coal blending of wash coal, some quantity of raw coal and imported coal is done at
Coal Handling plant.
Apart from this, diesel is used in DG sets and in Diesel generator at Kawdas Pump House.
Kawdas pump house is source of raw water for ADTPS which is @ 30 KM away from ADTPS.
CO2 is used in blanketing activity of residual coal inside coal mill, CO2 purging in
generator and in Fire extinguishers.
ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM)-500TR Capacity for air conditioning of
plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs most of the time and
during non-availability of the same only conventional air conditioning system is utilized.
Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 2595885 tonnes of CO2.
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SR
No

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

1

Boiler

Coal

1785029

MT

1.453

2594218

2

Boiler

LDO

293500

Ltr

2.687

789

3

DG Set

Diesel

1405

Ltr

2.687

3.78

4

Material handling
vehicles

Diesel

1726

Ltr

2.687

4.64

5

Plant vehicles - own

Diesel

4645

Ltr

2.687

12.48

6

Plant vehicles - own

Petrol

6207

Ltr

2.3150

14

7

Plant vehicles Leased

Diesel

12696

Ltr

2.687

34

8

Yard management

Diesel

165675

Ltr

2.687

445

9

Canteen

LPG

13300

kg

2.98

40

Diesel

400

Ltr

2.687

1.07

CO2

2130

kg

1.00

2.13

10
11

Diesel engine
driven pumps
(Kawdas)
CO2 blanketing of
coal mills

12

CO2 purging in
generator

CO2

0

kg

1.00

0

13

Air Conditioning

R22

122

kg

1760.00

215

14

Fire extinguishers

CO2

240

kg

1.00

0.24

15

Locomotive

Diesel

26600

Ltr

2.687

71

16

Fire Vehicles

Diesel

9700

Ltr

2.687

26

17

Tractor for plant
and Colony

Diesel

790

Ltr

2.687

2

SF6

0

Kg

23500

0

Diesel

22832

KM

0.269

6.14

18
19

Circuit Breaker
operation
Employee commute
to work - by bus

Total Scope-1 emission in Tones of CO2

38

2595885

5.1.2 Summary of GHG emission- Scope-2
The consumption of purchased electricity from the gird is for start-up power requirement
and for Kawdas pump house. GHG emission due to start up power requirement is Zero tons
of CO2 and for Kawdas Pump House is 193 tons of CO2. Scope-2 GHG emissions are
calculated and quantified at 193 tonnes of CO2.
Type of
Fuel

Quantity

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

1

Purchased Power
from grid for
Kawdas Pump
House

Electricity

244916.20

kWh

0.79

193

2

Startup power
from grid

Electricity

0

kWh

0.79

0

Sl No

Emission Source

Total Scope-2 emission in Tones of CO2

193

5.1.3 Summary of GHG emission-Scope-3
In Direct GHG emissions are calculated and quantified at 26498 tonnes of CO2.
Scope - 3 Emissions of Adani - Dahanu 20-21

1

Imported Coal Material Transportation
Total
Qty of
annual
Activity
material
distance
MT
(km)
Imported Coal
transportation from
indonesian mines
403798
6612
by sea route to
Dahanu Port
Imported Coal Material Transportation
Activity

2

Imported Coal
transportation
from Dahanu
Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard

tonkm

Emissions
tCO2e

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

2669764761

0.003539

9448

Qty of
material
MT

Quanitty
of ltr

kg CO2/ltr

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

403798

289000

2.688

777

39

Activity

Qty of
material
MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)
Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation
Dumper
capacity
Assumed as
25MT each
for
transportation

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

145

0.7375

240

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

3

Raw Coal
transportation by
dumper from mines
to washery

993210.89

196339

4

Wash Coal
transportation by
dumper from
washery to railway
sliding

1053378.69

325515

Activity

Qty of
material
MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

tonkm

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km

1053379

1400

1474730166

0.00996

14688

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.7375

923

0.5928

0.83

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

5

Domestic Coal
transportation by
Rail from SECL to
ADTPS coal yard

Waste Material Transportation
Activity

6

7

MT

Total
annual
distance
(km)

Fly Ash
transportation by
210873.00
1251150
bulker up to 150 KM
waste materials
disposal to
1400
Hazardous waste
Management
LDO/Diesel Transportation by road
Total
annual
Activity
KL
distance
(km)

8

LDO transportation

397.00

2621

0.7375

1.93

9

Diesel
transportation

222.00

1959

0.7375

1.44

Total
annual
distance
(km)

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

Material Transportation
Activity

KL

40

10

Transportation of
material

330647

0.5928

196

11

Employee commute
to work - personal 4
wheelers

276378

0.2130

58.9

12

Employee commute
to work - personal 2
wheelers

597246

0.0290

17.3

Emission
Factor (kg
CO2 / km)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.24430

0.00

0.142

0.23

Business Travel

13

14

Mode of
travel

Total
distance
(km)

Air

0

Road

1619

Total distance
travelled by
employees by air
Total distance
traveled by
employees by Road

Mode of
travel

Car

Total Scope-3 emission in Tones of CO2

26498

5.2 Organizational activities to reduce GHG emission.
Investment
in Crs

Remark

CO2 reduction
in tones per
year

HP Heater Performance
improvement by attending
parting plate leakage in U-1

0.01

Heat rate improved by 7.85
Kcal/Kwh

6571

Replacement of BFP Cartridge in
BFP 1A

0.58

Installation of Energy Efficient
Lighting

0.3

Energy Saving Project
FY 20-21

Energy Saving Project
FY 19-20

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 580
KW/hr
Energy saving by 448.58
Mwh per year

Investment
in Crs

U-2 Replacement of IP turbine
by new one and Overhauling of
LP Turbine.

32

Unit-2 Heat rate improvement
due to HP Heater Performance
attending of parting plate
leakage

0.01

Remark
Heat rate improved by 30
Kcal/Kwh

Heat rate improved by 3
Kcal/Kwh

41

1503
244

CO2 reduction
in tones per
year
23190

2319

Reduction in Energy
Consumption due to attending
of APH seal leakage, Flue gas
duct leakage and replacement
of flue gas duct expansion
bellows and updating seal by
double seal

Energy Saving Project
FY 18-19
Unit-1 Heat rate improvement
due to HP Heater Performance
attending of parting plate
leakage
Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in U-1

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 961 KW

0.44

Investment
in Crs

Remark

2300

CO2 reduction
in tones per
year

0.01

Heat rate improved by 13
Kcal/Kwh

9913

1

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 961 KW

2269

Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-1 Flue gas path duct

0.01

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 1000 KW

2361

Replacement of HP Turbine by
refurbished one. Overhaul of IP
Turbine, LP Turbine in Unit-1
overhauling.

34

Heat rate improved by 37
Kcal/Kwh

28215

Energy Saving Project
FY 17-18

Investment
in Crs

Remark

CO2
reduction in
tones per
year

Renovating & Modernization of
Unit-2 Air Preheater

5

Heat rate improved by 16
Kcal/Kwh

12317

Reduction in slip loss of BFP
hydraulic coupling in Unit-2

1

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 561 KW

1337

Installation of CEP VFD in U # 2

0.25

Due to this project total
APC reduced by 208 KW

496

Air Compressor APC
optimization by Installation of
Air Booster to BFP R/C valve

0.05

Due to this project Energy
saved by 2000 Kwh/Day

221

5.2.1 Energy Awareness Programme
ADTPS Energy Management Cell is always in way of reducing the contribution of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the
technology or changing the attitude towards energy conservation. ADTPS celebrated the
“Energy Conservation Week” from 14th to 20th December. On energy conservation week
ADTPS EMC had organized various activities such as
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Energy Conservation walk



Pledge towards Energy Conservation by ADTPS employees.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through School
Children’s by arranging seminars at local schools.



Mass Campaign for Energy Conservation to create public awareness through colony
Children’s on children Day celebration.



E-Quiz for all ADTPS employees on Energy conservation

5.2.2 Green Development
The plant has been proactively engaged in tree plantation activities around its facilities to
promote development of greenbelt. The facility will continue to engage in increasing the
green cover around its facilities.


Developed man made forest consisting of Ultra-High-Density mass plantation and
high-density planting of mango, chiku and guava



During FY2020-21 Total 54174 tree planted in ADTPS premises.



449.18 Acre land is under plantation.

Sr. No

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1991-1998
1999-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

Fruit / Forest
Plants
292750
27541
9656
2447
22659
173374
65211
57027
26400
33175
7696
5307
1517
0
17000
7530
5320
21637
54174

Ornamental
Plants
43811
3251
476
16697
23412
60121
97570
81425
28500
38900
798
2258
900
4550
4500
12575
9575
4500
0
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Mangroves

Total

10064376
300100
1000000
500000
1500000
1000000
1500000
1800000
1500000
1500000
1500000
1000000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10400937
330892
1010132
519144
1546071
1233495
1662781
1938452
1554900
1572075
1508494
1007565
2417
4550
21500
20105
14895
26137
54174

Total

830421

433819

23164476

24428716

Picture before and after high-density planting

5.3 Assumptions and Exclusions.
1. At ADTPS, major source of GHG emission is due to burning of coal. During
combustion of coal, emissions of CH4, N2O, is negligible compared to emission of CO2
and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for nonconsideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2020
Emission due to burning of coal
Fuel

Coal
industrial

Unit

tonnes

kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

2,380.01

2,354.55

9.66

15.80

% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e
kg
kg CH4
N2O
0.406

0.664

2. At ADTPS, second major source of GHG emission is due to burning of diesel. During
combustion of diesel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is very negligible compared to emission
of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting document for nonconsideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith ( Source of data –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2020
Emission due to burning of diesel
Fuel

Diesel
(100%
mineral
diesel)

Unit

liters

kg CO2e

kg N2O

kg CH4

kg N2O

2.68787

2.65242

0.00025

0.03520
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% Of emission
compared to kg
CO2e
kg
kg CH4
N2O
0.009

1.310

3. ADTPS has assumed dumper carrying capacity as 25 ton for transportation of Indian
Raw Coal from Coal mines to coal washery and coal washery to railway siding and
GHG emission calculated accordingly.
4. Fly ash is utilized by various vendors in infrastructure projects in nearby area of
ADTPS and Mumbai. ADTPS has assumed that loaded ash bulker travels
approximately 150 KM one way and calculated GHG emission accordingly.
5. Consumption of SF6 is zero therefore no emission due to SF6.
6. ADTPS is using Vapour Absorption machine (VAM) - 500TR Capacity for air
conditioning of plant control rooms and buildings. Vapour absorption system runs
most of the time. conventional air conditioning system is utilized during nonavailability of the VAM and therefore, GHG Emission due to refrigerant is only 215
MT.

5.4 Coal Emission Factor Calculation Methodology
Coal emission factor are calculated on two methods as follows.
a) Carbon content in fuel – Carbon content in fuel is measured in National
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL)- accredited
lab at ADTPS.
Coal Emission factor calculation based on Carbon content in Fuel is based on the ultimate
analysis.
Central Electricity Authority- http://erpc.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/carbonemissions-from-power-sector-7062018.pdf page number-9
Parameter
Qty of Coal
Average GCV of Coal
Carbon

Unit
MT
kcal / kg
%

Fuel emission factor
= Carbon content in coal *3.67/100
= 39.6 *3.67/100
= 1.45332 (kg CO2)
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Value for 2020-21
1785029
4064
39.6

b. Coal Emission factor calculation based on Overall emission factor provided by CEA.
CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector User Guide Version 16 CDM - CO2 Baseline
Database - Central Electricity Authority (cea.nic.in)
Blending ratio calculation
Coal Consumption

Quantity in MT

Total coal in MT

1785029

Washed Coal in MT

1138082.815

Raw Coal in MT

11354.5

Imported Coal in MT

635591.685

Blending Ratio

0.6439
0.3561

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ

ADTPS Coal
Consumption in MT

CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian
Power Sector User Guide Version 16
Amt für Umweltschutz (cea.nic.in)

As per ADTPS
Blending ratio

gCO2 /MJ

gCO2 /MJ

92.5
85.2

59.7534
30.1623

Indian coal
Imported coal

ADTPS Emission Factor in gCO2 /MJ

89.9007

ADTPS is using domestic coal blended with imported coal. Therefore, weighted average of
respective emission factors of both type of coal is utilized to derived ADTPS emission
factor.
Coal Emission factor
Coal GCV for FY 2020-21
Coal GCV in KJ
Coal GCV in MJ
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor based on GCV
Emission factor

4064.00
17015.97
17.02
89.9007*17.02
1529.75
1.5297
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Kcal/kg
KJ/kg
MJ/kg
gCO2/kg of coal
gCO2/kg of coal
kgCO2/kg of coal
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6. GHG Inventory Quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, ADTPS has established the O&E Department for
the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.

6.1 GHG Information manamgement and Procedure
GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the O&E Department are assigned to estimate the emissions
inventory of the ADTPS. The management shall periodically review the responsibility and
authority of those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.

Training for Inventory Development Team Members


ADTPS shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development team.



Training shall be offered internally or through third party.



Concerned employee has been imparted training for Carbon footprint
measurement methodology by CII Hyderabad.

Identification and Review of Organisation Boundaries
(a) ADTPS shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
(b) ADTPS shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG Sources and Sinks
(a) ADTPS shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary shall
be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization boundary. If
any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for not considering
the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the organization
boundary during every reporting period.
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Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG
emission and removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify its
GHG emission.
(c) ADTPS shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) ADTPS shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization
boundary.
(e)

ADTPS shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal
factors from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country emission data
publications, another relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.

(f)

Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried out
by ADTPS to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.

a. ADTPS

shall

maintain

consistency

by

using

appropriate

quantification

methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
UNFCCC or IPCC or ISO 14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Use maintenance and Calibration of Measurement Equipment
a. Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all equipment
(like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for GHG emission
accounting.
b. The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure error free
operation.
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Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for data
collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular Accuracy Checks
a. ADTPS shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

b. ADTPS shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission accounting
data collection.

6.2 Document Retention and Recors Keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory is
retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In determining
what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1)At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated from
the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
 EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.
 Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically entered
into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the
emissions inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.
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7. GHG Information Monitoring and Procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for ADTPS and overall responsibility will be of COO of ADTPS.
Scope-1 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Boiler - Coal

MT

SAP report

O&E

2

Boiler LDO

KL

SAP report

O&E

3

DG Set

KL

SAP report

WSM

5

Material handling vehicles

KL

SAP report

Store

6

Plant vehicles - own

KL

Physical Logbook

Administration

7

Plant vehicles - own

KL

SAP report

Administration

8

Plant vehicles - Leased

KL

Logbook

Administration

9

Yard management

KL

SAP report

CHP Operation

10

Canteen

kg

Logbook/Bill

HR Department

11

Diesel pumps (Kawdas)

KL

SAP report

Chemical Department

12

CO2 blanketing of coal
mills

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

13

CO2 purging in generator

Nos

Digital logbook

Operation
Department

14

R22

Nos

SAP report

WSM Department

15

Fire extinguishers

Nos

Physical Logbook

Fire Department

16

Locomotive /AHP Welding Work - Diesel
Generator

KL

SAP Report

CHP Operation

17

Fire Vehicles

KL

SAP Report

Fire Fighting
Department

18

Circuit Breaker operation

Kg

SAP Report

Electrical Department
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Scope-2 Emissions

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Purchased Power from
grid for Kawdas Pump
House

Kwh

Energy Bill

Electrical Dept

2

Start-up power from grid

Kwh

Energy Meter
Reading

Operation

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

tonkm

SAP report

CHP operation

Liter

By vendor

CHP operation

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

KM

Invoices

Finance Department

tonkm

Invoices

CHP operation

KM

Total Distance
travelled

AHP Department

KM

Total Distance
travelled

Store Department

Scope-3 Emissions

Sl. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Emission Source
Imported Coal
transportation from
Indonesian mines by sea
route to Dahanu Port
Imported Coal
transportation from
Dahanu Port to ADTPS
Coal Yard
Raw Coal transportation
by dumper from mines to
washery
Wash Coal transportation
by dumper from washery
to railway siding
Domestic Coal
transportation by Rail
from SECL to ADTPS coal
yard
Fly Ash transportation by
bulker
Waste material disposal
through Hazardous waste
Management

8

LDO transportation

KM

9

Diesel transportation

KM

10

Transportation of material

KM

11

Employee commute to
work - personal 4 wheelers

KM
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Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

Store Department
Store Department
Store Department
Security Department

12
13
14

Employee commute to
work - personal 2 wheelers
Business Travel by
employees by air
Business Travel by
employees by Road

KM
KM
KM

Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled
Total Distance
travelled

Security Department
Security Department
Security Department

Other Data

Sl. No.

Emission Source

Units

Source of data

Responsibility

1

Gross Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

2

Net Generation

MUs

SAP

O&E

3

Coal GCV

Kcal/kg

4

Unburnt carbon content in
Coal

%
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Coal Analysis
Report
Coal Analysis
Report

Chemical Department
Chemical Department
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1. Executive Summary
AEML-D is a distribution licensee for supplying electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai and
MBMC area. As a regulated entity, it has to follow the mandates given under various
laws and regulation.
As a responsibility towards society, AEML-D initiated its effort to calculate its carbon
footprint and initiate necessary measures to reduce the same.
The present report is prepared to identity and quantify Green House Gas (GHG) emission
out of AEML-D operations during FY 2018-19.
The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of
fossil fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided

GHG emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol is carried out by AEML-D
for the purpose of accounting of its GHG emissions.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2018-19
3342
718257
7456751
8178351

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions
Absolute Scope-2 Emissions
Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
Total

%
0.04
8.78
91.18
100.00

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking
place at AEML-D. Emissions associated with facility’s business services and activities
were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the GHG emission
calculations.
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2. Organisation Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani Transmission
Limited (ATL), formed post acquisition of Mumbai Power Business of Reliance
Infrastructure Limited. The AEML business primarily includes Generation, Transmission
and Distribution of power.
2.1 Business License:

AEML as an electricity Distribution Licensee in
the Suburbs of Mumbai and areas under the
Mira Bhayender Municipal Corporation, is
granted a licence to distribute electricity by
the

Hon’ble

Maharashtra

Electricity

Regulatory Commission (MERC) for a period of
25 years with effect from August 16, 2011, valid
till August 15, 2036. The Distribution business
operations of AEML is hereinafter referred to
as AEML-D.

2.2 Power Sourcing:
AEML-D sources its requirements of power for supply to its consumers, from its Adani
Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), Long Term Power Purchase (LTPP) contracts
and from other external sources through short-term contracts and power exchanges.
For receiving the power, the distribution system of AEML-D is connected to the
transmission system of AEML Transmission (AEML-T) and TPC-Transmission (TPC-T),
which in turn, are connected to the transmission system of MSETCL. Together the
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transmission systems of AEML-T, TPC-T and MSETCL and other transmission licensees
in the State, constitute the Intra-State Transmission System (InSTS).
2.3

Distribution System:

The distribution system of AEML-D is currently catering to the electricity needs of more
than 2.7 million consumers in its licensed area (in and around suburbs of Mumbai as
given in the Distribution License) with annual energy input requirement of about 11
billion units and coincident maximum demand (system level i.e. including change-over
consumers) of about 1900 MVA. Some of the key statistics of the business are shown
in table below:
Network Component
33/22 kV Feeders
11kV Feeders
Low Tension Cable
Distribution Transformers
Distribution Transformer Installed Capacity
Power Transformers
Power Transformer Installed Capacity
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Unit
km
km
km
Nos
MVA
Nos
MVA

FY2018-19
982
3492
19445
6697
4979
211
3751

2.4

Distribution Operations:

AEML-D believes in ‘The Power of Service’. It is born with the ‘will to make a difference’.
AEML changes the things for the better to fulfil power dreams of our consumers. From
an operational point of view, Adani Electricity’s supply area is divided into five (5)
divisions viz.
o

South Division – Bandra to Vile Parle

o

South Central Division – Andheri, MIDC, Marol,
SEEPZ and Jogeshwari

o

Central Division – Goregaon to Kandivali

o

North Division – Borivali to Bhayander

o

East Division – Chunabhatti to Vikhroli and
Mankhurd

AEML-D strives to provide quality power to the
consumers.

AEML-D

has

adopted

several

new

technologies with its state of art SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) system as its backbone. Adani Electricity, being the leader
in adopting new technologies has gone further high tech by installation of secondary
SCADA, GIS (Geographical Information System), CMS (Complain Management System),
WMS (Work Management System), NMS (Network Management System) etc. to ensure
uninterrupted power supply to its 3 million consumers. At System Control Centre, AEMLD monitors and control entire distribution network which is an open ring system. The
distribution network has NOPs (Normally Open points) from where the supply to other
part of the network can be restored in case of any abnormality in the network. With the
kind of topology of 11 kV network, AEML-D has state of the art Control System called
the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) for 33/22/11 kV Distribution
Substations and Distribution Management System (DMS) at strategic 11/0.433 kV
substations. The SCADA system is a real-time operating system. It closely monitors the
distribution system and its behaviour. The SCADA operation team takes prompt actions
that are necessary to reduce the down time of the network. All 33-22/11kV Distribution
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Substations as well a few strategically located 11/0.433kV Consumer Substations are
integrated with our Master Control Center at Aarey.
2.5

Processes:

AEML-D believes in efficient & transparent processes and therefore has proactively
implemented various ISO Standards. Ever since 1998, when the company achieved its
first certification for ISO 9001, it has achieved several milestones in its ISO journey.
AEML-D is certified for following ISO Standards.
Sr. No.

ISO Standard

Year

Description
QMS: Ensure Quality in processes
for desired output and reliable
customer services
EMS: Address impact of operation
on environment and related
compliances
OHSMS: Promoting and ensuring
Occupational Health and Safety
practices and compliances
AMS: Asset Lifecyle management

1

ISO 9001:2015

1998

2

ISO 14001:2015

2014

3

ISO 45001:2018
(Earlier OHSAS-18001)

2018

4

ISO 55000:2014

2014

5

ISO/IEC 17025:2017

2009
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NABL Accreditation for Testing &
Calibration

2.6

Energy Management Systems at AEML-D:

AEML-D has well defined energy management system implemented and certified by the
accrediting Agency. The summary of the system is given in table below.
Aspect

Description

Aim

To establish systems and process necessary to continually
improve energy performance, including energy efficiency,
energy use and energy consumption.

Scope

Electricity distribution in HT 33/22/11kV power transformer and
cable network within the licensed area of Mumbai Distribution
Business; electricity use for business activity at company
owned premises and energy used in transportation (FourWheeler vehicles only)

IMS Policy

Operating, designing, and procuring product and services that
are energy efficient and environmentally sound, to prevent
pollution, encourage use of

sustainable

resources and

protection of eco system while enhancing stakeholder
confidence and leading to improvement in energy performance
Energy

Energy Management Team has been constituted on 10th Dec

Management

2019, under the Head (NM) with relevant Heads of core

Team

functions that form the scope of EnMS.
Quarterly Energy Review is done by Energy Management Team.

Roles

and

responsibilities

 Documentation
 Awareness
 Reporting incidents
 Participate in departmental internal audits.
 Monitor and review status of Objectives.

Identified
Energy Types /
Use

 Electricity (HT Network & Company owned premises)
 Fuel (Company owned vehicles 4W)
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Aspect
Core

Description
stake

holders

 System Control
 Central Engineering Services
 Receiving station maintenance
 Transport
 Admin

Key Concepts

 Preparation and review of Energy Baseline data
 Defining criteria for Energy Performance Indicators
(EnPI)
 Identification, monitoring and control of SEUs.
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3 GHG Roles and Responsibilities
During the process of conducting business, AEML-D emits GHG gas directly or
indirectly. All though, overall responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with Chief
Operating Officer (COO), for better control purpose the responsibility if divided based
on the functions which directly and indirectly contributes GHG emission. Therefore, the
Secondary Responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with –


Function - Network Management: Head Network Management



Function – Commercial Management: Head Network Management



Function – Admin & Transport: Head Admin

The monitoring reporting is annually. Therefore, this report is prepared for the financial
year 2018-19 i.e. from 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019.
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4 Principles of GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. Relevant GHG sources and sink in
the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and quantified based on
appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this report. In case of
any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are taken based on
the information available publicly on various websites to reduce the uncertainty and
associated risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various function of AEML-D in their digital and physical logbooks,
material request slip (MRS), invoices, power purchase bill, SAP system, etc.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information enables the intended
users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation of a
road map to mitigate its GHG emissions progressively.
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5 GHG Inventory Design and Development
5.1

Organizational boundary:

For the purpose of monitoring GHG emission, boundary considered for AEML-D is its
licensed area discussed in Chapter-2 above.
AEML-D shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals
as per the organizational boundary outlined above.
5.2

Operational Boundary:

Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the AEML-D operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of
fossil fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.

Scope-1: Direct GHG emissions
These emissions are due to various day to day operations of the business and can be
controlled/minimised. It includes GHG emission due to combustion fuel and are listed
below.
a. Use of Diesel
b. Use of Petrol
c. Use of SF6 Gas
d. Use of Refrigerant Gas

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emission
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These are the emissions on account of usage of energy in AEML-D’s offices and energy
lost while distributing electricity to end consumers. These GHG are also controllable to
some extent. It includes GHG due to use of energy usage in
a. Auxiliary Power consumption
b. Energy lost while distribution of electricity.

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel
or energy in
a. Estimated Diesel used by contractor in vehicles.
b. Electricity supplied which is generated from fossil fuel (other that ADTPS as the
same is already accounted under ADTPS GHG report) and supplied to consumers.

Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.
AEML-D has initiated various measures such as installation of rooftop solar on its own
building and promoting energy efficiency in consumers installations i.e. demand side
measures. Such actions result in either reduction in usage of conventional energy or
shifting of use of conventional energy to renewable energy.
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel
or energy in –
a. Renewable energy generated and consumed.
b. Energy efficiency programs implemented.
5.3

Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-D

As stated under Operational Boundaries, the sources of GHG emissions are identified as
under and are classified in respective stage.
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Scope

1
2

Diesel
Diesel

Scope-1
Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

4
5
6
7

DG Set
AEML-D owned vehicles (diesel) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
AEML-D owned vehicles (petrol) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
Insulation medium in Switchgears
Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Substations

Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power Consumption of Offices

9

Distribution Loss i.e. energy lost in
distribution
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

SF6
R22
R410A
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Diesel
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy

3

10
11
12

Scope-2
Scope-2
Scope-3
Scope-3
Scope-3

Similarly, the sources where GHG emission is avoided are identified as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Renewable Energy Generated and used

Electrical Energy

Identification of GHG sources is continuous process. Periodically, all the activities are
reviewed and sources of GHG emission are identified and quantified. The same are
included in the report for same financial year.
5.3.1 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions for AEML-D are mainly from fuel (diesel & petrol) consumption
at AEML-D in DG sets and motor vehicle used for transportation of employees and
material, use of SF6 gas in switchgear, and use of refrigerants in cooling systems. The
necessity of use of such fuel or gases is explained in brief in following paras.
Diesel:
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In case of exceptional HT unplanned events, DG sets are used to restore electric supply
to consumers to maintain reliable and quality supply and to meet Maharashtra
Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC) stipulated standards of performance. The
fuel used in DG Set is diesel. AEML-D owns 9 such DG Sets. The DG Sets are also used
to restore supply in case of any environmental emergencies like earthquake, cyclones,
etc.
The environmental impacts of use DG Set are GHG emission and noise pollution. In view,
to minimize these impacts, DG sets are maintained on a regular. Noise and emission
monitoring is done annually as per statutory requirements. The noise and emission
levels maintained well within limits specified by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board
(MPCB).
Another use of diesel is in the motor vehicles used for employee and material
transportation as the AEDL-D operations are spread over 400 SQM area. For attending
cable faults and equipment failures it is required to depute staff and material on site.
The motor vehicles used for such transportation use diesel as fuel. The transportation
is managed by Transport Department of AEML-D.
The CO2 emission due usage of diesel for FY 2018-19 and its comparison with previous
financial year is shown in table below:
Sr.
No.

Identified Source

1

Diesel used in DG
Set
Diesel Used in
AEML-D owned
vehicles for
employee
transport,
material
transport, etc.
Total

2

Unit

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission

kL

93.36

250.92

94.50

253.99

kL

137.85

370.51

117.47

315.74

KL

231.21

621.44

211.97

569.73
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640.00

621.44

620.00
600.00
569.73

580.00
560.00
540.00
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

Petrol:
AEML-D also used motor vehicle and motorcycles which uses petrol as fuel. The
consumption of the same during FY2018-19 is as under.

Sr.
No.
1

Identified Source
Unit
Petrol used in
AEML-D owned
vehicles for
employee
transport,
material
transport, etc.

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission

kL

104.57

245.00

241.06

241.06

98.28

226.56

240.00
235.00
226.56

230.00
225.00
220.00
215.00
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

SF6 Gas:
SF6 gas has been in use as an insulation medium since the 1960’s. It exhibits excellent
properties allowing for more compact switchgear, transformers, and Gas-insulated
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Lines. While the lifespan is 30-50 years, SF6 is, unfortunately, a severe green-house gas
with the high global warming potential (GWP) of 23,500, relative to CO2. It is therefore
necessary to reduce emissions of SF6 gas.
The use of SF6 in electrical equipment provides the significant advantage of reduced
space requirements, especially in cities and offshore wind platforms where there is
limited space and the cost of land is high and where space requirements are an
important design consideration. Another positive aspect is that the conductor’s
insulation prevents degradation due to extreme weather or other environmental
conditions.
SF6 gas is colourless, odourless, non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-reactive gas under
normal environmental conditions. It is also dense, about five times heavier than air, so
safety requirements for its use are significant and staff need to be well trained in its
use. SF6 is biologically inert and, therefore, is nontoxic to humans and animals.
This gas does not deplete the ozone layer or cause air pollution. It is, however, almost
23,500 times more effective than carbon dioxide (CO2) at trapping heat, making SF6 a
very potent greenhouse gas. That is why it is so important to always monitor the
SF6 level in electrical switchgears for leaks.
AEML-D have taken initiatives to retrofit the existing ABB make SF6 CB by VCB in the
year 2018-19 due to higher SF6 leakage cases responsible for raising Opex cost &
environment concerns.
AEML-D uses SF6 gas to refill the chambers where the pressure is reduced below
acceptable level to require to be maintain for proper insulation. During FY2018-19,
AEML-D has used SF6 gas as under.
Sr.
No.

Identified Source

1

SF6 consumption
- refills

Unit
Kg

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission
25.5
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599.25

21.9

514.65

620.00
600.00
580.00
560.00
540.00
520.00
500.00
480.00
460.00

599.25

514.65

FY2017-18

FY2018-19

Refrigerant:
R22 & R410A gas is essential component to make the HVAC system operational. It is
being used as refrigerant in the air-conditioner. It compound has ozone depletion
potential (ODP) and high global warming potential (GWP).
The use of refrigerant gas during FY2018-19 is as under.
Sr.
No.
1
2

Identified Source
Unit
R22 refill
(Refrigerant)
R410A

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission

Kg

1260

2217.60

1103

1941.28

Kg

55

114.84

43

89.78

TOTAL Emission

2332.44
2400.00

2332.44

2300.00
2200.00
2031.06

2100.00
2000.00
1900.00
1800.00
FY2017-18

5.3.2 Energy Indirect emission and removal
Use of electricity at substation and offices:
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FY2018-19

2031.06

While distributing electricity to end consumer, a large infrastructure is required to be
built to deliver electricity from source to end consumer. Over the years of its service,
AEML-D has built a reliable distribution network, which is a continuous process. Various
components of this infrastructure are 

33-22 kV Incoming Feeders



33-22/11 kV Distribution Substations



11 kV network



11/0.4 kV Consumer Substations



LT Network

The substation referred above typically hosts transformers for stepping down voltage
and associated breakers, control panel, SCADA equipment, etc. To maintain these
facilities, the substation requires electricity supply. Such electricity supply is taken from
availing metered connection. The monthly bills shown electricity consumption are
raised to account for electrical energy. Use of such electrical energy contributes to GHG
emission.
Since, the operational area of AEML-D is spread over 400 SQM, for managing operation
it has Zonal and Section offices locate at various places. In addition to this there are
various small maintenance offices for attending no supply complaints. For easy of
access to consumers, AEML-D has also Consumer Care Centers. All these offices
consume electricity, which is source of GHG emission.
Distribution Losses:
Distribution Losses comprise of Technical Loss and Commercial Loss. Technical Losses
mainly comprises of the thermal losses due to the flow of current in any electrical
equipment. It is proportional to the product of square of the current and the resistance
of the conductor carrying current. Overloading or unbalance loadings in cable phases
on any equipment including cable increase the losses. In ring open switch type system
where many path exists for supplying electricity, one should ensure that the electricity
to end consumer is supplied through shortest possible path as the losses increase with
increase in length. The losses are calculated using empirical formula.
Technical Loss = Sum of all (Current)^2^Resistance*Time Losses of all the equipment
in the system.
Technical losses contributed by:
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33 & 22 kV Feeders.



Power Transformers.



11kV feeders.



Distribution Transformers



HT & LT capacitor.



LT Loss
o

LT main line and Service feeder losses.

o

Street Light feeder and Ballast losses.

o

Losses in Meters.

o

Neutral Unbalance losses.

o

Fuse Losses.

o

Board wiring losses.

To keep technical losses at optimal level, network loading are required to be monitored
on regular basis and appropriate action are required to be initiated to eliminate bottle
necks in the network so that overloading is avoided.
Commercial losses are due to theft of electricity and metering errors. These losses are
minimized/eliminated by continuous vigilance activity.
AEML-D has initiated various energy efficiency measures to reduce electricity
consumption at its substations and offices, which includes installation of LED bulbs,
LED tube lights, use of star labeled electricity appliances.
For reduction in distribution losses, AEML-D has implemented various network
improvement schemes, replacement of old PILC cables, etc. For commercial loss
reduction, various raids are conducted to arrest the theft. Replacement of meters is
also undertaken to eliminate metering errors.
Due to above measures, the GHG emission for FY 2018-19 on these accounts are given
in table below.

Sr.
No.
1

Identified Source
Unit
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations

kWh

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
3755618
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3079.61

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
4173136

3421.97

2

3

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Offices
Distribution Loss
i.e. energy lost in
distribution
TOTAL Emission

kWh

6951712

5700.40

5705795

4678.75

kWh

906153094

743045.54

866044682

710156.64

751825.55
760000

718257.36

751826

750000
740000
730000

718257

720000
710000
700000
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

5.3.3 Other indirect GHG emission and removal
For managing operations AEML-D also outsource transportation activity to various
contractor. These contractors provide vehicles on running (Kms) basis. Since these
vehicles are used to carry out AEML-D’s works, GHG emission contributed is also
required to be quantified and monitored.
For supply electricity to its consumer, AEML-D procures electricity form various sources
and supply it to consumers. AEML-D sources electricity from conventional sources as
well as renewable sources. The energy which is procured and supplied from
conventional sources needs to be accounted, quantified and monitored for GHG
purpose.
For FY 2018-19, the account of such GHG is as underSr.
No.
C
1
2
3

Identified Source
Unit
Scope 3
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS and RE) for
supplying AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers
TOTAL Emission

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kL
MkWh

5936

4867811.30

322.06
5825

865.63
4776100.95

MkWh

3190

2615636.00

3268

2679784.60

7483447.30
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7456751.18

7490000

7483447

7480000
7470000
7456751

7460000
7450000
7440000
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

5.3.4 AEML-D’s efforts to reduce direct/indirect GHG emission and removal
Energy Conservation:
AEML-D conducts energy conservation and energy efficiency (EC and EE) programmes
to create awareness in the society on the importance of energy conservation and smart
usage of energy in order to reduce environmental damage due to Green House Gas
(CHG) emission. The ultimate goal is to make every citizen of licensed area of the
Company a part of this programme and make this programme as citizen’s movement.
Following are the initiatives undertaken during financial year:


The Company continues to pursue other programmes, such as, walkthrough
energy audit services at no cost to consumers, under which company has
covered over 60 consumer with potential saving of 0.6 million units.



Under large scale program of replacement of 50,000 energy efficient ceiling fan
for residential consumers, in this financial year the Company has replaced
35,000 old inefficient ceiling fans with new BLDC technology 32 watts ceiling
fans.



Under similar large scale program of replacement of 20,000 inefficient
refrigerator of residential consumers, in this financial year Company has replaced
1,130 old refrigerators by 5 star refrigerators, which resulted in 6,20,000 Units.
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During current financial year the Company has replaced

18,900 numbers of

HPSV streetlights by LED streetlights resulting in to monthly energy savings of
0.48 million units. The current financial year saving is 1.2 million units.


The Company through Urja Samvardhan Upakaram programme, conducted
workshops in various academic institutions, offices, banks, hospitals, industrial
estates, housing societies, slum areas, etc. reaching out to around 10,000 people
and educated them on ‘Why to conserve and how to conserve energy’.

Energy saving programs implemented by the AEML-D in past years, still continues to
accrue energy savings as under:


The Company under its “5-Star Split Air Conditioner (AC) programme for
residential, commercial & Industrial consumers” programme of replacing old
window AC units with new energy efficient 5-star rated split ACs, replaced 3000
ACs till this financial year. The estimated annual energy saving from this
programme is 2.8 million units and cumulative estimated energy savings from
this program is 4.41 million units.



The Company has already completed replacement of 25,000 old Ceiling Fans by
5 Star Ceiling fans giving annual saving of 1.5 MUs,



Replacement of 6,500 old Refrigerators by 5 Star Refrigerators for residential
consumers resulting in cumulative savings of 14.5 MUs



The Company is also facilitating and promoting DELP (Domestic Efficient
Lighting Program) which is under Ministry of Power, of the Government of India
under which 2.8 lakh LED bulbs and tube lights are distributed in association
with Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL) to residential consumers
resulting in cumulative energy saving of 8 million units till date.

Energy savings due initiatives taken during financial year are 1.855 million units
amounting to 1540 tonnes of CO2 reduction. The cumulative savings of energy
efficiency programs implemented by AEML-D till this finical year are of 35.2 million
units.
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During financial FY 2018 -19 is around Rs. 13 Lacs subsidy given by the Company to its
consumers under various energy efficiency programs.
Rooftop Installation on AEML-D buildings:
To reduce its energy consumption, AEML-D has installed solar panels on its building
rooftops. The energy generated by rooftop plant is consumed for maintaining office
facilities and shortfall is only drawn from grid.
Because of above listed measures, AEML-D could avoid GHG emission during FY201819 as given below.
Sr.
No.

Identified Source

1

Renewable
Energy Generated
and used
Energy
Conservation
TOTAL Emission

2

Unit

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kWh

97712

80.12

91700

75.19

kWh

1640000

1344.80

1855000

1521.10

1424.92
1650
1600
1550
1500
1450
1400
1350
1300

1596.29

1596

1425

FY2017-18

5.4

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19

Quantification of GHG emission and removals

AEML-D has quantified and documented its GHG emissions from different sources
based on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission
factor.
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First, the activities which involve GHG emission are identified through brainstorming
session conducted within the department and cross departments. Further to that flow
chart followed for quantification is indicated below.

The emission factors used for arriving GHG emission are given in table below.

Emission Factor
Fuel/Energy

Factor

Unit

Diesel

Tco2e/KL

Petrol

2.688
2.305

Electricity

0.82

TCO2e/MWH

SF6
R-22

23.5

TCO2e/Kg
TCO2e/Kg

R-410

1.76
2.088
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Tco2e/KL

TCO2e/Kg

5.4.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-D has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.

Identification of GHG sources and sinks

Selection of quantification methodology

Selection and collection of GHG activity data

Selection or development of GHG emission or removal
factors

Calculation of GHG emissions and removals

The identified sources of GHG emission are listed in table below.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

Diesel

Scope-1
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GHG Source & Sink
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel
during operation of DG
Sets
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles

Sr.
No.

Fuel
Used

Scope

GHG Source & Sink

AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.
Insulation medium in
Switchgears

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

5
6

Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2

R22
R410A

Scope-1
Scope-1

7

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in distribution

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

10

Diesel estimated used by
Contractor Vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles and
motorcycles
Leakage of SF6 gas
directly in atmosphere
from SF6 chambers over
a period of time directly
impacting GHG.
Leakage of refrigerant
over a period of time due
to operation of air
conditioners and air
conditioner systems
directly impacting GHG.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans,
charging, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans, Air
conditioning, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy lost in
transmission electrical
energy from source to
end consumer due to
heating, etc., which is
generated from fossil
fuel, thus contributing
to GHG emission.
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles

3

4

GHG Source
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

11
Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers
12
Energy purchased from
ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

Fuel
Used

Scope

GHG Source & Sink

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.

Similarly, the activities of AEML-D which results in avoiding GHG emission are identified
as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source
Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Fuel
GHG avoidance
Used
Electrical Use of Renewable power in place of
Energy
conventional power to avoid GHG
emission

Energy Conservation - Improving efficiency of electrical installations by adopting
energy efficient lights, fans and star label appliances. Saved energy directly avoid GHG
emission.
5.4.2 Selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-D has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based GHG activity data
multiplied by GHG emission factor. The methodology used are based on factors
presented in the World Resources Institute's (WRI) Corporate Protocol Standard for
organizations estimating GHG emissions as well as methodology and factors presented
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) 2006 Guidelines for
National Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories. For accounting the GHG emissions from
GHG activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption.
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5.4.3 Selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-D.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Selected activity
data

1

DG Set

Consumption of
Diesel

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

Consumption of
Diesel

Consumption
x emission
factor

3

AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

Consumption of
Petrol

Consumption
x emission
factor

4

Insulation medium in
Switchgears

Consumption of
SF6 for re-filling

Consumption
x GWP

5

Refrigerant in AC
system-1
Refrigerant in AC
system-2

Consumption of
R22 for re-filling
Consumption of
R410A for refilling
Consumption of
Electricity

Consumption
x GWP

6

7

8

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

Consumption of
Electricity

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in
distribution

Purchase of
electricity less
sale of electricity

10

Diesel estimated used
by Contractor Vehicles

Consumption of
Diesel
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Selected
quantification
methodology
Consumption
x emission
factor

Consumption
x emission
factor
Consumption
x emission
factor
Lost energy x
emission
factor

Consumption
x emission
factor

Records
Available
Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing input
from supplier
online data
share system
Weighment of
maintenance
records
Estimates
based on FY2021 values

SAP Data

SAP Data

Purchase data
from PPG
records.
Sales data from
SAP
Computed
based on bills

Sr.
No.

11

12

GHG Source

Selected activity
data

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
supplying AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased from
DTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

Selected
quantification
methodology

Consumption of
Electricity

Energy x
emission
factor

Consumption of
Electricity

Energy x
emission
factor

Records
Available
received from
contractors
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.

Similarly, for GHG avoidance GHG activity data used to quantify avoided GHG
emissions as per the quantification methodology described above and collected by
AEML-D.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

1

Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Selected
activity
data
Generation
of
Electricity

Selected
quantification
methodology
Energy x
emission factor

Records
Available
Meter data
record

5.4.4 Selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-D has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:


CEA CO2 baseline database - https://cea.nic.in/wp
content/uploads/baseline/2021/06/User_Guide_ver_16_2021-1.pdf



DEFRA,

2020

-

Freighting

Goods,

Average

for

Bulk

Carrier

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2018


India Specific Road Transport Emission Factors



India Specific Rail Transport Emission Factors for Passenger Travel and Material
Transport
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India Specific Air Transport Emission Factors for passenger travel and material
transport



Sr.
No.
1

2

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting

Parameter
CO2 emission
factor of diesel

CO2 emission
factor of petrol

Value

Unit

Remark/Source

2.68779

kgCO2/
litre

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2018
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2018
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
Pg. 30, CEA Database, Ver. 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en

2.30531
kgCO2/
litre

3

Electricity factor 0.82
of Grid

tCO2/M
Wh

4

SF6

TCO2e/
Kg

5

R-410 A

23.5

2.088

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)

TCO2e/
Kg

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2018
Emission
R410A

6

R22
1.76

TCO2e/
Kg

Unit
kg

kg CO2e
2088

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)
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Sr.
No.

Parameter

Value

Unit

Remark/Source
https://www.ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/gh
gp/Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20%28Feb%2016%202016%29_1.pdf

6. GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the AEML-D from the selected organizational and operational
boundaries are discussed under this section.
6.1

GHG emission and removal

For FY 2018-19 AEML-D has quantified its emission for its operations as follows.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2018-19
3342
718257
7456751
8178351

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions
Absolute Scope-2 Emissions
Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
Total
6.2

%
0.04
8.78
91.18
100.00

Assumptions and Exclusions

At AEML-D, for Scope 1, during combustion of fuel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is negligible
compared to emission of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting
document for non-consideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith :
Source of data –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2018
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company
GHG Wise Emission:
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Fuel

Unit

Diesel
Petrol

ltrs
ltrs

Sr.
No.

Emission due to burning of Fuel
kg CO2e
2.68779
2.30531

kg CO2
2.65020
2.29167

kg CH4
0.00042
0.00690

Identified Source
Unit

A

Scope-1

kg N2O
0.03717
0.00674

FY2018-19
Consumption

1

SF6 consumption - refills

Kg

21.9

2

R22 refill (Refrigerant)

Kg

1103

3

R410A

Kg

43

For Scope 2 : GHG emission factor is taken from CEA which does not separately
mention about CH4 and N20 for the Scope 2 emission. The source itself doesn’t
provide it,
Due to non-availability of verifiable data for computing the GHG emission especially in
Scope-3 emission calculations for contractor vehicles energy supplied to end
consumers, following assumptions have been made.
1. Data provided by contractor in their bill is true and they follow all service level
agreements stated in purchase order.
2. The energy which is procurement from non-identified sources like power
exchange is generated from fossil fuel.
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7. GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-D has established the DSM
Department for the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.
7.1

GHG Information Management and procedure

GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the DSM Department are assigned to estimate the emissions
inventory of the AEML-D. The management shall periodically review the responsibility
and authority of those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.
7.2

Training for inventory development team members
AEML-D shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development
team.
Training shall be offered internally or through third party.

7.3

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-D shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of
GHG protocol.
(b) AEML-D shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

7.4

GHG sources and Sinks
(a) AEML-D shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the
boundary shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected
organization boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for
accounting, the reason for not considering the GHG source or sink within the
scope shall be explained.
(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.
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7.5

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission and
removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and
other relevant standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-D shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall
explain any changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the
organization.
(d) AEML-D shall select its activity data as per Scope-1, Scope-2 within
organization boundary.
(e) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and
removal factors from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country
emission data publications, another relevant climate change bodies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(f) Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be
carried out by AEML-D to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency
across multiple facilities.
a.

AEML-D shall maintain consistency by using appropriate quantification
methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed
by

UNFCCC

or

IPCC

or

ISO

14064

standard or

other

relevant

standards/mechanisms.

7.6

Use maintenance and calibration of measurement equipment.
a.

Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all
equipment (like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for
GHG emission accounting.
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b.

The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure
error free operation.

7.7

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

7.8

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-D shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data
collection system to achieve accuracy.

b. AEML-D shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission
accounting data collection.

7.9

Document retention and record keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the
inventory is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical
record. In determining what information needs to be retained the following
principles are applied
a) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an
audit.
b) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be
recalculated from the retained records.

Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:


EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.



Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.

Following information are required to be retained:
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o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the emissions
inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.

8 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-D.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

Source of Data

Responsibility

Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing input
from supplier
online data
share system
Weighment of
Maintenance
records
Estimates
based on
FY20-21 values

Transport
Department

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

AEML-D owned
vehicles (diesel) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
AEML-D owned
vehicles (petrol) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
Insulation medium
in Switchgears

Diesel

Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

R22

Scope-1

R410A

Scope-1

3

4

5
6
7

8

Refrigerant in AC
system-1
Refrigerant in AC
system-2
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Offices

Transport
Department

Transport
Department

O&M

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

SAP Data

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

SAP Data

Administration
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

9

Distribution Loss
i.e. energy lost in
distribution

10

Diesel estimated
used by Contractor
Vehicles

11

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers

12

Fuel
Used

Scope

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

Diesel

Scope-3

Electrical Scope-3
Energy

Electrical Scope-3
Energy
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Source of Data

Responsibility

Purchase data
from PPG
records.
Sales data
from SAP
Computed
based on bills
received from
contractors
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.

PPG & Finance
Dept.

Transport
Department

PPG & Finance
Dept.

PPG & Finance
Dept.

Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited
Distribution Business

Carbon Footprint Report
FY19-20
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1. Executive Summary
AEML-D is a distribution licensee for supplying electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai and
MBMC area. As a regulated entity, it has to follow the mandates given under various laws
and regulation.
As a responsibility towards society, AEML-D initiated its effort to calculate its carbon
footprint and initiate necessary measures to reduce the same.
The present report is prepared to identity and quantify Green House Gas (GHG) emission
out of AEML-D operations during FY 2019-20.
The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of fossil
fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.

GHG emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol is carried out by AEML-D for
the purpose of accounting of its GHG emissions.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2019-20

Absolute Scope-1
Emissions
Absolute Scope-2
Emissions
Absolute Scope-3
Emissions
Total

%

3071

0.04

657234

8.33

7233207
7893511

91.63
100.00

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking
place at AEML-D. Emissions associated with facility’s business services and activities
were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the GHG emission
calculations.
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2. Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani Transmission
Limited (ATL), formed post acquisition of Mumbai Power Business of Reliance
Infrastructure Limited. The AEML business primarily includes Generation, Transmission
and Distribution of power.
2.1

Business License:

AEML as an electricity Distribution Licensee in
the Suburbs of Mumbai and areas under the
Mira

Bhayender

Municipal

Corporation,

is

granted a licence to distribute electricity by the
Hon’ble Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory
Commission (MERC) for a period of 25 years
with effect from August 16, 2011, valid till
August 15, 2036. The Distribution business
operations of AEML is hereinafter referred to as
AEML-D.

2.2

Power Sourcing:

AEML-D sources its requirements of power for supply to its consumers, from its Adani
Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), Long Term Power Purchase (LTPP) contracts
and from other external sources through short-term contracts and power exchanges. For
receiving the power, the distribution system of AEML-D is connected to the transmission
system of AEML Transmission (AEML-T) and TPC-Transmission (TPC-T), which in turn, are
connected to the transmission system of MSETCL. Together the transmission systems of
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AEML-T, TPC-T and MSETCL and other transmission licensees in the State, constitute the
Intra-State Transmission System (InSTS).
2.3

Distribution System:

The coincident peak demand of distribution system of AEML-D in FY 2019-20 was 1,964
MW as against 1,905 MW in 2018-19.
AEML-D supplied 8455 million units of electricity to its own consumers in FY 2019-20.
The distribution loss for the Company’s distribution network for FY 2019-20 is 7.45%.
The number of Consumers using AEML-D distribution network as at 31st March 2020 was
30.52 Lakhs. The AEML-D has added 65,765 consumers to its network in FY 2019-20.
The network elements deployed in the distribution system as on 31st March 2020 are
given in table below.
Network Component
33/22 kV Feeders
11kV Feeders
Low Tension Cable
Distribution Transformers
Distribution Transformer Installed Capacity
Power Transformers
Power Transformer Installed Capacity

2.4

Unit
km
km
km
Nos
MVA
Nos
MVA

FY2019-20
979
3708
19718
6809
5076
217
3896

Distribution Operations:

AEML-D believes in ‘The Power of Service’. It is born with the ‘will to make a difference’.
AEML-D changes the things for the better to fulfil power dreams of our consumers. From
an operational point of view, AEML-D supply area is divided into seven divisions as shown
in map below.
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AEML-D strives to provide quality power to the consumers. AEML-D has adopted several
new technologies with its state of art SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
system as its backbone. Adani Electricity, being the leader in adopting new technologies
has gone further high tech by installation of secondary SCADA, GIS (Geographical
Information System), CMS (Complain Management System), WMS (Work Management
System), NMS (Network Management System) etc. to ensure uninterrupted power supply
to its 3 million consumers. At System Control Centre, AEML-D monitors and control entire
distribution network which is an open ring system. The distribution network has NOPs
(Normally Open points) from where the supply to other part of the network can be
restored in case of any abnormality in the network. With the kind of topology of 11 kV
network, AEML-D has state of the art Control System called the Supervisory Control and
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Data Acquisition (SCADA) for 33/22/11 kV Distribution Substations and Distribution
Management System (DMS) at strategic 11/0.433 kV substations. The SCADA system is a
real-time operating system. It closely monitors the distribution system and its behaviour.
The SCADA operation team takes prompt actions that are necessary to reduce the down
time of the network. All 33-22/11kV Distribution Substations as well a few strategically
located 11/0.433kV Consumer Substations are integrated with our Master Control Center
at Aarey.
2.5

Processes:

AEML-D believes in efficient & transparent processes and therefore has proactively
implemented various ISO Standards. Ever since 1998, when the company achieved its
first certification for ISO 9001, it has achieved several milestones in its ISO journey.
AEML-D is certified for following ISO Standards.
Sr. No.

2.6

ISO Standard

Year

Description
QMS: Ensure Quality in processes
for desired output and reliable
customer services
EMS: Address impact of operation
on environment and related
compliances
OHSMS: Promoting and ensuring
Occupational Health and Safety
practices and compliances
EnMS: Address Energy efficiency
& Energy Management compliance
AMS: Asset Lifecyle management

1

ISO 9001:2015

1998

2

ISO 14001:2015

2014

3

ISO 45001:2018
(Earlier OHSAS-18001)

2018

4

ISO 50001:2018

2020

5

ISO 55000:2014

2014

6

ISO/IEC 17025:2017

2009

NABL Accreditation for Testing &
Calibration

Energy Management Systems at AEML-D:

AEML-D has well defined energy management system implemented and certified by the
accrediting Agency. The summary of the system is given in table below.
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Aspect

Description

Aim

To establish systems and process necessary to continually improve
energy performance, including energy efficiency, energy use and energy
consumption.

Scope

Electricity distribution in HT 33/22/11kV power transformer and cable
network within the licensed area of Mumbai Distribution Business;
electricity use for business activity at company owned premises and
energy used in transportation (Four-Wheeler vehicles only)

IMS Policy

Operating, designing, and procuring product and services that are
energy efficient and environmentally sound, to prevent pollution,
encourage use of sustainable resources and protection of eco system
while enhancing stakeholder confidence and leading to improvement in
energy performance

Energy

Energy Management Team has been constituted on 10th Dec 2019,

Management

under the Head (NM) with relevant Heads of core functions that form

Team

the scope of EnMS.
Quarterly Energy Review is done by Energy Management Team.

Roles

and

responsibilities

 Documentation
 Awareness
 Reporting incidents
 Participate in departmental internal audits.
 Monitor and review status of Objectives.
 Electricity (HT Network & Company owned premises)

Identified
Energy Types
Core
holders

stake

 Fuel (Company owned vehicles 4W)
 System Control
 Central Engineering Services
 Receiving station maintenance
 Transport
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 Admin
Key Concepts

 Preparation and review of Energy Baseline data
 Defining criteria for Energy Performance Indicators (EnPI)
 Identification, monitoring and control of SEUs.

2.7

Renewable Energy Purchase Obligation:

To reduce overall GHG emission and to help environment, to help renewable energy
generation, Regulations mandates distribution companies to purchase certain amount of
energy through renewable sources.
AEML-D has purchased 218.78 MUs of Non-Solar and 67.57 MUs of Solar energy to meet
its Renewable Purchase Obligation for FY 2019-20. Shortfall in meeting RPO target as
specified by the Hon’ble MERC will be met through energy received from 700 MW wind
solar hybrid power PPA which was approved by Hon’ble MERC in Case No 281 of 2019
dated 08.01.2020.
2.8

Rewards & Recognitions

AEML-D has got recognition from various authorities for its performance.
1. ISGF Innovation Awards 2019: Category – Best Smart Grid Project
2. CBIP Awards 2019: Category – Best Performing Integrated Power Utility
3. ISGF Innovation awards 2020
a. Category - Most Reliable Supply of Electricity by Utility in India (Gold)
b. Category - Smart Technology –Certificate of Merit for BOT to improve
Consumer service
4. Best Smart City empowering the India Awards 2020 – Implementation of GIS/OMS
system – Certificate of Merit.
5. ASSOCHAM Service excellence awards – 2019: Category – Power
6. ET NOW presents Business Leader of the Year – 2019 – Business leader of the
Year (Power Sector)
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3. GHG Roles and Responsibilities
During the process of conducting business, AEML-D emits GHG gas directly or indirectly.
All though, overall responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with Chief Operating Officer
(COO), for better control purpose the responsibility if divided based on the functions
which directly and indirectly contributes GHG emission. Therefore, the Secondary
Responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with –


Function - Network Management: Head Network Management



Function – Commercial Management: Head Network Management



Function – Admin & Transport: Head Admin

The monitoring reporting is annually. Therefore, this report is prepared for the financial
year 2019-20 i.e. from 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020.
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4. Principles of GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. Relevant GHG sources and sink in
the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and quantified based on
appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this report. In case of
any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are taken based on the
information available publicly on various websites to reduce the uncertainty and
associated risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records maintained
by various function of AEML-D in their digital and physical logbooks, material request slip
(MRS), invoices, power purchase bill, SAP system, etc.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information enables the intended
users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation of a
road map to mitigate its GHG emissions progressively.
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5. GHG Inventory Design and Development
5.1 Organizational boundary:
For the purpose of monitoring GHG emission, boundary considered for AEML-D is its
licensed area discussed in Chapter-2 above.
AEML-D shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals
as per the organizational boundary outlined above.
5.2

Operational Boundary:

Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the AEML-D operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of fossil
fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.

Scope-1: Direct GHG emissions
These emissions are due to various day to day operations of the business and can be
controlled/minimised. It includes GHG emission due to combustion fuel and are listed
below.
a. Use of Diesel
b. Use of Petrol
c. Use of SF6 Gas
d. Use of Refrigerant Gas

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emission
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These are the emissions on account of usage of energy in AEML-D’s offices and energy
lost while distributing electricity to end consumers. These GHG are also controllable to
some extent. It includes GHG due to use of energy usage in
a. Auxiliary Power consumption
b. Energy lost while distribution of electricity.

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel or
energy in
a. Estimated Diesel used by contractor in vehicles.
b. Electricity supplied which is generated from fossil fuel (other that ADTPS as the
same is already accounted under ADTPS GHG report) and supplied to consumers.

Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.
AEML-D has initiated various measures such as installation of rooftop solar on its own
building and promoting energy efficiency in consumers installations i.e. demand side
measures. Such actions result in either reduction in usage of conventional energy or
shifting of use of conventional energy to renewable energy.
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel or
energy in –
a. Renewable energy generated and consumed.
b. Energy efficiency programs implemented.
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5.3

Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-D

As stated under Operational Boundaries, the sources of GHG emissions are identified as
under and are classified in respective stage.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Scope

1
2

Diesel
Diesel

Scope-1
Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

4
5
6
7

DG Set
AEML-D owned vehicles (diesel) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
AEML-D owned vehicles (petrol) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
Insulation medium in Switchgears
Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Substations

Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power Consumption of Offices

9

Distribution Loss i.e. energy lost in
distribution
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

SF6
R22
R410A
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Diesel
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy

3

10
11
12

Scope-2
Scope-2
Scope-3
Scope-3
Scope-3

Similarly, the sources where GHG emission is avoided are identified as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Renewable Energy Generated and used

Electrical Energy

Identification of GHG sources is continuous process. Periodically, all the activities are
reviewed and sources of GHG emission are identified and quantified. The same are
included in the report for same financial year.
5.3.1 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions for AEML-D are mainly from fuel (diesel & petrol) consumption
at AEML-D in DG sets and motor vehicle used for transportation of employees and
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material, use of SF6 gas in switchgear, and use of refrigerants in cooling systems. The
necessity of use of such fuel or gases is explained in brief in following paras.
Diesel:
In case of exceptional HT unplanned events, DG sets are used to restore electric supply
to consumers to maintain reliable and quality supply and to meet Maharashtra Electricity
Regulatory Commission (MERC) stipulated standards of performance. The fuel used in
DG Set is diesel. AEML-D owns 9 such DG Sets. The DG Sets are also used to restore
supply in case of any environmental emergencies like earthquake, cyclones, etc.
The environmental impacts of use DG Set are GHG emission and noise pollution. In view,
to minimize these impacts, DG sets are maintained on a regular. Noise and emission
monitoring is done annually as per statutory requirements. The noise and emission levels
maintained well within limits specified by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB).
Another use of diesel is in the motor vehicles used for employee and material
transportation as the AEDL-D operations are spread over 400 SQM area. For attending
cable faults and equipment failures it is required to depute staff and material on site. The
motor vehicles used for such transportation use diesel as fuel. The transportation is
managed by Transport Department of AEML-D.
The CO2 emission due usage of diesel for FY 2019-20 and its comparison with previous
financial year is shown in table below:
Sr.
No.
A
1
2

Identified Source
Unit
Scope-1
Diesel used in DG Set
Diesel Used in AEML-D owned vehicles for
employee transport, material transport, etc.

700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00
0.00

kL
kL

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
93.36
137.85

621.44

250.92
370.51

569.73

FY2017-18
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FY2018-19

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
94.50
117.47

516.25

FY2019-20

253.99
315.74

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
79.57
112.56

213.80
302.44

The use of diesel consumption is likely to go up in subsequent financial year due to
change in strategy of reducing dependance on contract vehicle. However, due to this
change, it is expected that GHG emission under Scope-3 will go down.
Petrol:
AEML-D also used motor vehicle and motorcycles which uses petrol as fuel. The
consumption of the same during FY2018-19 is as under.
Identified Source
Unit
Scope-1
Petrol used in AEML-D owned vehicles for
employee transport, material transport, etc.

kL

245.00

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
104.57

241.06

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
98.28

226.56

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
99.41

230.12

241.06

240.00
235.00

230.12
226.56

230.00
225.00
220.00
215.00
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

SF6 Gas:
SF6 gas has been in use as an insulation medium since the 1960’s. It exhibits excellent
properties allowing for more compact switchgear, transformers, and Gas-insulated Lines.
While the lifespan is 30-50 years, SF6 is, unfortunately, a severe green-house gas with
the high global warming potential (GWP) of 23,500, relative to CO2. It is therefore
necessary to reduce emissions of SF6 gas.
The use of SF6 in electrical equipment provides the significant advantage of reduced
space requirements, especially in cities and offshore wind platforms where there is
limited space and the cost of land is high and where space requirements are an important
design consideration. Another positive aspect is that the conductor’s insulation prevents
degradation due to extreme weather or other environmental conditions.
SF6 gas is colourless, odourless, non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-reactive gas under
normal environmental conditions. It is also dense, about five times heavier than air, so
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safety requirements for its use are significant and staff need to be well trained in its use.
SF6 is biologically inert and, therefore, is nontoxic to humans and animals.
This gas does not deplete the ozone layer or cause air pollution. It is, however, almost
23,500 times more effective than carbon dioxide (CO2) at trapping heat, making SF6 a
very potent greenhouse gas. That is why it is so important to always monitor the SF6 level
in electrical switchgears for leaks.
AEML-D uses SF6 gas to refill the chambers where the pressure is reduced below
acceptable level to require to be maintain for proper insulation. During FY2019-20,
AEML-D has used SF6 gas as under.
Sr. No.

A
1

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Unit Consumption CO2 e emission Consumption
CO2 e
emission

Identified Source

Scope-1
SF6 consumption - refills

Kg

700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00
0.00

25.5

599.25

21.9

514.65

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
12.8

300.80

599.25
514.65
300.80

FY2017-18

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

Refrigerant:
R22 & R410A gas is essential component to make the HVAC system operational. It is
being used as refrigerant in the air-conditioner. It compound has ozone depletion
potential (ODP) and high global warming potential (GWP).
The use of refrigerant gas during FY2019-20 is as under.
Sr. No.

A
1
2

Identified Source

Scope-1
R22 refill (Refrigerant)
R410A

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Unit Consumption CO2 e emission Consumption
CO2 e
emission
Kg
Kg

1260
55
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2217.60
114.84

1103
43

1941.28
89.78

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
1100
42

1936.00
87.70

2400.00

2332.44

2300.00
2200.00
2031.06

2100.00

2023.70

2000.00
1900.00
1800.00
FY2017-18 FY2018-19 FY2019-20
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5.3.2 Energy Indirect emission and removal
Use of electricity at substation and offices:
While distributing electricity to end consumer, a large infrastructure is required to be
built to deliver electricity from source to end consumer. Over the years of its service,
AEML-D has built a reliable distribution network, which is a continuous process. Various
components of this infrastructure are 

33-22 kV Incoming Feeders



33-22/11 kV Distribution Substations



11 kV network



11/0.4 kV Consumer Substations



LT Network

The substation referred above typically hosts transformers for stepping down voltage
and associated breakers, control panel, SCADA equipment, etc. To maintain these
facilities, the substation requires electricity supply. Such electricity supply is taken from
availing metered connection. The monthly bills shown electricity consumption are raised
to account for electrical energy. Use of such electrical energy contributes to GHG
emission.
Since, the operational area of AEML-D is spread over 400 SQM, for managing operation
it has Zonal and Section offices locate at various places. In addition to this there are
various small maintenance offices for attending no supply complaints. For easy of access
to consumers, AEML-D has also Consumer Care Centers. All these offices consume
electricity, which is source of GHG emission.
Distribution Losses:
Distribution Losses comprise of Technical Loss and Commercial Loss. Technical Losses
mainly comprises of the thermal losses due to the flow of current in any electrical
equipment. It is proportional to the product of square of the current and the resistance
of the conductor carrying current. Overloading or unbalance loadings in cable phases on
any equipment including cable increase the losses. In ring open switch type system where
many path exists for supplying electricity, one should ensure that the electricity to end
consumer is supplied through shortest possible path as the losses increase with increase
in length. The losses are calculated using empirical formula.
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Technical Loss = Sum of all (Current)^2^Resistance*Time Losses of all the equipment in
the system.
Technical losses contributed by:


33 & 22 kV Feeders.



Power Transformers.



11kV feeders.



Distribution Transformers



HT & LT capacitor.



LT Loss
o LT main line and Service feeder losses.
o Street Light feeder and Ballast losses.
o Losses in Meters.
o Neutral Unbalance losses.
o Fuse Losses.
o Board wiring losses.

To keep technical losses at optimal level, network loading are required to be monitored
on regular basis and appropriate action are required to be initiated to eliminate bottle
necks in the network so that overloading is avoided.
Commercial losses are due to theft of electricity and metering errors. These losses are
minimized/eliminated by continuous vigilance activity.
AEML-D has initiated various energy efficiency measures to reduce electricity
consumption at its substations and offices, which includes installation of LED bulbs, LED
tube lights, use of star labeled electricity appliances.
For reduction in distribution losses, AEML-D has implemented various network
improvement schemes, replacement of old PILC cables, etc. For commercial loss
reduction, various raids are conducted to arrest the theft. Replacement of meters is also
undertaken to eliminate metering errors.
Due to above measures, the GHG emission for FY 2019-20 on these accounts are given
in table below.
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Sr. No.

B
1
2
3

FY2017-18
Unit Consumption CO2 e
emission

Identified Source

Scope 2
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Substations
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Offices
Distribution Loss i.e. energy lost in distribution
TOTAL Emission

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kWh 3755618
3079.61
4173136
kWh 6951712
5700.40
5705795
kWh 906153094 743045.54 866044682
751825.55

3421.97
4678.75
710156.64
718257.36

FY2019-20
Consumption CO2 e
emission
5527988
4367.11
4182573
3304.23
822230612 649562.18
657233.53

800000
751826
750000

718257

700000

657234

650000
600000
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

5.3.3 Other indirect GHG emission and removal
For managing operations AEML-D also outsource transportation activity to various
contractor. These contractors provide vehicles on running (Kms) basis. Since these
vehicles are used to carry out AEML-D’s works, GHG emission contributed is also required
to be quantified and monitored.
For supply electricity to its consumer, AEML-D procures electricity form various sources
and supply it to consumers. AEML-D sources electricity from conventional sources as well
as renewable sources. The energy which is procured and supplied from conventional
sources needs to be accounted, quantified and monitored for GHG purpose.
For FY 2019-20, the account of such GHG is as under-
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Sr.
No.
C
1
2
3

Identified Source
Unit
Scope 3
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS and RE) for
supplying AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers
TOTAL Emission

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kL
MkWh

5936

4867811.30

322.06
5825

865.63
4776100.95

298.19
6128

801.23
4841322.13

MkWh

3190

2615636.00

3268

2679784.60

3027

2391083.28

7483447.30

7456751.18

7233206.64

7600000
7500000

7483447

7456751

7400000
7300000

7233207

7200000
7100000
FY2017-18

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

5.3.4 AEML-D’s efforts to reduce direct/indirect GHG emission and removal
Energy Conservation:
The AEML-D conducts energy conservation and energy efficiency (EC and EE)
programmes to create awareness in the society on the importance of energy
conservation and smart usage of energy in order to reduce environmental damage due
to Green House Gas (GHG) emission. The ultimate goal is to make every citizen of licensed
area of the Company a part of this programme and make this programme as citizen’s
movement. Following are the initiatives undertaken during financial year:
 The AEML-D continues to pursue other programmes, such as, walkthrough
energy audit services at no cost to consumers, under which AEML-D has covered
over 51 consumers with potential saving of 0.6 million units.
 Under large scale program of replacement of 50,000 energy efficient ceiling fan
for residential consumers, in this financial year the AEML-D has replaced 683 old
inefficient ceiling fans with new BLDC technology 32 watts ceiling fans resulting
in savings of 99,000 units.
 Under similar large-scale program of replacement of 20,000 inefficient
refrigerator of residential consumers, in this financial year AEML-D has replaced
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554 old refrigerators by 5 star refrigerators, which resulted in savings of
2,00,000 Units.
 During current financial year AEML-D has replaced 63,262 numbers of HPSV
streetlights by LED streetlights resulting into monthly energy savings of 1.33
million units. The energy saving in current financial year since the program is
initiated is 16.20 million units.
 The AEML-D through Urja Samvardhan Upakaram programme, conducted
workshops in various academic institutions, offices, banks, hospitals, industrial
estates, housing societies, slum areas, etc. reaching out to around 2,000 people
and educated them on ‘Why to conserve and how to conserve energy’.
 During current financial year AEML-D had submitted ‘Large-scale Five-star Split
AC Installation Program’ to MERC for approval. The program aims 56 million units
energy saving over period of next 4 years.
 Energy saving programs implemented by AEML-D in past years, still continues to
accrue energy savings as under:
o

The AEML-D under its “5-Star Split Air Conditioner (AC) program for
residential, commercial & Industrial consumers” program of replacing old
window AC units with new energy efficient 5-star rated split ACs, replaced
3,000 ACs till this financial year. The estimated annual energy saving from
this program is 2.97 million units (MU) and cumulative estimated energy
savings from this program is 10.38 million units.

o

AEML-D has already completed replacement of 25,000 old Ceiling Fans by 5
Star Ceiling fans giving annual saving of 1.59 MUs,

o

Replacement of 6,500 old Refrigerators by 5 Star Refrigerators for
residential consumers resulting in cumulative savings of 14.5 MUs.

o

AEML-D is also facilitating and promoting DELP (Domestic Efficient Lighting
Program) which is under Ministry of Power, of the Government of India under
which 2.8 lakh LED bulbs and tube lights are distributed in association with
Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL) to residential consumers resulting
in cumulative energy saving of 8 million units till date.

Energy savings due initiatives taken during financial year are 18.689 million units
amounting to 16,820 tonnes of CO2 reduction. The cumulative savings of energy
efficiency programs implemented by AEML-D till this financial year are of 53.8 million
units.
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Through its proactive approach, Company encourages and provide technical support to
its consumers to install roof top solar plants to utilizing alternate source of energy.
During this financial year 5,680 Kw capacity roof top solar panels are installed by
consumers (thereby taking overall installed capacity to 16,180 Kw) of the Company.
During FY 2019-20, subsidy of Rs. 26.25 Lakhs subsidy is given by the Company to its
consumers under various energy efficiency programs.

Rooftop Installation on AEML-D buildings:
To reduce its energy consumption, AEML-D has installed solar panels on its building
rooftops. The energy generated by rooftop plant is consumed for maintaining office
facilities and shortfall is only drawn from grid.
Because of above listed measures, AEML-D could avoid GHG emission during FY2019-20
as given below.

Sr.
No.

Identified Source

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Unit Consumption CO2 e emission Consumption
CO2 e
emission

1 Renewable Energy Generated and used kWh
2 Energy Conservation
kWh
TOTAL Emission
1650
1600
1550
1500
1450
1400
1350
1300

97712
1640000

91700
1855000

75.19
1521.10
1596.29

52189
1868900

41.23
1476.43
1517.66

1596
1518
1425

FY2017-18

5.4

80.1
1344.8
1424.92

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

Quantification of GHG emission and removals

AEML-D has quantified and documented its GHG emissions from different sources based
on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission factor.
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First, the activities which involve GHG emission are identified through brainstorming
session conducted within the department and cross departments. Further to that flow
chart followed for quantification is indicated below.

The emission factors used for arriving GHG emission are given in table below.
Emission Factor
Fuel/Energy

Factor

Unit

Diesel

Tco2e/KL

Petrol

2.687
2.315

Tco2e/KL

Electricity

0.79

TCO2e/MWH

SF6
R-22
R-410

23.5
1.76
2.088

TCO2e/Kg
TCO2e/Kg
TCO2e/Kg

5.4.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-D has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.
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Identification of GHG sources and sinks

Selection of quantification methodology

Selection and collection of GHG activity data

Selection or development of GHG emission or removal
factors

Calculation of GHG emissions and removals

The identified sources of GHG emission are listed in table below.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.
AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.
Insulation medium in
Switchgears

Diesel

Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2

R22
R410A

Scope-1
Scope-1

3

4

5
6
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GHG Source & Sink
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel
during operation of DG
Sets
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles and
motorcycles
Leakage of SF6 gas
directly in atmosphere
from SF6 chambers over
a period of time directly
impacting GHG.
Leakage of refrigerant
over a period of time due
to operation of air
conditioners and air

Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

7

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in distribution

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

10

Diesel estimated used by
Contractor Vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

11
Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
supplying AEML-D
consumers
12
Energy purchased from
ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers
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GHG Source & Sink
conditioner systems
directly impacting GHG.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans,
charging, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans, Air
conditioning, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy lost in
transmission electrical
energy from source to
end consumer due to
heating, etc., which is
generated from fossil
fuel, thus contributing
to GHG emission.
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles
Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.

Similarly, the activities of AEML-D which results in avoiding GHG emission are identified
as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source
Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Fuel
GHG avoidance
Used
Electrical Use of Renewable power in place of
Energy
conventional power to avoid GHG
emission

Energy Conservation - Improving efficiency of electrical installations by adopting energy
efficient lights, fans and star label appliances. Saved energy directly avoid GHG emission.

5.4.2 Selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-D has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based GHG activity data
multiplied by GHG emission factor. The methodology used are based on factors presented
in the World Resources Institute's (WRI) Corporate Protocol Standard for organizations
estimating GHG emissions as well as methodology and factors presented by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) 2006 Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories. For accounting the GHG emissions from GHG
activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption.
5.4.3 Selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-D.

Sr.
No.
1

GHG Source

DG Set

Selected
activity data

Selected
Records
quantification
Available
methodology
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Diesel
x emission
Billing Input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

3

AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

4

Insulation medium in
Switchgears

5

Refrigerant in AC system-1

6

Refrigerant in AC system-2

7

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

8

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in distribution

10

Diesel estimated used by
Contractor Vehicles

11

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
supplying AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased from
DTPS for supplying AEMLD consumers

12

Selected
activity data

Selected
Records
quantification
Available
methodology
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Diesel
x emission
Billing Input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Petrol
x emission
Billing input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
Consumption Consumption Weighment of
of SF6 for
x GWP
maintenance
re-filling
records
Consumption Consumption Estimates
of R22 for rex GWP
based on FY20filling
21 values
Consumption
of R410A for
re-filling
Consumption Consumption SAP Data
of Electricity
x emission
factor
Consumption Consumption SAP Data
of Electricity
x emission
factor
Purchase of
Lost energy x Purchase data
electricity
emission
from PPG
less sale of
factor
records.
electricity
Sales data from
SAP
Consumption Consumption Computed
of Diesel
x emission
based on bills
factor
received from
contractors
Consumption
Energy x
Source-wise
of Electricity
emission
purchase data
factor
from PPG
records.
Consumption
Energy x
Source-wise
of Electricity
emission
purchase data
factor
from PPG
records.
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Similarly, for GHG avoidance GHG activity data used to quantify avoided GHG emissions
as per the quantification methodology described above and collected by AEML-D.
Sr.
No.
1

GHG Source

Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Selected
activity
data
Generation
of
Electricity

Selected
quantification
methodology
Energy x
emission factor

Records
Available
Meter data
record

5.4.4 Selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-D has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:


CEA CO2 baseline database - https://cea.nic.in/wp
content/uploads/baseline/2021/06/User_Guide_ver_16_2021-1.pdf



India Specific Road Transport Emission Factors



India Specific Rail Transport Emission Factors for Passenger Travel and Material
Transport



India Specific Air Transport Emission Factors for passenger travel and material
transport



Sr.
No.
1

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting

Parameter
CO2 emission
factor of diesel

Value

Unit

Remark/Source

2.68697

kgCO2/
litre

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2019
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
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Sr.
No.
2

Parameter
CO2 emission
factor of petrol

Value

Unit

2.31495

Electricity factor 0.79
of Grid

tCO2/M
Wh

4

SF6

TCO2e/
Kg

R-410 A

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2019
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
Pg. 30, CEA Database, Ver. 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en

kgCO2/
litre

3

5

Remark/Source

23.5

2.088

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)

TCO2e/
Kg

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2019

Emission
R410A

6

R22

TCO2e/
Kg

Unit
kg

kg CO2e
2088

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)
https://www.ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/gh
gp/Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20%28Feb%2016%202016%29_1.pdf

1.76
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6 GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the AEML-D from the selected organizational and operational
boundaries are discussed under this section.
6.1

GHG emission and removal

For FY 2019-20 AEML-D has quantified its emission for its operations as follows.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2019-20

Absolute Scope-1
Emissions
Absolute Scope-2
Emissions
Absolute Scope-3
Emissions
Total

6.2

%

3071

0.04

657234

8.33

7233207
7893511

91.63
100.00

Assumptions and Exclusions

At AEML-D, for Scope 1, during combustion of fuel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is negligible
compared to emission of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report. Supporting
document for non-consideration of CH4 and N20 is attached herewith.
Source of data –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2019
GHG Wise Emission :

Fuel

Unit

Diesel
Petrol

ltrs
ltrs

Emission due to burning of Fuel

kg CO2e
2.68697
2.31495

Identified Source

kg CO2
2.65242
2.30176

kg CH4
0.00030
0.00688

kg N2O
0.03425
0.00631

FY2019-20
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Sr.
No.

Unit

Consumption

A

Scope-1

1

SF6 consumption - refills

Kg

12.8

2

R22 refill (Refrigerant)

Kg

1100

3

R410A

Kg

42

For Scope 2 : GHG emission factor is taken from CEA which does not separately
mention about CH4 and N20 for the Scope 2 emission. The source itself doesn’t
provide it.
Due to non-availability of verifiable data for computing the GHG emission especially in
Scope-3 emission calculations for contractor vehicles energy supplied to end consumers,
following assumptions have been made.
1. Data provided by contractor in their bill is true and they follow all service level
agreements stated in purchase order.
2. The energy which is procurement from non-identified sources like power exchange
is generated from fossil fuel.

7. GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-D has established the DSM
Department for the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.
7.1

GHG Information Management and procedure

GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the DSM Department are assigned to estimate the emissions
inventory of the AEML-D. The management shall periodically review the responsibility
and authority of those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.
7.2

Training for inventory development team members


AEML-D shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development
team.



Training shall be offered internally or through third party.
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7.3

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-D shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of
GHG protocol.
(b) AEML-D shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

7.4

GHG sources and Sinks
(a) AEML-D shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the
boundary shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected
organization boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for
accounting, the reason for not considering the GHG source or sink within the
scope shall be explained.
(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.

7.5

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission and removal
factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and
other relevant standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-D shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall
explain any changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the
organization.
(d) AEML-D shall select its activity data as per Scope-1, Scope-2 within
organization boundary.
(e) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and
removal factors from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country
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emission data publications, another relevant climate change bodies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(f) Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be
carried out by AEML-D to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency
across multiple facilities.
a.

AEML-D shall maintain consistency by using appropriate quantification
methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
UNFCCC

or

IPCC

or

ISO

14064

standard

or

other

relevant

standards/mechanisms.

7.6

Use maintenance and calibration of measurement equipment.
a.

Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all
equipment (like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for
GHG emission accounting.

b.

The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure error
free operation.

7.7

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

7.8

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-D shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

b. AEML-D shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission accounting
data collection.
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7.9

Document retention and record keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the
inventory is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical
record. In determining what information needs to be retained the following principles
are applied
a) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an
audit.
b) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be
recalculated from the retained records.

Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:


EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.



Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.

Following information are required to be retained:
o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the emissions
inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.

8 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-D.
Sr.
No.
1

GHG Source
DG Set

Fuel
Used

Scope

Source of Data

Responsibility

Diesel

Scope-1

Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier

Transport
Department
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Sr.
No.

2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

GHG Source

AEML-D owned
vehicles (diesel) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
AEML-D owned
vehicles (petrol) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
Insulation medium
in Switchgears
Refrigerant in AC
system-1
Refrigerant in AC
system-2
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Offices
Distribution Loss
i.e. energy lost in
distribution

10

Diesel estimated
used by Contractor
Vehicles

11

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
supplying AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased
from ADTPS for
supplying AEML-D
consumers

12

Fuel
Used

Scope

Diesel

Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

R22

Scope-1

R410A

Scope-1

Source of Data
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing input
from supplier
online data
share system
Weighment of
Maintenance
records
Estimates
based on
FY20-21 values

Responsibility

Transport
Department

Transport
Department

O&M

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

SAP Data

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

SAP Data

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

Purchase data
from PPG
records.
Sales data
from SAP
Computed
based on bills
received from
contractors
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.

PPG & Finance
Dept.

Diesel

Scope-3

Electrical Scope-3
Energy

Electrical Scope-3
Energy
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Transport
Department

PPG & Finance
Dept.

PPG & Finance
Dept.
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1. Executive Summary
AEML-D is a distribution licensee for supplying electricity in the suburbs of Mumbai and
MBMC area. As a regulated entity, it has to follow the mandates given under various
laws and regulation.
As a responsibility towards society, AEML-D initiated its effort to calculate its carbon
footprint and initiate necessary measures to reduce the same.
The present report is prepared to identity and quantify Green House Gas (GHG) emission
out of AEML-D operations during FY 2020-21.
The GHG emission and removals is categorized in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of
fossil fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided

GHG emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol is carried out by AEML-D
for the purpose of accounting of its GHG emissions.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2020-21
2222
601905
6189023
6793150

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions
Absolute Scope-2 Emissions
Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
Total

%
0.03
8.86
91.11
100.00

This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification of total emissions taking
place at AEML-D. Emissions associated with facility’s business services and activities
were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the GHG emission
calculations.
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2. Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani Transmission
Limited (ATL), formed post acquisition of Mumbai Power Business of Reliance
Infrastructure Limited. The AEML business primarily includes Generation, Transmission
and Distribution of power.
2.1

Business License:

AEML as an electricity Distribution Licensee in
the Suburbs of Mumbai and areas under the
Mira Bhayender Municipal Corporation, is
granted a licence to distribute electricity by
the

Hon’ble

Maharashtra

Electricity

Regulatory Commission (MERC) for a period of
25 years with effect from August 16, 2011, valid
till August 15, 2036. The Distribution business
operations of AEML is hereinafter referred to
as AEML-D.

2.2

Power Sourcing:

AEML-D sources its requirements of power for supply to its consumers, from its Adani
Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), Long Term Power Purchase (LTPP) contracts
and from other external sources through short-term contracts and power exchanges.
For receiving the power, the distribution system of AEML-D is connected to the
transmission system of AEML Transmission (AEML-T) and TPC-Transmission (TPC-T),
which in turn, are connected to the transmission system of MSETCL. Together the
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transmission systems of AEML-T, TPC-T and MSETCL and other transmission licensees
in the State, constitute the Intra-State Transmission System (InSTS).
2.3

Distribution System:

The coincident peak demand of distribution system in FY 2020-21 (April 2020 to Mar
2021) was 1,594 MW as against 1,964 MW in FY 2019.
AEML-D supplied 7169 million units of electricity to its own consumers in FY 2020-21.
The distribution loss for the Company’s distribution network for FY 2020-21 is 7.82% till
Mar’21.
The number of Consumers using the Company’s network as on 31st March 2021 was
30.7 Lakhs. The Company has added 45,482 consumers in FY 20-21.
The network elements deployed in the distribution system as on 31st March 2020 are
given in table below.
Network Component
33/22 kV Feeders
11kV Feeders
Low Tension Cable
Distribution Transformers
Distribution Transformer Installed Capacity
Power Transformers
Power Transformer Installed Capacity

2.4

Unit
km
km
km
Nos
MVA
Nos
MVA

FY2020-21
1022
3789
19946
6981
5191
227
4123

Distribution Operations:

AEML-D believes in ‘The Power of Service’. It is born with the ‘will to make a difference’.
AEML-D changes the things for the better to fulfil power dreams of our consumers.
From an operational point of view, AEML-D supply area is divided into seven divisions as
shown in map below.
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AEML-D strives to provide quality power to the consumers. AEML-D has adopted several
new technologies with its state of art SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) system as its backbone. Adani Electricity, being the leader in adopting new
technologies has gone further high tech by installation of secondary SCADA, GIS
(Geographical Information System), CMS (Complain Management System), WMS (Work
Management System), NMS (Network Management System) etc. to

ensure

uninterrupted power supply to its 3 million consumers. At System Control Centre, AEMLD monitors and control entire distribution network which is an open ring system. The
distribution network has NOPs (Normally Open points) from where the supply to other
part of the network can be restored in case of any abnormality in the network. With the
kind of topology of 11 kV network, AEML-D has state of the art Control System called
AEML-D Carbon Footprint Report FY 2020-21
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the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) for 33/22/11 kV Distribution
Substations and Distribution Management System (DMS) at strategic 11/0.433 kV
substations. The SCADA system is a real-time operating system. It closely monitors the
distribution system and its behaviour. The SCADA operation team takes prompt actions
that are necessary to reduce the down time of the network. All 33-22/11kV Distribution
Substations as well a few strategically located 11/0.433kV Consumer Substations are
integrated with our Master Control Center at Aarey.
2.5

Processes:

AEML-D believes in efficient & transparent processes and therefore has proactively
implemented various ISO Standards. Ever since 1998, when the company achieved its
first certification for ISO 9001, it has achieved several milestones in its ISO journey.
AEML-D is certified for following ISO Standards.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

Operational Standards
1998
QMS: Ensure Quality in
processes for desired output
and reliable customer services
ISO 14001:2015
2014
EMS: Address impact of
operation on environment and
related compliances
ISO 45001:2018
2018
OHSMS:
Promoting
and
(Earlier OHSAS-18001)
ensuring Occupational Health
and Safety practices and
compliances
ISO 50001:2018
2020
EnMS: Address Energy
efficiency & Energy
Management compliance
ISO 55000:2014
2014
AMS:
Asset
Lifecyle
management
(ISO/IEC 17025:2017)
2009
NABL Accreditation for Testing
& Calibration
Risk Protection Standards
ISO 27001:2013
2012
ISMS: Ensuring security of IT
systems
ISO 27031:2011
2021
IRBC: Information &
communication technology
readiness for business
continuity
ISO 9001:2015
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9

ISO 22301:2019

2021

10

ISO 26000:2010

11

SA 8000: 2014

Under
Implementation
Under
implementation

2.6

BCMS: To safeguard against
disruptive events and ensure
business continuity
Business Excellence Standard/Guidelines
SR:
Social
Responsibility
assessment and compliance.
SA: Promotion of work culture
fostering employee satisfaction,
ethical business practices &
Social
Accountability
Compliance.

Energy Management Systems at AEML-D:

AEML-D has well defined energy management system implemented and certified by the
accrediting Agency. The summary of the system is given in table below.
Aspect

Description

Aim

To establish systems and process necessary to continually
improve energy performance, including energy efficiency,
energy use and energy consumption.

Scope

Electricity distribution in HT 33/22/11kV power transformer and
cable network within the licensed area of Mumbai Distribution
Business; electricity use for business activity at company
owned premises and energy used in transportation (FourWheeler vehicles only)

IMS Policy

Operating, designing, and procuring product and services that
are energy efficient and environmentally sound, to prevent
pollution, encourage use of

sustainable

resources and

protection of eco system while enhancing stakeholder
confidence and leading to improvement in energy performance
Energy

Energy Management Team has been constituted on 10th Dec

Management

2019, under the Head (NM) with relevant Heads of core

Team

functions that form the scope of EnMS.
Quarterly Energy Review is done by Energy Management Team.
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Aspect
Roles

Description
and

responsibilities

 Documentation
 Awareness
 Reporting incidents
 Participate in departmental internal audits.
 Monitor and review status of Objectives.
 Electricity (HT Network & Company owned premises)

Identified
Energy Types /
Use
Core

stake

holders

 Fuel (Company owned vehicles 4W)
 System Control
 Central Engineering Services
 Receiving station maintenance
 Transport
 Admin

Key Concepts

 Preparation and review of Energy Baseline data
 Defining criteria for Energy Performance Indicators
(EnPI)
 Identification, monitoring and control of SEUs.

During FY20-21, the energy management systems of AEML-D was audited by
Accrediting Agency BVI. All the process found compliant with ISO standard. The
certificates are shown in picture below.
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3. GHG Roles and Responsibilities
During the process of conducting business, AEML-D emits GHG gas directly or
indirectly. All though, overall responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with Chief
Operating Officer (COO), for better control purpose the responsibility if divided based
on the functions which directly and indirectly contributes GHG emission. Therefore, the
Secondary Responsibility to monitor GHG emission is with –


Function - Network Management: Head Network Management



Function – Commercial Management: Head Network Management



Function – Admin & Transport: Head Admin

The monitoring reporting is annually. Therefore, this report is prepared for the financial
year 2020-21 i.e. from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021.
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4. Principles of GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. Relevant GHG sources and sink in
the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and quantified based on
appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this report. In case of
any uncertainty or lack of available data, appropriate assumptions are taken based on
the information available publicly on various websites to reduce the uncertainty and
associated risk in GHG accounting.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various function of AEML-D in their digital and physical logbooks,
material request slip (MRS), invoices, power purchase bill, SAP system, etc.
Gathering of sufficient and appropriate GHG related information enables the intended
users to make decisions with reasonable confidence and will also enable creation of a
road map to mitigate its GHG emissions progressively.
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5. GHG Inventory Design and Development
5.1

Organizational boundary:

For the purpose of monitoring GHG emission, boundary considered for AEML-D is its
licensed area discussed in Chapter-2 above.
AEML-D shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or removals
as per the organizational boundary outlined above.
5.2

Operational Boundary:

Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with the AEML-D operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to 

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (emissions from sources owned or controlled by
the AEML-D) due to use of fossil fuel.



Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions due to use of energy (electricity).



Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of AEMLD but occur from sources not owned or controlled by AEML-D) due to use of
fossil fuel or energy.



Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.

Scope-1: Direct GHG emissions
These emissions are due to various day to day operations of the business and can be
controlled/minimised. It includes GHG emission due to combustion fuel and are listed
below.
a. Use of Diesel
b. Use of Petrol
c. Use of SF6 Gas
d. Use of Refrigerant Gas

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emission
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These are the emissions on account of usage of energy in AEML-D’s offices and energy
lost while distributing electricity to end consumers. These GHG are also controllable to
some extent. It includes GHG due to use of energy usage in
a. Auxiliary Power consumption
b. Energy lost while distribution of electricity.

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel
or energy in
a. Estimated Diesel used by contractor in vehicles.
b. Electricity supplied which is generated from fossil fuel (other that ADTPS as the
same is already accounted under ADTPS GHG report) and supplied to consumers.

Other direct/indirect measures due to which GHG emissions are avoided.
AEML-D has initiated various measures such as installation of rooftop solar on its own
building and promoting energy efficiency in consumers installations i.e. demand side
measures. Such actions result in either reduction in usage of conventional energy or
shifting of use of conventional energy to renewable energy.
These are the emissions on account of GHG emission by or for third parties in providing
services. AEML-D do not have direct control over it. It includes GHG due to use of fuel
or energy in –
a. Renewable energy generated and consumed.
b. Energy efficiency programs implemented.
5.3

Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-D

As stated under Operational Boundaries, the sources of GHG emissions are identified as
under and are classified in respective stage.
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Scope

1
2

Diesel
Diesel

Scope-1
Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

4
5
6
7

DG Set
AEML-D owned vehicles (diesel) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
AEML-D owned vehicles (petrol) for employee
transport, material transport, etc.
Insulation medium in Switchgears
Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Substations

Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-1
Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power Consumption of Offices

9

Distribution Loss i.e. energy lost in
distribution
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

SF6
R22
R410A
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy
Diesel
Electrical
Energy
Electrical
Energy

3

10
11
12

Scope-2
Scope-2
Scope-3
Scope-3
Scope-3

Similarly, the sources where GHG emission is avoided are identified as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source

Fuel Used

Renewable Energy Generated and used

Electrical Energy

Identification of GHG sources is continuous process. Periodically, all the activities are
reviewed and sources of GHG emission are identified and quantified. The same are
included in the report for same financial year.
5.3.1 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions for AEML-D are mainly from fuel (diesel & petrol) consumption
at AEML-D in DG sets and motor vehicle used for transportation of employees and
material, use of SF6 gas in switchgear, and use of refrigerants in cooling systems. The
necessity of use of such fuel or gases is explained in brief in following paras.
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Diesel:
In case of exceptional HT unplanned events, DG sets are used to restore electric supply
to consumers to maintain reliable and quality supply and to meet Maharashtra
Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC) stipulated standards of performance. The
fuel used in DG Set is diesel. AEML-D owns 9 such DG Sets. The DG Sets are also used
to restore supply in case of any environmental emergencies like earthquake, cyclones,
etc.
The environmental impacts of use DG Set are GHG emission and noise pollution. In view,
to minimize these impacts, DG sets are maintained on a regular. Noise and emission
monitoring is done annually as per statutory requirements. The noise and emission
levels maintained well within limits specified by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board
(MPCB).
AEML-D owned 9 DG sets. To reduce the environmental impact, the old DGs which have
reached its useful life will be scrapped by the year 2022 in phased manner.
For optimum utilization of DG sets, AEML-D have decided to reduce the count of DG
Sets from 9 to 3. AEML-D is in the process of procuring 3 New DG Sets with higher
efficiency.
FY2017-18
93.36

Diesel Consumption in ‘kL’
FY2018-19
FY2019-20
94.50
79.57

FY2020-21
40.24

From above table it can be seen that DG set consumption has gradually reduced over
the years owing to network improvement and swift response from maintenance teams
for abnormality rectification which has led to reduced DG set usage in supply
restoration.
Another use of diesel is in the motor vehicles used for employee and material
transportation as the AEML-D operations are spread over 400 SQM area. For attending
cable faults and equipment failures it is required to depute staff and material on site.
The motor vehicles used for such transportation use diesel as fuel. The transportation
is managed by Transport Department of AEML-D.
The CO2 emission due usage of diesel for FY 2020-21 and its comparison with previous
financial year is shown in table below:
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Sr.
No.
A
1
2

FY2017-18
Unit Consumption
CO2 e
emission

Identified Source

Scope-1
Diesel used in DG Set
Diesel Used in AEML-D owned vehicles for
employee transport, material transport, etc.

kL
kL

93.36
137.85

1000.00
800.00
600.00
400.00
200.00
0.00

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

250.92
370.51

94.50
117.47

FY2019-20
FY2020-21
Consumption
CO2 e Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission

253.99
315.74

79.57
112.56

213.80
302.44

40.24
286.25

108.16
769.41

877.57
621.44

569.73

516.25

The increase in the diesel consumption during FY2020-21 is on account of minimizing
use of contract vehicle and use of own vehicle. There is corresponding reduction of
GHG emission in Scope-3 where the contract vehicles are accounted.

Petrol:
AEML-D also used motor vehicle and motorcycles which uses petrol as fuel. The
consumption of the same during FY2018-19 is as under.
Identified Source
Unit
Scope-1
Petrol used in AEML-D owned vehicles for
employee transport, material transport, etc.

kL

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
104.57

241.06
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FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
98.28

226.56

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
99.41

230.12

FY2020-21
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
84.32

195.16

300.00
250.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
0.00

241.06

226.56

230.12

195.16

SF6 Gas:
SF6 gas has been in use as an insulation medium since the 1960’s. It exhibits excellent
properties allowing for more compact switchgear, transformers, and Gas-insulated
Lines. While the lifespan is 30-50 years, SF6 is, unfortunately, a severe green-house gas
with the high global warming potential (GWP) of 23,500, relative to CO2. It is therefore
necessary to reduce emissions of SF6 gas.
The use of SF6 in electrical equipment provides the significant advantage of reduced
space requirements, especially in cities and offshore wind platforms where there is
limited space and the cost of land is high and where space requirements are an
important design consideration. Another positive aspect is that the conductor’s
insulation prevents degradation due to extreme weather or other environmental
conditions.
SF6 gas is colourless, odourless, non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-reactive gas under
normal environmental conditions. It is also dense, about five times heavier than air, so
safety requirements for its use are significant and staff need to be well trained in its
use. SF6 is biologically inert and, therefore, is nontoxic to humans and animals.
This gas does not deplete the ozone layer or cause air pollution. It is, however, almost
23,500 times more effective than carbon dioxide (CO2) at trapping heat, making SF6 a
very potent greenhouse gas. That is why it is so important to always monitor the
SF6 level in electrical switchgears for leaks.
At AEML-D we are using SF6 gas in HV switchgears at DSS since 1989. There are
installed 507 SF6 CB at AEML Distribution Substation till date out of which 291 are
removed from the network. Now there are total 216 of SF6 Switchgears at AEML-D DSS.
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Over the period & after introduction of stringent laws globally (especially in European
countries) about SF6 gas handing we at AEML took initiative for proper handling,
disposal & maintaining the record of SF6.
To meet these environmental and safety demands, the focus for manufacturers and
asset owners is on finding ways of increasing equipment tightness, reducing leakage
and handling losses, management of reporting obligations, personnel training, labelling,
and handling of SF6 electrical power equipment.
AEML-D uses SF6 gas to refill the chambers where the pressure is reduced below
acceptable level to require to be maintain for proper insulation. During FY2020-21,
AEML-D has used SF6 gas as under.

Sr. No.

A
1

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
Unit Consumption CO2 e emission Consumption
CO2 e
emission

Identified Source

Scope-1
SF6 consumption - refills

Kg

25.5

599.25

700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00
0.00

599.25

21.9

514.65

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
12.8

300.80

FY2020-21
Consumption CO2 e
emission
5.1

514.65
300.80
119.85

To further reduce consumption of SF6 gas, AEML-D has initiated following actions.
a. replacement Voltas make aged SF6 CB as under.
Sr No

Year

Planned
Quantity Nos

1

2021-22

73*

2

2022-23

35

3

2023-24

10

Grand Total

118
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119.85

b. AEML-D have completely stopped procuring SF6CB excepting GIS switchgears
at 33-22/11kV DSS which have very rare leakages and fulfilling the dimensional
requirements as per new designs of DSS.
c. Compact equipment design which requires a smaller quantity of SF6.
d. Improving handling processes and handling equipment during commissioning,
service, operation, and end-of-life.
e. Application of SF6 using recycling techniques.
f. Trained and qualified personnel in all equipment stages and gas lifetime.

Refrigerant:
R22 & R410A gas is essential component to make the HVAC system operational. It is
being used as refrigerant in the air-conditioner. Its compound has ozone depletion
potential (ODP) and high global warming potential (GWP).
The use of refrigerant gas during FY2020-21 is as under.
Sr.
No.

Identified Source

A Scope-1
1 R22 refill (Refrigerant)
2 R410A

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
FY2019-20
FY2020-21
Unit Consumption CO2 e Consumption CO2 e Consumption CO2 e Consumption CO2 e
emission
emission
emission
emission
Kg
Kg
2500.00
2000.00
1500.00
1000.00
500.00
0.00

1260
55

2217.60
114.84

1103
43

1941.28
89.78

1100
42

1936.00
87.70

585
0

2332.44 2031.06 2023.70
1029.78

To reduce and minimize its usages, firstly, AEML-D have taken objective to replace all
old air conditioners with new star rated air conditioners. Secondly, AEML-D have been
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1029.78
0.00

improving on internal process of air conditioners maintenance so as to reduce the gas
requirement.
5.3.2 Energy Indirect emission and removal
Use of electricity at substation and offices:
While distributing electricity to end consumer, a large infrastructure is required to be
built to deliver electricity from source to end consumer. Over the years of its service,
AEML-D has built a reliable distribution network, which is a continuous process. Various
components of this infrastructure are 

33-22 kV Incoming Feeders



33-22/11 kV Distribution Substations



11 kV network



11/0.4 kV Consumer Substations



LT Network

The substation referred above typically hosts transformers for stepping down voltage
and associated breakers, control panel, SCADA equipment, etc. To maintain these
facilities, the substation requires electricity supply. Such electricity supply is taken from
availing metered connection. The monthly bills shown electricity consumption are
raised to account for electrical energy. Use of such electrical energy contributes to GHG
emission.
Since, the operational area of AEML-D is spread over 400 SQM, for managing operation
it has Zonal and Section offices locate at various places. In addition to this there are
various small maintenance offices for attending no supply complaints. For easy of
access to consumers, AEML-D has also Consumer Care Centers. All these offices
consume electricity, which is source of GHG emission.
Distribution Losses:
Distribution Losses comprise of Technical Loss and Commercial Loss. Technical Losses
mainly comprises of the thermal losses due to the flow of current in any electrical
equipment. It is proportional to the product of square of the current and the resistance
of the conductor carrying current. Overloading or unbalance loadings in cable phases
on any equipment including cable increase the losses. In ring open switch type system
where many path exists for supplying electricity, one should ensure that the electricity
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to end consumer is supplied through shortest possible path as the losses increase with
increase in length. The losses are calculated using empirical formula.
Technical Loss = Sum of all (Current)^2^Resistance*Time Losses of all the equipment
in the system.
Technical losses contributed by:


33 & 22 kV Feeders.



Power Transformers.



11kV feeders.



Distribution Transformers



HT & LT capacitor.



LT Loss
o

LT main line and Service feeder losses.

o

Street Light feeder and Ballast losses.

o

Losses in Meters.

o

Neutral Unbalance losses.

o

Fuse Losses.

o

Board wiring losses.

To keep technical losses at optimal level, network loading are required to be monitored
on regular basis and appropriate action are required to be initiated to eliminate bottle
necks in the network so that overloading is avoided.
Commercial losses are due to theft of electricity and metering errors. These losses are
minimized/eliminated by continuous vigilance activity.
AEML-D has initiated various energy efficiency measures to reduce electricity
consumption at its substations and offices, which includes installation of LED bulbs,
LED tube lights, use of star labeled electricity appliances.
For reduction in distribution losses, AEML-D has implemented various network
improvement schemes, replacement of old PILC cables, etc. For commercial loss
reduction, various raids are conducted to arrest the theft. Replacement of meters is
also undertaken to eliminate metering errors.
Due to above measures, the GHG emission for FY 2020-21 on these accounts are given
in table below.
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Sr.
No.
1

2

3

Identified Source
Unit
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Offices
Distribution Loss
i.e. energy lost in
distribution
TOTAL Emission

FY2020-21
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kWh

5527988

4367.11

4765239

3764.54

kWh

4182573

3304.23

3476963

2746.80

kWh

822230612

649562.18

753662680

595393.52

657233.53
Unit

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kWh
kWh
kWh

3755618
6951712
906153094

4173136
5705795
866044682

Identified Source

Scope 2
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Substations
Auxiliary Power Consumption of Offices
Distribution Loss i.e. energy lost in distribution
TOTAL Emission

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

800000

3079.61
5700.40
743045.54
751825.55

751826

718257

3421.97
4678.75
710156.64
718257.36

657234

601904.86
FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission
5527988
4182573
822230612

FY2020-21
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

4367.11
4765239
3304.23
3476963
649562.18 753662680
657233.53

3764.54
2746.80
595393.52
601904.86

601905

600000
400000
200000
0
FY2017-18 FY2018-19 FY2019-20 FY2020-21

5.3.3 Other indirect GHG emission and removal
For managing operations AEML-D also outsource transportation activity to various
contractor. These contractors provide vehicles on running (Kms) basis. Since these
vehicles are used to carry out AEML-D’s works, GHG emission contributed is also
required to be quantified and monitored.
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For supply electricity to its consumer, AEML-D procures electricity from various sources
and supply it to consumers. AEML-D sources electricity from conventional sources as
well as renewable sources. The energy which is procured and supplied from
conventional sources needs to be accounted, quantified and monitored for GHG
purpose.
For FY 2020-21, the account of such GHG is as underIdentified Source
Unit
Scope 3
Diesel estimated used by Contractor Vehicles
Energy purchased (Exclude. DTPS and RE) for
supplying AEML-D consumers
Energy purchased from ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers
TOTAL Emission

FY2017-18
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2018-19
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2019-20
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

FY2020-21
Consumption
CO2 e
emission

kL
MkWh

5936

4867811.30

322.06
5825

865.63
4776100.95

298.19
6128

801.23
4841322.13

20.8
4937

55.91
3899980.11

MkWh

3190

2615636.00

3268

2679784.60

3027

2391083.28

2897

2288986.66

7483447.30

8000000

7483447

7456751.18

7456751

7233206.64

6189022.68

7233207
6189023

6000000
4000000
2000000
0
FY2017-18 FY2018-19 FY2019-20 FY2020-21

5.3.4 AEML-D’s efforts to reduce direct/indirect GHG emission and removal
Energy Conservation:
The AEML-D conducts energy conservation and energy efficiency (EC and EE)
programmes to create awareness in the society on the importance of energy
conservation and smart usage of energy in order to reduce damage to environment due
to Green House Gas (CHG) emission. The ultimate goal is to make every citizen of
licensed area of AEML-D a part of this programme and make this programme as citizen’s
movement. Following are the initiatives undertaken during financial year 2020-21:


AEML-D continues to pursue walkthrough energy audit services at no cost to
consumers, under which AEML-D has covered over 32 consumers and identified
potential saving of 0.1 million units (MUs) to these consumers.
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Under large scale program of replacement of 50,000 old inefficient ceiling fans
by Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) approved 5 Star ceiling fan distribution is
under progress for residential consumers. In this financial year AEML-D has
replaced 120 old inefficient ceiling fans with new BLDC technology 28 watts
ceiling fans resulting in annual savings of 0.01 million units (MUs). Till date total
replacements are 793 fans resulting in savings of 0.09 million units (MUs).



Under similar large scale program of replacement of 20,000 inefficient
refrigerator of residential consumers, in last financial year AEML-D has replaced
554 old refrigerators by 5 star refrigerators, which resulted in 0.8 million Units.
Due to revision of star labelling for refrigerators by BEE, no 5 star refrigerator is
available with program partner/s and also in the market. Therefore, currently
the program is on hold till BEE grants 5 star rating to refrigerators. Till date total
replacements are 1684 fans resulting in savings of 0.6 million units (MUs)



AEML-D through Urja Samvardhan Upakaram programme, conducts workshops
in various academic institutions, offices, banks, hospitals, industrial estates,
housing societies, slum areas, etc. Due to COVID-19 pandemic, this year
company

reached

out

to

around

200+

people

through

on-

line/digital/telephonic platform and educated them on ‘Why to conserve and
how to conserve energy?’.
Energy savings estimated due above initiatives taken during this financial year are 0.11
million units amounting to 107 tonnes of CO2 reduction.
Through its proactive approach, AEML-D encourages and provide technical support to
its consumers to install roof top solar plants to utilizing alternate source of energy.
During this financial year 5070 Kw capacity roof top solar panels are installed by
consumers (thereby taking overall installed capacity to 21,870 Kw) of AEML-D area.
During FY 2020-21, Rs. 11,400/- subsidy is given by AEML-D to its consumers under 5
star BLDC ceiling fan program
Rooftop Installation on AEML-D buildings:
To reduce its energy consumption, AEML-D has installed solar panels on its building
rooftops. The energy generated by rooftop plant is consumed for maintaining office
facilities and shortfall is only drawn from grid.
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Because of above listed measures, AEML-D could avoid GHG emission during FY202021 as given below.
Sr.
No.

Identified Source

FY2017-18
FY2018-19
FY2019-20
Unit Consumption CO2 e emission Consumption
CO2 e Consumption
CO2 e
emission
emission

1 Renewable Energy Generated and used kWh
2 Energy Conservation
kWh
TOTAL Emission

97712
1640000

2000

80.1
1344.8
1424.92

91700
1855000

1596

1425

75.19
1521.10
1596.29

52189
1868900

41.23
1476.43
1517.66

FY2020-21
Consumption CO2 e
emission
54029
110000

42.68
86.90
129.58

1518

1500
1000
500

130

0

5.4

Quantification of GHG emission and removals

AEML-D has quantified and documented its GHG emissions from different sources
based on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission
factor.
First, the activities which involve GHG emission are identified through brainstorming
session conducted within the department and cross departments. Further to that flow
chart followed for quantification is indicated below.
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The emission factors used for arriving GHG emission are given in table below.

Emission Factor
Fuel/Energy

Factor

Unit

Diesel

Tco2e/KL

Petrol

2.687
2.315

Electricity

0.79

TCO2e/MWH

SF6
R-22
R-410

23.5
1.76
2.088
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Tco2e/KL
TCO2e/Kg
TCO2e/Kg
TCO2e/Kg

5.4.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-D has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals within the
organizational boundary applying following steps.
Identification of GHG sources and sinks

Selection of quantification methodology

Selection and collection of GHG activity data

Selection or development of GHG emission or removal
factors

Calculation of GHG emissions and removals
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The identified sources of GHG emission are listed in table below.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.
AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.
Insulation medium in
Switchgears

Diesel

Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

5
6

Refrigerant in AC system-1
Refrigerant in AC system-2

R22
R410A

Scope-1
Scope-1

7

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

8

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in distribution

Electrical
Energy

Scope-2

3

4
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GHG Source & Sink
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel
during operation of DG
Sets
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles and
motorcycles
Leakage of SF6 gas
directly in atmosphere
from SF6 chambers over
a period of time directly
impacting GHG.
Leakage of refrigerant
over a period of time due
to operation of air
conditioners and air
conditioner systems
directly impacting GHG.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans,
charging, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Electrical energy used
for lights and fans, Air
conditioning, cleaning,
pumping water, etc.,
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy lost in
transmission electrical

Sr.
No.

GHG Source

10

Diesel estimated used by
Contractor Vehicles

11
Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers
12
Energy purchased from
ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

Fuel
Used

Scope

Diesel

Scope-3

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

Electrical
Energy

Scope-3

GHG Source & Sink
energy from source to
end consumer due to
heating, etc., which is
generated from fossil
fuel, thus contributing
to GHG emission.
GHG emission due to
combustion of diesel in
vehicles
Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.
Energy purchased for
supply to end consumers
which is generated from
fossil fuel, thus
contributing to GHG
emission.

Similarly, the activities of AEML-D which results in avoiding GHG emission are identified
as underSr.
No.
1

GHG Source
Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Fuel
GHG avoidance
Used
Electrical Use of Renewable power in place of
Energy
conventional power to avoid GHG
emission

Energy Conservation - Improving efficiency of electrical installations by adopting
energy efficient lights, fans and star label appliances. Saved energy directly avoid GHG
emission.
5.4.2 Selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-D has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based GHG activity data
multiplied by GHG emission factor. The methodology used are based on factors
presented in the World Resources Institute's (WRI) Corporate Protocol Standard for
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organizations estimating GHG emissions as well as methodology and factors presented
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) 2006 Guidelines for
National Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories. For accounting the GHG emissions from
GHG activities like fossil fuel combustion process operations; electricity consumption.
5.4.3 Selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-D.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

1

DG Set

2

AEML-D owned vehicles
(diesel) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

3

AEML-D owned vehicles
(petrol) for employee
transport, material
transport, etc.

4

Insulation medium in
Switchgears

5

Refrigerant in AC system-1

6

Refrigerant in AC system-2

7

Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of Offices

8

Selected
activity data

Selected
Records
quantification
Available
methodology
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Diesel
x emission
Billing Input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Diesel
x emission
Billing Input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
Consumption Consumption Smart Card
of Petrol
x emission
Billing input
factor
from supplier
online data
share system
Consumption Consumption Weighment of
of SF6 for
x GWP
maintenance
re-filling
records
Consumption Consumption Maintenance
of R22 for rex GWP
Records
filling
received from
Vendor
Consumption
of R410A for
re-filling
Consumption Consumption SAP Data
of Electricity
x emission
factor
Consumption Consumption SAP Data
of Electricity
x emission
factor
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Selected
activity data

9

Distribution Loss i.e.
energy lost in distribution

10

Diesel estimated used by
Contractor Vehicles

11

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased from
ADTPS for supplying
AEML-D consumers

12

Selected
Records
quantification
Available
methodology
Purchase of
Lost energy x Purchase data
electricity
emission
from PPG
less sale of
factor
records.
electricity
Sales data from
SAP
Consumption Consumption Computed
of Diesel
x emission
based on bills
factor
received from
contractors
Consumption
Energy x
Source-wise
of Electricity
emission
purchase data
factor
from PPG
records.
Consumption
Energy x
Source-wise
of Electricity
emission
purchase data
factor
from PPG
records.

Similarly, for GHG avoidance GHG activity data used to quantify avoided GHG emissions
as per the quantification methodology described above and collected by AEML-D.
Sr.
No.
1

GHG Source

Selected
activity
data
Generation
of
Electricity

Renewable Energy
Generated and used

Selected
quantification
methodology
Energy x
emission factor

Records
Available
Meter data
record

5.4.4 Selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-D has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:


CEA CO2 baseline database - https://cea.nic.in/wp
content/uploads/baseline/2021/06/User_Guide_ver_16_2021-1.pdf



DEFRA,

2020

-

Freighting

Goods,

Average

for

Bulk

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020
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Carrier



India Specific Road Transport Emission Factors



India Specific Rail Transport Emission Factors for Passenger Travel and Material
Transport



India Specific Air Transport Emission Factors for passenger travel and material
transport


Sr.
No.
1

2

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting
Parameter

CO2 emission
factor of diesel

CO2 emission
factor of petrol

Value

Unit

Remark/Source

2.68787

kgCO2/
litre

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2020
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2020
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company
Pg. 30, CEA Database, Ver. 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en

2.31467
kgCO2/
litre

3

Electricity factor 0.79
of Grid

tCO2/M
Wh

4

SF6

TCO2e/
Kg

5

R-410 A

23.5

2.088

TCO2e/
Kg

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversionfactors-2020
Emission
R410A
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Unit
kg

kg CO2e
2088

Sr.
No.
6

Parameter

Value

R22

Unit
TCO2e/
Kg

1.76

Remark/Source
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change , IPCC, Global Warming Potential
Values Fifth Assessment Report, 2014 (AR5)
https://www.ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/gh
gp/Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20%28Feb%2016%202016%29_1.pdf
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6 GHG Inventory Components
GHG emissions of the AEML-D from the selected organizational and operational
boundaries are discussed under this section.
6.1

GHG emission and removal

For FY 2020-21 AEML-D has quantified its emission for its operations as follows.
Type of emission

Based on Emission Factor
FY2020-21

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions
Absolute Scope-2 Emissions
Absolute Scope-3 Emissions
Total
6.2

2222
601905
6189023
6793150

%
0.03
8.86
91.11
100.00

Assumptions and Exclusions
At AEML-D, for Scope 1, during combustion of fuel, emissions of CH4, N2O, is
negligible compared to emission of CO2 and hence not considered in GHG Report.
Supporting document for non-consideration of CH4 and N20 is attached
herewith.
Source of data –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reportingconversion-factors-2020
GHG Wise Emission :

Fuel

Unit

Diesel

ltrs

Petrol

ltrs

Emission due to burning of Fuel
kg CO2e

kg CO2

kg CH4

kg N2O

2.68787 2.65242

0.00025

0.03520

2.31467

0.00680

0.00611

2.30176

a. R22 refill (Refrigerant) consumption is 585 kg.
b. SF6 Consumption is 5.1 kg.
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For Scope 2: GHG emission factor is taken from CEA which does not separately
mention about CH4 and N20 for the Scope 2 emission. The source itself doesn’t
provide it.

Due to non-availability of verifiable data for computing the GHG emission
especially in Scope-3 emission calculations for contractor vehicles energy
supplied to end consumers, following assumptions have been made.
a. Data provided by contractor in their bill is true and they follow all service
level agreements stated in purchase order.
b. The energy which is procurement from non-identified sources like power
exchange is generated from fossil fuel.
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7 GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-D has established the DSM
Department for the GHG data which is briefed in the subsequent section.
7.1

GHG Information Management and procedure

GHG Management team and GHG Inventory
The team members of the DSM Department are assigned to estimate the emissions
inventory of the AEML-D. The management shall periodically review the responsibility
and authority of those responsible for GHG inventory development by internal reviews.
7.2

Training for inventory development team members


AEML-D shall be responsible for providing training to inventory development
team.


7.3

Training shall be offered internally or through third party.

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-D shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of
GHG protocol.
(b) AEML-D shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

7.4

GHG sources and Sinks
(a) AEML-D shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the
boundary shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected
organization boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for
accounting, the reason for not considering the GHG source or sink within the
scope shall be explained.
(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.
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7.5

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission and
removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by UNFCCC, IPCC, and
other relevant standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-D shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall
explain any changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the
organization.
(d) AEML-D shall select its activity data as per Scope-1, Scope-2 within
organization boundary.
(e) AEML-D shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and
removal factors from UNFCCC publications, IPCC publications, host country
emission data publications, another relevant climate change bodies to
quantify its GHG emission.
(f) Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be
carried out by AEML-D to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency
across multiple facilities.
a.

AEML-D shall maintain consistency by using appropriate quantification
methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed
by

UNFCCC

or

IPCC

or

ISO

14064

standard or

other

relevant

standards/mechanisms.

7.6

Use maintenance and calibration of measurement equipment.
a.

Records shall be maintained related to operation and maintenance of all
equipment (like electricity meter etc.), related to measurement of data’s for
GHG emission accounting.
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b.

The plant shall maintain the records of calibrated equipment to ensure
error free operation.

7.7

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

7.8

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-D shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data
collection system to achieve accuracy.

b. AEML-D shall do calibration of meters used annually for GHG emission
accounting data collection.

7.9

Document retention and record keeping

Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory
is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In
determining what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
a) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an
audit.
b) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be
recalculated from the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:


EMS/SAP system to retrieve the GHG related data for computing GHG inventory.



Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.

Following information are required to be retained:
o

The procedures, processes, and methodologies used to estimate the emissions
inventory and relevant sources.

o

All emission factors and their sources.
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o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at the plant level.

8 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-D.
Sr.
No.

GHG Source

Fuel
Used

Scope

Source of Data

Responsibility

Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing Input
from supplier
online data
share system
Smart Card
Billing input
from supplier
online data
share system
Weighment of
Maintenance
records
Maintenance
Records
received from
Vendor
SAP Data

Transport
Department

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

AEML-D owned
vehicles (diesel) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
AEML-D owned
vehicles (petrol) for
employee transport,
material transport,
etc.
Insulation medium
in Switchgears

Diesel

Scope-1

Petrol

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

R22

Scope-1

R410A

Scope-1

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

Refrigerant in AC
system-1
Refrigerant in AC
system-2
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Substations
Auxiliary Power
Consumption of
Offices
Distribution Loss
i.e. energy lost in
distribution

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

Transport
Department

Transport
Department

O&M

Administration

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

SAP Data

Administration

Electrical Scope-2
Energy

Purchase data
from PPG
records.

PPG & Finance
Dept.
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Sr.
No.

GHG Source

10

Diesel estimated
used by Contractor
Vehicles

11

Energy purchased
(Exclude. DTPS) for
suppling AEML-D
consumers
Energy purchased
from ADTPS for
supplying AEML-D
consumers

12

Fuel
Used

Diesel

Scope

Scope-3

Electrical Scope-3
Energy

Electrical Scope-3
Energy
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Source of Data
Sales data
from SAP
Computed
based on bills
received from
contractors
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.
Source-wise
purchase data
from PPG
records.

Responsibility

Transport
Department

PPG & Finance
Dept.

PPG & Finance
Dept.

Green House Gas Report 2018-19
AEML - Transmission
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Executive summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol, was
carried out by Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited – Transmission (AEML-T) for the
purpose of accounting of the GHG emissions.
UOM

AEML-T
(FY18-19)

Absolute Scope 1 Emissions

tCO2e

6461.60

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

tCO2e

2242.52

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

tCO2e

52.37

CO2 Emission due to

The Green House Gas Protocol - A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is
followed for GHG reporting. This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification
of total emissions taking place at AEML-T. Emissions associated with facility’s business
services and activities were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the
GHG emission calculations, Emissions are calculated based on emission factor.
Absolute Emission based on emission factor.

3

1.Organisation Profile

4

1.Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani
Transmission Ltd, formed post acquisition of Reliance Infrastructure Limited's Mumbai
Power Business. The ATL business includes the Power Generation units based at
Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the Retail
Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd (AEML), part of the diversified Adani Group, is an
integrated business of power Generation, Transmission & Retail Electricity Distribution.
It serves over three million consumers spread across 400 Sq. kms in Mumbai and its
suburbs with 99.99% reliability, among the highest in the country. Adani Electricity
meets close to 2,000 MW of power demand in Mumbai’s largest and the most efficient
power distribution network. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander
on the western side, and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand,
electricity is procured from AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at
Dahanu i.e. Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), apart from other bilateral
purchases.
The bulk power is transported on 220KV transmission lines. The distribution of
power is managed through a network of five divisional offices and 18 units offices. This
complex network of 9030 Kms of HT & LT lines and 5818 LT substations transports
electricity from the generating station to each customer.
The company has EHV substations, receiving stations, low and high-tension
mains, power transformers, distribution transformers and Motorized switchgear for
distributing the quality power & Electronic meters to record the energy consumption.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited - Transmission Business is a separate
Transmission Licensee & MERC has issued a line specific license for a period of 25 years
on 16th Aug’2011. AEML-TB operates as a part of intrastate transmission system of
Maharashtra.
AEML-T is an intermediary between Generation & Distribution. Transmission
Business is responsible for transmission of power (at EHV) from the generating station &
Bilateral purchases / Contracted power, if any, to the Company’s area of supply in the
suburbs of Mumbai after stepping down to 33kV. AEML Transmission Business has 8
EHV substations with 3125 MVA Transformation capacity and 542 ckt. km of
transmission feeders. 8 nos. of 220 kV EHV substations located at Ghodbunder, Borivali
Versova, Goregaon, Gorai Aarey, Saki, Chembur. Presently the network is connected to
the grid at MSETCL Boisar, MSETCL Borivali, MSETCL Trombay & TPC Borivali.
Transmission is vital link between generator & end consumer of the power. This
service is used by its valued and future consumers to facilitate transfer of contracted
power from various power generators maintaining highest reliability and availability of
the bulk power system, with a vision “To be the globally admired leader in integrated
infrastructure business with a deep commitment to nation building, we shall be known
for the scale of our ambition, speed of execution and quality of operation”.
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Management system at AEML-T
AEML-T has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment,
Occupational Health & Safety and Asset Management. AEML-T has also adopted
Information Security System ISO 27001. First Power Transmission utility – Achievement
of 5S (Workplace Management System) certificate and Achievement of Asset
Management System (ISO 55001:2014) certification (UKAS) in India. AEML-T over the
period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and control
of various parameters related to business performance and implemented numerous
improvement programs (Quality, Safety, Energy and Environment Improvement Plans).
SN

1
2
3

Management System
Quality Management
System
Environment
Management System
Occupational Health &
Safety Management
System

Standard

Since
Objective
Operational Standards
Ensure Quality in processes for desired output and reliable
2010
customer services
Address impact of operation on environment, Climate change,
2010
ensuring Environment compliances

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS
18001:2007 / ISO
45001:2018

2010 /
2019

Promoting Occupational Health & Safety practices / compliances

4

5S

5S

2014

Better look of workplace, Develop a greater safety awareness,
Quick retrieval of items, Reduce wastage, Neat, clean and
Hygienic workplace

5

Asset Management
System

ISO 55001:2014

2016

Asset Lifecyle management

6

Information Security
Management System

Risk Protection Standards
ISO 27001:2013

2018

Ensuring data security

In AEML-T, O&M is monitoring Auxiliary power consumption, Transmission network
loss and implementing energy conservation initiatives to improve the performance.
To reduce its carbon footprint, AEML-T has taken energy conservation measures
such as Replacement of Conventional tube light by LED Tube Light, 220kV Cable
interconnection between Adani Saki - TPC Saki Substation, Application of Nano
Molecular Thermo Conductive (NMTC) additive treatment for old ACs.
6

AEML-T operates its business in Regulatory environment and governed by MERC
norms. Our customers are ADTPS, AEML-Distribution & TPC-D and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Awards received for energy conservation

In FY18-19, AEML-T received MEDA award for excellence
in energy conservation & management.

AEML-T has been recognised by external bodies at various national and international
forums in the fields of innovation, quality, health & safety, technology, and energy.
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2.GHG Inventory Roles and
Responsibility
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
Team members of both the Corporate and AEML-T level O&M and Transport
Department are responsible for development of the GHG inventory. Head (O&M) will
undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the AEML-T
sustainability committee.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019.

9

3.Principle followed in GHG
Reporting
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. The Green House Gas Protocol - A
Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is followed for GHG reporting. Relevant
GHG sources and sink in the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and
quantified based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this
report.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of AEML-T. Records such as Monthly report and trial
run of DG set etc. maintained.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and
Development
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG
emissions of AEML-T. AEML-T has its operational control over all EHV substation’s
offices, control room, switch yards, Transmission line & cable and associated utilities.
Hence, AEML-T has decided to quantify the GHG emission of all EHV substations and
report the same.
AEML-T shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or
removals as per the organizational boundary outlined above.

4.2. Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with AEML-T operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to
•

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled
by the company)

•

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions

•

Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to combustion of
1. DG Set
2. Use of SF6 for attending gas leakage of GIS switchgear.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to
1. Auxiliary Power Consumption in Substations / Stations / offices
2. Transmission Network Losses
13

Scope 3 Emission
Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel consumption in
1. Contractor vehicles (Diesel and Petrol)

4.2.1 Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-T
GHG emissions originate from diesel consumption in DG sets and auxiliary power
consumption.
The GHG emission and removal activity of AEML-T is presented in the table below:
Sr. No.

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

Scope

Diesel

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

1

DG Set

2

GIS Switchgear

3

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

4

Transmission Network Losses

Electricity

Scope-2

5

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

6

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3

In the future years, if any additional GHG emissions and GHG removals are
identified within the organizational boundary, facility will account those activities in its
GHG report and shall provide the explanation for changes to its operational boundaries.

4.2.2 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions are mainly from diesel used in DG sets and SF6 Gas. SF6
gas is used for attending gas leakage from GIS switchgear during maintenance
activities.
Direct GHG emissions quantified 6461.60 tonnes of CO2e.

Scope-1 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

DG Set

Diesel

497

L

2.68697

1335.42

1.33
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2

GIS Switchgear

SF6

274.91

kg

23500

6460267.5

Total Scope-1 Emissions

6460.27
6461.60

4.2.3 Energy Indirect emission and removal
GHG emission due to auxiliary power consumption in substations / offices and
Transmission network losses. Indirect GHG emissions quantified 2242.52 tonnes of
CO2e.
Scope - 2 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr.
No.

Emission
Source

Type of
Fuel

Emission
Quantity Unit
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

1

EHV
Substation /
offices

Electricity

2608711

kWh

0.82

2139143.02

2139.15

2

Transmission
Network
Losses

Electricity

126064

kWh

0.82

103372.48

103.37

Total Scope-2 Emissions

2242.52

4.2.4 Other Indirect GHG Emission
The indirect GHG emissions are mainly from contractor vehicles. Contractor vehicles
are used for movement of maintenance & project staff, tools & tackles from one EHV
substation to other EHV substation.

Scope-3 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

Contractor
vehicles

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

Diesel

18840

L

2.68697

50622.51

50.62
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2

Contractor
vehicles

Petrol

755.78

L

2.31495

Total Scope-3 Emissions

1749.59

1.75
52.37

4.2.5 Exclusion
1. Company Owned Vehicle Emission –
COV fuel consumption (Diesel/Petrol) tracking records are not available. Hence, AEML-T
has decided to exclude company owned vehicle emission from this GHG report. COV fuel
consumption tracking shall be done from FY2021-22 and COV total emission (tCO2e)
shall quantify and include in future GHG report.
2. Emission due to R22 refill (Refrigerant) –
AEML-T has been outsourced an activity of AC maintenance. Outsourced vendor was
carried out AC maintenance and refilled R22 refrigerant in AC. Tracking records are not
available. Hence, AEML-T has decided to exclude emission due to R22 refrigerant from
this GHG report. R22 refill (refrigerant) quantity shall be tracked from FY2021-22 and
total emission (tCO2e) shall include in future GHG report.

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission and removals
AEML-T has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based
on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission
factor.
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4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-T has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals
within the organizational boundary applying following steps:

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

GHG emission due to combustion of

17

diesel during emergency operation of
EHV substation
GHG emissions during maintenance
activities of GIS SW

2

GIS Switchgear

SF6

Scope-1

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to auxiliary power
consumption for EHV substation

2

Transmission Network
loss

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to grid loss

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

2

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3

GHG emission due to combustion of
diesel for Contractor vehicles
GHG emission due to combustion of
petrol for Contractor vehicles

4.3.2 selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-T has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:
•

GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.3 selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-T.
Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

DG Set

Consumption of
Diesel

2

GIS Switchgear

Consumption of
SF6

Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

EHV Substations /
offices

Consumption of
Electricity

2

Transmission loss

Consumption of
Electricity
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Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
100- year GWP

Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records Available

Trial run records
Monthly Report

Records Available

Electricity Bill

Monthly Loss Report

Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

Contractor vehicles

Consumption of
Diesel

2

Contractor vehicles

Consumption of
Petrol

Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records Available

SAP System

SAP System

4.3.3 selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-T has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:
•
•
•

CEA CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector, March 2021, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baseline-database/?lang=en
GWP
for
SF6
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment
report/ar5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 73-79)
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting

Sr.
No.

Parameter

Value

1

CO2 emission factor of diesel

2.68697

2

CO2 emission factor of petrol

2.31495

Unit

Remark/Source

kgCO2
/litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

kgCO2/
litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

3

Electricity factor of Grid

0.82

tCO2/M
Wh

CEA CO2 baseline database, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en Pg.
30

4

CO2 emission factor of SF6

23500

100year
GWP

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment report/a
r5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 7379)
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5.GHG inventory components

5 GHG inventory components
GHG emissions of AEML-T from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5 .1 GHG emission and removal
AEML-T has quantified its emission for the EHV substation as follows.
Based on emission factor
CO2 Emissions
%
(ton)

Sr. No

Type of Emissions

1

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions

6461.60

73.79

2

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

2242.52

25.61

3

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

52.37

0.60

Total Absolute Emissions

8756.49

100.00
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Absolute Emission based on emission factor.

5.2 Organisational activities to reduce GHG emission.

Remark
Energy Saving Project 18-19

Total Emissions
Reduction
(Tons CO2)

Replacement of Sodium vapor lights by LED lights in Energy saving by 61992
switchyards
kWh

50.83

Energy Saving Project 17-18
Replacement of Conventional T8 tube light by
Square LED Tube Light at Aarey EHV Substation

Energy saving by 18984
kWh

Application of Thermo Conductive Chemical in
Cassette & split ACs

Energy saving by
153975.6 kWh

220kV Cable interconnection between AEML Saki - Energy saving by 348967
TPC Saki Substation
kWh
22

15.57

126.26

286.15

Initiatives taken to reduce the loss •

Intact outage management

•

220kV Cable Interconnection of Adani Saki and Tata Saki EHV Substation

•

Replacement of Old 220kV Equipments under SIS DPR scheme

•

Refurbishment of 100MVA Transformer

•

Timely replacement of transmission line parts

•

Attending line hotspots on emergency

•

Desired Voltage level is maintained as per the MERC Norms

•

In substation, hotspots at Joints mitigated by replacing all nut-bolt type
connection by crimp type connection

•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2 Class) energy meters at all Transmission EHV
Sub Stations.

•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2s class) CT’s at all EHV Sub Stations.

•

33kV Capacitor Banks in operation at all EHV Sub Stations, for reactive power
management.

•

Preventive maintenance of all EHV Substations is taken up periodically.

•

Loading of all EHV equipment’s are kept at optimum level & monitored 24x7
through Operations teams.

•

Loadings of all EHV equipment’s are also reviewed periodically through MIS
reports & corrective actions are planned, if required.

5.2.1 Energy Awareness programme
AEML-T Energy Management Cell is always in way of reducing the contribution of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the
technology or changing the attitude towards energy conservation. Energy management
Cell created awareness in employees.

5.3 Base year GHG inventory
AEML-T first GHG inventory period FY 2018-19 forms the historical base year for future
inventories. Its base-year GHG inventory is 8574.18 tonnes CO2 equivalent. The
reduction target fixed by AEML, and we will refer to the GHG emissions in FY 2018-19 as
the base year.
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5.3.1 Selection and establishment of base year
AEML-T is reporting its GHG emission inventory for the first time in the year 2018-19
and, therefore, the same year is selected as base year. It has quantified its base year
GHG emission with the complete single financial year data i.e. 1st April 2018 to 31st
March 2019.
AEML-T may choose to change its single base year to multi-year average or rolling year
average. In that case, it will explain the reason for base year change in the respective
GHG reporting.

5.3.2 Reduction of GHG Inventory
AEML-T is reporting its GHG inventory for the first time in this report. The base year
inventory will be revised and recalculated if organizational and/or operational boundary
of the GHG inventory changes in future years.
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6.0 GHG Inventory quality
management

6.0 GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-T has formed sustainability
committee.

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-T shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
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(b) AEML-T shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG sources and Sinks
(a) AEML-T shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary
shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization
boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for
not considering the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission
and removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify
its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-T shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) AEML-T shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization
boundary.
(e)

AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal
factors from IPCC publications, host country emission data publications, another
relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.

(f)

Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried
out by AEML-T to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.
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a. AEML-T

shall

maintain

consistency

by

using

appropriate

quantification

methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
IPCC or ISO 14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-T shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

6.2 Document retention and record keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory
is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In
determining what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated
from the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
• Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at business level.
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7.0 GHG Information monitoring
and procedure

7.0 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-T.
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Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Scope

Units

1

DG Set

Scope 1

KL

2

GIS Switchgear

Scope 1

KG

3

EHV Substations and
offices

Scope 2

Kwh

Electricity
Bill

O&M

4

Transmission Network
Loss

Scope 2

Kwh

Monthly
Loss Report

O&M

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

5
6

Contractor vehicles Petrol
Contractor vehicles own Diesel

29

Source of
data
Trial run
records
Monthly
Report

Responsibility
O&M
O&M

Green House Gas Report 2019-20
AEML - Transmission
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Executive summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol, was
carried out by Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited – Transmission (AEML-T) for the
purpose of accounting of the GHG emissions.

UOM

AEML-T
(FY19-20)

Absolute Scope 1 Emissions

tCO2e

409.92

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

tCO2e

2173.36

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

tCO2e

45.09

CO2 Emission due to

The Green House Gas Protocol - A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is
followed for GHG reporting. This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification
of total emissions taking place at AEML-T. Emissions associated with facility’s business
services and activities were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the
GHG emission calculations. Emissions are calculated based on emission factor.
Absolute Emission based on emission factor.

3

1.Organisation Profile

4

1.Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani
Transmission Ltd, formed post acquisition of Reliance Infrastructure Limited's Mumbai
Power Business. The ATL business includes the Power Generation units based at
Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the Retail
Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd (AEML), part of the diversified Adani Group, is an
integrated business of power Generation, Transmission & Retail Electricity Distribution.
It serves over three million consumers spread across 400 Sq. kms in Mumbai and its
suburbs with 99.99% reliability, among the highest in the country. Adani Electricity
meets close to 2,000 MW of power demand in Mumbai’s largest and the most efficient
power distribution network. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander
on the western side, and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand,
electricity is procured from AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at
Dahanu i.e. Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), apart from other bilateral
purchases.
The bulk power is transported on 220KV transmission lines. The distribution of
power is managed through a network of five divisional offices and 18 units offices. This
complex network of 9030 Kms of HT & LT lines and 5818 LT substations transports
electricity from the generating station to each customer.
The company has EHV substations, receiving stations, low and high-tension
mains, power transformers, distribution transformers and Motorized switchgear for
distributing the quality power & Electronic meters to record the energy consumption.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited - Transmission Business is a separate
Transmission Licensee & MERC has issued a line specific license for a period of 25 years
on 16th Aug’2011. AEML-TB operates as a part of intrastate transmission system of
Maharashtra.
AEML-T is an intermediary between Generation & Distribution. Transmission
Business is responsible for transmission of power (at EHV) from the generating station &
Bilateral purchases / Contracted power, if any, to the Company’s area of supply in the
suburbs of Mumbai after stepping down to 33kV. AEML Transmission Business has 8
EHV substations with 3125 MVA Transformation capacity and 566 ckt. km of
transmission feeders. 8 nos. of 220 kV EHV substations located at Ghodbunder, Borivali
Versova, Goregaon, Gorai Aarey, Saki, Chembur. Presently the network is connected to
the grid at MSETCL Boisar, MSETCL Borivali, MSETCL Trombay & TPC Borivali.
Transmission is vital link between generator & end consumer of the power. This
service is used by its valued and future consumers to facilitate transfer of contracted
power from various power generators maintaining highest reliability and availability of
the bulk power system, with a vision “To be the globally admired leader in integrated
infrastructure business with a deep commitment to nation building, we shall be known
for the scale of our ambition, speed of execution and quality of operation”.
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Management system at AEML-T
AEML-T has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment,
Occupational Health & Safety and Asset Management. AEML-T has also adopted
Information Security System ISO 27001. First Power Transmission utility – Achievement
of 5S (Workplace Management System) certificate and Achievement of Asset
Management System (ISO 55001:2014) certification (UKAS) in India. AEML-T over the
period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and control
of various parameters related to business performance and implemented numerous
improvement programs (Quality, Safety, Energy and Environment Improvement Plans).
SN

1
2
3

Management System
Quality Management
System
Environment
Management System
Occupational Health &
Safety Management
System

Standard

Since
Objective
Operational Standards
Ensure Quality in processes for desired output and reliable
2010
customer services
Address impact of operation on environment, Climate change,
2010
ensuring Environment compliances

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS
18001:2007 / ISO
45001:2018

2010 /
2019

Promoting Occupational Health & Safety practices / compliances

4

5S

5S

2014

Better look of workplace, Develop a greater safety awareness,
Quick retrieval of items, Reduce wastage, Neat, clean and
Hygienic workplace

5

Asset Management
System

ISO 55001:2014

2016

Asset Lifecyle management

6

Information Security
Management System

Risk Protection Standards
ISO 27001:2013

2018

Ensuring data security

In AEML-T, O&M is monitoring Auxiliary power consumption, Transmission network
loss and implementing energy conservation initiatives to improve the performance.
To reduce its carbon footprint, AEML-T has taken energy conservation measures
such as Replacement of Conventional tube light by LED Tube Light, 220kV Cable
interconnection between Adani Saki - TPC Saki Substation, Application of Nano
Molecular Thermo Conductive (NMTC) additive treatment for old ACs.
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AEML-T operates its business in Regulatory environment and governed by MERC
norms. Our customers are ADTPS, AEML-Distribution & TPC-D and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Awards received for energy conservation

In FY18-19, AEML-T received MEDA award for excellence
in energy conservation & management.

AEML-T has been recognised by external bodies at various national and international
forums in the fields of innovation, quality, health & safety, technology, and energy.
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2.GHG Inventory Roles and
Responsibility
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
Team members of both the Corporate and AEML-T level O&M and Transport
Department are responsible for development of the GHG inventory. Head (O&M) will
undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the AEML-T
sustainability committee.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020.

9

3.Principle followed in GHG
Reporting
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. The Green House Gas Protocol - A
Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is followed for GHG reporting. Relevant
GHG sources and sink in the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and
quantified based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this
report.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of AEML-T. Records such as Monthly report, trial run
of DG set and SAP system record etc. maintained.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and
Development
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG
emissions of AEML-T. AEML-T has its operational control over all EHV substation’s
offices, control room, switch yards, Transmission line & cable and associated utilities.
Hence, AEML-T has decided to quantify the GHG emission of all EHV substations and
report the same.
AEML-T shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or
removals as per the organizational boundary outlined above.

4.2. Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with AEML-T operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to
•

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled
by the company)

•

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions

•

Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to combustion of
1. DG Set
2. Use of SF6 for attending gas leakage of GIS switchgear.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to
1. Auxiliary Power Consumption in Substations / Stations / offices
2. Transmission Network Losses
Scope 3 Emission
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Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel consumption in
1. Contractor vehicles (Diesel and Petrol)

4.2.1 Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-T
GHG emissions originate from diesel consumption in DG sets and auxiliary power
consumption.
The GHG emission and removal activity of AEML-T is presented in the table below:
Sr. No.

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

Scope

Diesel

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

1

DG Set

2

GIS Switchgear

3

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

4

Transmission Network Losses

Electricity

Scope-2

5

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

6

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3

In the future years, if any additional GHG emissions and GHG removals are
identified within the organizational boundary, facility will account those activities in its
GHG report and shall provide the explanation for changes to its operational boundaries.

4.2.2 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions are mainly from diesel used in DG sets and SF6 Gas. SF6
gas is used for attending gas leakage from GIS switchgear during maintenance
activities.
Direct GHG emissions quantified 409.92 tonnes of CO2e.

Scope-1 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

DG Set

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

Diesel

206.39

L

2.68697

554.57

0.55
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3

GIS Switchgear

SF6

17.42

kg

23500

409370

Total Scope-1 Emissions

409.37
409.92

4.2.3 Energy Indirect emission and removal
GHG emission due to auxiliary power consumption in substations / offices and
Transmission network losses. Indirect GHG emissions quantified 2173.36 tonnes of
CO2e.
Scope - 2 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr.
No.

Emission
Source

Type of
Fuel

1

EHV
Substation /
offices

Electricity

2628221 kWh

2

Transmission
Network
Losses

Electricity

122862

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.79

2076294.59

2076.30

0.79

97060.98

97.06

Emission
Quantity Unit
Factor

kWh

Total Scope-2 Emissions

2173.36

4.2.4 Other Indirect GHG Emission
The indirect GHG emissions are mainly from contractor vehicles. Contractor vehicles
are used for movement of maintenance staff, tools & tackles from one EHV substation
to other EHV substation.

Scope-3 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

Contractor
vehicles

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

Diesel

16030

L

2.68697

43072.13

43.08
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2

Contractor
vehicles

Petrol

870

L

2.31495

Total Scope-3 Emissions

2014.01

2.01
45.09

4.2.5 Exclusion
1. Company Owned Vehicle Emission –
COV fuel consumption (Diesel/Petrol) tracking records are not available. Hence, AEML-T
has decided to exclude company owned vehicle emission from this GHG report. COV fuel
consumption tracking shall be done from FY2021-22 and COV total emission (tCO2e)
shall quantify and include in future GHG report.
2. Emission due to R22 refill (Refrigerant) –
AEML-T has been outsourced an activity of AC maintenance. Outsourced vendor was
carried out AC maintenance and refilled R22 refrigerant in AC. Tracking records are not
available. Hence, AEML-T has decided to exclude emission due to R22 refrigerant from
this GHG report. R22 refill (refrigerant) quantity shall be tracked from FY2021-22 and
total emission (tCO2e) shall include in future GHG report.

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission and removals
AEML-T has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based
on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission
factor.
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4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-T has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals
within the organizational boundary applying following steps:

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

GIS Switchgear

SF6

Scope-1

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to auxiliary power
consumption for EHV substation

2

Transmission Network
loss

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to grid loss

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

2

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3
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GHG Source and Sinks
GHG emission due to combustion of
diesel during emergency operation of
EHV substation
GHG emissions during maintenance
activities of GIS SW

GHG emission due to combustion of
diesel for Contractor vehicles
GHG emission due to combustion of
petrol for Contractor vehicles

4.3.2 selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-T has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:
•

GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.3 selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-T.

Selected activity
data

Selected
quantification
methodology

Consumption of
Diesel
Consumption of
SF6

Activity data x GHG
emission factor
Activity data x 100year GWP

Sr.
No

Emission Source

1

DG Set

2

GIS Switchgear

Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

EHV Substations /
offices

Consumption of
Electricity

2

Transmission loss

Consumption of
Electricity

Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

Selected
quantification
methodology

1

Contractor vehicles

2

Contractor vehicles

Consumption of
Diesel
Consumption of
Petrol

Activity data x GHG
emission factor
Activity data x GHG
emission factor

Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Records Available
Trial run records
Monthly Report

Records Available

Electricity Bill

Monthly Loss Report

Records Available

SAP System
SAP System

4.3.3 selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-T has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:
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•
•
•

CEA CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector, March 2021, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baseline-database/?lang=en
GWP
for
SF6
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment
report/ar5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 73-79)
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting

Sr.
No.

Parameter

Value

1

CO2 emission factor of diesel

2.68697

2

CO2 emission factor of petrol

2.31495

Unit

Remark/Source

kgCO2
/litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

kgCO2/
litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

3

Electricity factor of Grid

0.79

tCO2/M
Wh

CEA CO2 baseline database, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en Pg.
30

4

CO2 emission factor of SF6

23500

100year
GWP

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment report/a
r5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 7379)
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5.GHG inventory components
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5 GHG inventory components
GHG emissions of AEML-T from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5 .1 GHG emission and removal
AEML-T has quantified its emission for the EHV substation as follows.
Based on emission factor
CO2 Emissions
%
(ton)

Sr. No

Type of Emissions

1

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions

409.92

15.60

2

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

2173.36

82.69

3

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

45.09

1.72

Total Absolute Emissions

2628.37

100.00

Absolute Emission based on emission factor.
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5 .2 Organisational activities to reduce GHG emission.

Remark
Energy Saving Project 18-19

Total Emissions
Reduction
(Tons CO2)

Replacement of Sodium vapor lights by LED lights in Energy saving by 61992
switchyards
kWh

50.83

Energy Saving Project 17-18
Replacement of Conventional T8 tube light by
Square LED Tube Light at Aarey EHV Substation

Energy saving by 18984
kWh

Application of Thermo Conductive Chemical in
Cassette & split ACs

Energy saving by
153975.6 kWh

220kV Cable interconnection between AEML Saki - Energy saving by 348967
TPC Saki Substation
kWh

15.57

126.26

286.15

Initiatives taken to reduce the loss •

Intact outage management

•

220kV Cable Interconnection of Adani Saki and Tata Saki EHV Substation

•

Replacement of Old 220kV Equipments under SIS DPR scheme

•

Refurbishment of 100MVA Transformer

•

Timely replacement of transmission line parts

•

Attending line hotspots on emergency

•

Desired Voltage level is maintained as per the MERC Norms

•

In substation, hotspots at Joints mitigated by replacing all nut-bolt type
connection by crimp type connection

•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2 Class) energy meters at all Transmission EHV
Sub Stations.
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•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2s class) CT’s at all EHV Sub Stations.

•

33kV Capacitor Banks in operation at all EHV Sub Stations, for reactive power
management.

•

Preventive maintenance of all EHV Substations is taken up periodically.

•

Loading of all EHV equipment’s are kept at optimum level & monitored 24x7
through Operations teams.

•

Loadings of all EHV equipment’s are also reviewed periodically through MIS
reports & corrective actions are planned, if required.

5.2.1 Energy Awareness programme
AEML-T Energy Management Cell is always in way of reducing the contribution of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the
technology or changing the attitude towards energy conservation. Energy management
Cell created awareness in employees.
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6.0 GHG Inventory quality
management
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6.0 GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-T has formed sustainability
committee.

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-T shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
(b) AEML-T shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG sources and Sinks
(a) AEML-T shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary
shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization
boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for
not considering the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission
and removal factor
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(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify
its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-T shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) AEML-T shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization
boundary.
(e)

AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal
factors from IPCC publications, host country emission data publications, another
relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.

(f)

Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried
out by AEML-T to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.
a. AEML-T

shall

maintain

consistency

by

using

appropriate

quantification

methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
IPCC or ISO 14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-T shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

6.2 Document retention and record keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory
is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In
determining what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated
from the retained records.
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Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
• Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at business level.

7.0 GHG Information monitoring
and procedure
27

7.0 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-T.
Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Scope

Units

1

DG Set

Scope 1

KL

2

GIS Switchgear

Scope 1

KG

3

EHV Substations and
offices

Scope 2

Kwh

Electricity
Bill

O&M

4

Transmission Network
Loss

Scope 2

Kwh

Monthly
Loss Report

O&M

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

5
6

Contractor vehicles Petrol
Contractor vehicles own Diesel
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Source of
data
Trial run
records
Monthly
Report

Responsibility
O&M
O&M
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Executive summary
A Green House Gas (GHG) emission inventory as per the GHG Accounting protocol, was
carried out by Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited – Transmission (AEML-T) for the
purpose of accounting of the GHG emissions.

UOM

AEML-T
(FY20-21)

Absolute Scope 1 Emissions

tCO2e

39.10

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

tCO2e

1775.80

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

tCO2e

58.77

CO2 Emission due to

The Green House Gas Protocol - A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is
followed for GHG reporting. This report specifically highlights the detailed quantification
of total emissions taking place at AEML-T. Emissions associated with facility’s business
services and activities were identified and analysed in this report briefly based on the
GHG emission calculations, Emissions are calculated based on emission factor.
Absolute Emission based on emission factor.

3

1.Organisation Profile

4

1.Organization Profile
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is a 100% subsidiary of Adani
Transmission Ltd, formed post acquisition of Reliance Infrastructure Limited's Mumbai
Power Business. The ATL business includes the Power Generation units based at
Dahanu, Power Transmission Network across Mumbai & Maharashtra and the Retail
Power Distribution network in Mumbai suburbs.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd (AEML), part of the diversified Adani Group, is an
integrated business of power Generation, Transmission & Retail Electricity Distribution.
It serves over three million consumers spread across 400 Sq. kms in Mumbai and its
suburbs with 99.99% reliability, among the highest in the country. Adani Electricity
meets close to 2,000 MW of power demand in Mumbai’s largest and the most efficient
power distribution network. The area in Suburban Mumbai is from Bandra to Bhayander
on the western side, and Sion to Mankhurd on the eastern Side. For catering demand,
electricity is procured from AEML’s own coal based 2 X 250 MW generation facility at
Dahanu i.e. Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station (ADTPS), apart from other bilateral
purchases.
The bulk power is transported on 220KV transmission lines. The distribution of
power is managed through a network of five divisional offices and 18 units offices. This
complex network of 9030 Kms of HT & LT lines and 5818 LT substations transports
electricity from the generating station to each customer.
The company has EHV substations, receiving stations, low and high-tension
mains, power transformers, distribution transformers and Motorized switchgear for
distributing the quality power & Electronic meters to record the energy consumption.
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited - Transmission Business is a separate
Transmission Licensee & MERC has issued a line specific license for a period of 25 years
on 16th Aug’2011. AEML-TB operates as a part of intrastate transmission system of
Maharashtra.
AEML-T is an intermediary between Generation & Distribution. Transmission
Business is responsible for transmission of power (at EHV) from the generating station &
Bilateral purchases / Contracted power, if any, to the Company’s area of supply in the
suburbs of Mumbai after stepping down to 33kV. AEML Transmission Business has 8
EHV substations with 3250 MVA Transformation capacity and 572 ckt. km of
transmission feeders. 8 nos. of 220 kV EHV substations located at Ghodbunder, Borivali
Versova, Goregaon, Gorai Aarey, Saki, Chembur. Presently the network is connected to
the grid at MSETCL Boisar, MSETCL Borivali, MSETCL Trombay & TPC Borivali.
Transmission is vital link between generator & end consumer of the power. This
service is used by its valued and future consumers to facilitate transfer of contracted
power from various power generators maintaining highest reliability and availability of
the bulk power system, with a vision “To be the globally admired leader in integrated
infrastructure business with a deep commitment to nation building, we shall be known
for the scale of our ambition, speed of execution and quality of operation”.
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Management system at AEML-T
AEML-T has adopted Integrated Management System (IMS) for Quality, Environment,
Occupational Health & Safety, Asset and Energy Management. AEML-T has also adopted
Information Security System ISO 27001 and Information & communication technology
readiness for business continuity ISO 27031. First Power Transmission utility –
Achievement of 5S (Workplace Management System) certificate and Achievement of
Asset Management System (ISO 55001:2014) certification (UKAS) in India. AEML-T over
the period has developed competency in measurement, monitoring, evaluation, and
control of various parameters related to business performance and implemented
numerous improvement programs (Quality, Safety, Energy and Environment Improvement
Plans).
SN

1
2
3

4
5
6

Management System
Quality Management
System
Environment
Management System
Occupational Health &
Safety Management
System
5S
Asset Management
System
Energy Management
System

Standard

Since
Objective
Operational Standards
Ensure Quality in processes for desired output and reliable
2010
customer services
Address impact of operation on environment, Climate change,
2010
ensuring Environment compliances

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS
18001:2007 / ISO
45001:2018

2010 /
2019

Promoting Occupational Health & Safety practices / compliances

5S

2014

Better look of workplace, Develop a greater safety awareness,
Quick retrieval of items, Reduce wastage, Neat, clean and
Hygienic workplace

ISO 55001:2014

2016

Asset Lifecyle management

2021

Address Energy Management compliance

ISO 50001:2018

Risk Protection Standards
7

Information Security
Management System

ISO 27001:2013

2018

Ensuring data security

8

IRBC

ISO 27031:2011

2021

Information & communication technology readiness for business
continuity

In AEML-T, O&M is monitoring Auxiliary power consumption, Transmission network
loss and implementing energy conservation initiatives to improve the performance.
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To reduce its carbon footprint, AEML-T has taken energy conservation measures
such as Replacement of Conventional tube light by LED Tube Light, 220kV Cable
interconnection between Adani Saki - TPC Saki Substation, Application of Nano
Molecular Thermo Conductive (NMTC) additive treatment for old ACs. In FY 20-21, Grid
connected 245kWp Rooftop PV Solar Plant was installed and commissioned at Aarey
(26kWp), Versova (102kWp) & Ghodbunder (117kWp).
AEML-T operates its business in Regulatory environment and governed by MERC
norms. Our customers are ADTPS, AEML-Distribution & TPC-D and catering electricity
requirement of Mumbai City.

Awards received for energy conservation

In FY18-19, AEML-T received MEDA award for excellence
in energy conservation & management.

AEML-T has been recognised by external bodies at various national and international
forums in the fields of innovation, quality, health & safety, technology, and energy.

7

2.GHG Inventory Roles and
Responsibility
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2. GHG Inventory Roles and Responsibility
Team members of both the Corporate and AEML-T level O&M and Transport
Department are responsible for development of the GHG inventory. Head (O&M) will
undertake and manage the overall GHG activity in coordination with the AEML-T
sustainability committee.
Reporting period
This GHG report is prepared for the period from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021.

9

3.Principle followed in GHG
Reporting
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3. Principle followed in GHG Reporting
The GHG report is in accordance with GHG protocol. The Green House Gas Protocol - A
Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard is followed for GHG reporting. Relevant
GHG sources and sink in the facility are identified for the purpose of GHG reporting and
quantified based on appropriate methodology which is explained in the Chapter 4 of this
report.
The data collected for the quantification of GHG emission is from the records
maintained by various departments of AEML-T. Records such as Monthly report, trial run
of DG set and SAP system records etc. maintained.
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4. GHG Inventory Design and
Development
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4. GHG Inventory Design and Development

4.1. Organisation Boundary
Organization boundary needs to be defined for the purpose of reporting GHG
emissions of AEML-T. AEML-T has its operational control over all EHV substation’s
offices, control room, switch yards, Transmission line & cable and associated utilities.
Hence, AEML-T has decided to quantify the GHG emission of all EHV substations and
report the same.
AEML-T shall consolidate and account for all quantified GHG emissions and/or
removals as per the organizational boundary outlined above.

4.2. Operational Boundary
Operational boundary establishment includes identifying GHG emission and removals
associated with AEML-T operations. The GHG emission and removals is categorized
in to
•

Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions (Emissions from sources owned or controlled
by the company)

•

Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions

•

Scope 3: Other Indirect GHG emissions (A consequence of the activities of the
company, but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company)

Scope-1 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to combustion of
1. DG Set
2. Use of SF6 for attending gas leakage of GIS switchgear.
Scope 2 Emission
Includes Green House gas Emission due to
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1. Auxiliary Power Consumption in Substations / Stations / offices
2. Transmission Network Losses
Scope 3 Emission
Includes Green House Gas Emission due to fuel consumption in
1. Contractor vehicles (Diesel and Petrol)

4.2.1 Establishing the operational Boundaries for AEML-T
GHG emissions originate from diesel consumption in DG sets and auxiliary power
consumption.
The GHG emission and removal activity of AEML-T is presented in the table below:
Sr. No.

Emission Source

Type of Fuel

Scope

Diesel

Scope-1

SF6

Scope-1

1

DG Set

2

GIS Switchgear

3

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

4

Transmission Network Losses

Electricity

Scope-2

5

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

6

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3

In the future years, if any additional GHG emissions and GHG removals are
identified within the organizational boundary, facility will account those activities in its
GHG report and shall provide the explanation for changes to its operational boundaries.

4.2.2 Direct GHG Emission and removals
The direct GHG emissions are mainly from diesel used in DG sets and SF6 Gas. SF6
gas is used for attending gas leakage from GIS switchgear during maintenance
activities.
Direct GHG emissions quantified 39.10 tonnes of CO2e.

Scope-1 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

DG Set

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

Diesel

471.59

L

2.68697

1267.15

1.27
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2

GIS Switchgear

SF6

1.61

kg

23500

37835

Total Scope-1 Emissions

37.83
39.10

4.2.3 Energy Indirect emission and removal
GHG emission due to auxiliary power consumption in substations / offices and
Transmission network losses. Indirect GHG emissions quantified 1775.80 tonnes of
CO2e.
Scope - 2 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr.
No.

Emission
Source

Type of
Fuel

1

EHV
Substation /
offices

Electricity

2

Transmission
Network
Losses

Electricity

Quantity

2146802 kWh

101045

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons
CO2)

0.79

1695973.58

1695.97

0.79

79825.55

79.83

Emission
Unit
Factor

kWh

Total Scope-2 Emissions

1775.80

4.2.4 Other Indirect GHG Emission
The indirect GHG emissions are mainly from contractor vehicles. Contractor vehicles
are used for movement of maintenance staff, tools & tackles from one EHV substation
to other EHV substation.

Scope-3 Emissions of AEML-T
Sr
No

1

Emission Source

Contractor
vehicles

Type
of Fuel

Qty of
Fuel

Unit

Emission
Factor

Total
Emissions
(kg CO2)

Total
Emissions
(Tons CO2)

Diesel

20880

L

2.68697

56103.94

56.10
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2

Contractor
vehicles

Petrol

1150

L

2.31495

Total Scope-3 Emissions

2662.19

2.67
58.77

4.2.5 Exclusion
1. Company Owned Vehicle Emission –
COV fuel consumption (Diesel/Petrol) tracking records are not available. Hence, AEML-T
has decided to exclude company owned vehicle emission from this GHG report. COV fuel
consumption tracking shall be done from next financial year and COV total emission
(tCO2e) shall quantify and include in future GHG report.
2. Emission due to R22 refill (Refrigerant) –
AEML-T has been outsourced an activity of AC maintenance. Outsourced vendor was
carried out AC maintenance and refilled R22 refrigerant in AC. Tracking records are not
available. Hence, AEML-T has decided to exclude emission due to R22 refrigerant from
this GHG report. R22 refill (refrigerant) quantity shall be tracked from next financial year
and total emission (tCO2e) shall include in future GHG report.

4.3 Quantification of GHG emission and removals
AEML-T has quantified and documented its emissions from different sources based
on its emission activity data, selected quantification methodology and emission
factor.
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4.3.1 Quantification of GHG emission and removals steps
AEML-T has quantified and documented the GHG emissions and removals
within the organizational boundary applying following steps:

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

1

DG Set

Diesel

Scope-1

2

GIS Switchgear

SF6

Scope-1

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

GHG Source and Sinks

1

EHV Substation / offices

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to auxiliary power
consumption for EHV substation

2

Transmission Network
loss

Electricity

Scope-2

GHG emission due to grid loss
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GHG Source and Sinks
GHG emission due to combustion of
diesel during emergency operation of
EHV substation
GHG emissions during maintenance
activities of GIS SW

Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Type of
Fuel

Scope

1

Contractor vehicles

Diesel

Scope-3

2

Contractor vehicles

Petrol

Scope-3

GHG Source and Sinks
GHG emission due to combustion of
diesel for Contractor vehicles
GHG emission due to combustion of
petrol for Contractor vehicles

4.3.2 selection of quantification of methodology
AEML-T has quantified its GHG emissions by calculation based on:
•

GHG activity data multiplied by GHG emission factor.

4.3.3 selection and collection of GHG activity data
GHG activity data used to quantify GHG emissions is selected as per the quantification
methodology described above and collected by AEML-T.
Selected activity
data
Consumption of
Diesel
Consumption of
SF6

Sr.
No

Emission Source

1

DG Set

2

GIS Switchgear

Sr.
No

Emission Source

Selected activity
data

1

EHV Substations /
offices

Consumption of
Electricity

2

Transmission loss

Consumption of
Electricity

Sr.
No

Emission Source

1

Contractor vehicles

2

Contractor vehicles

Selected quantification
methodology
Activity data x GHG
emission factor
Activity data x 100year GWP

Selected
quantification
methodology
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor
Activity data x
GHG emission
factor

Selected activity
data
Consumption of
Diesel
Consumption of
Petrol

Selected quantification
methodology
Activity data x GHG
emission factor
Activity data x GHG
emission factor

Records Available
Trial run records
Monthly Report

Records Available

Electricity Bill

Monthly Loss Report

Records Available
SAP System
SAP System

4.3.3 selection and development of GHG emission or removal factor
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To quantify the GHG emissions, AEML-T has selected the GHG emission factor from
recognized origins. The GHG emission or conversion factor is mainly selected from
following major guidelines which are published by:
•
•
•

CEA CO2 Baseline Database for the Indian Power Sector, March 2021, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baseline-database/?lang=en
GWP
for
SF6
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment
report/ar5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 73-79)
UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting

Sr.
No.

Parameter

Value

1

CO2 emission factor of diesel

2.68697

2

CO2 emission factor of petrol

2.31495

Unit

Remark/Source

kgCO2
/litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

kgCO2/
litre

UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting Table-4 (DEFRA)

3

Electricity factor of Grid

0.79

tCO2/M
Wh

CEA CO2 baseline database, version 16;
https://cea.nic.in/cdm-co2-baselinedatabase/?lang=en Pg.
30

4

CO2 emission factor of SF6

23500

100year
GWP

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment report/a
r5/wg1/WG1AR5_Chapter08_FINAL.pdf (p. 7379)
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5.GHG inventory components
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5 GHG inventory components
GHG emissions of AEML-T from the selected organizational and operational boundaries
are discussed under this section.

5 .1 GHG emission and removal
AEML-T has quantified its emission for the EHV substation as follows.
Based on emission factor
CO2 Emissions
%
(ton)

Sr. No.

Type of Emissions

1

Absolute Scope-1 Emissions

39.10

2.09

2

Absolute Scope-2 Emissions

1775.80

94.78

3

Absolute Scope-3 Emissions

58.77

3.14

Total Absolute Emissions

1873.67

100.00

Absolute Emission based on emission factor
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5 .2 Organisational activities to reduce GHG emission.

EnMS Project 20-21

Remark

Total Emissions
Reduction
(Tons CO2)

Installation
and
Commissioning
of
Grid
connected 245kWp Rooftop PV Solar Plant at Energy saving by 98578
Aarey (26kWp), Versova (102kWp) & Ghodbunder kWh
(117kWp)

80.83

Monitoring of different
class of loads

---

Procurement of Portable energy meters (1 Phase Measurement of energy
consumption
for
and 3 Phase)
outsourced activities

---

Energy Monitoring System

Energy Saving Project 18-19
22

Replacement of Sodium vapor lights by LED lights in Energy saving by 61992
switchyards
kWh

50.83

Energy Saving Project 17-18
Replacement of Conventional T8 tube light by
Square LED Tube Light at Aarey EHV Substation

Energy saving by 18984
kWh

Application of Thermo Conductive Chemical in
Cassette & split ACs

Energy saving by
153975.6 kWh

220kV Cable interconnection between AEML Saki - Energy saving by 348967
TPC Saki Substation
kWh

15.57

126.26

286.15

Initiatives taken to reduce the loss •

Intact outage management

•

220kV Cable Interconnection of Adani Saki and Tata Saki EHV Substation

•

Replacement of Old 220kV Equipments under SIS DPR scheme

•

Refurbishment of 100MVA Transformer

•

Timely replacement of transmission line parts

•

Attending line hotspots on emergency

•

Desired Voltage level is maintained as per the MERC Norms

•

In substation, hotspots at Joints mitigated by replacing all nut-bolt type
connection by crimp type connection

•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2 Class) energy meters at all Transmission EHV
Sub Stations.

•

Installation of high accuracy (0.2s class) CT’s at all EHV Sub Stations.

•

58 Nos. of 33kV Capacitor Banks (@ 700 MVAR) in operation at all EHV Sub
Stations, for reactive power management.

•

Preventive maintenance of all EHV
Substations
is
taken
up
periodically.

•

Loading of all EHV equipment’s
are kept at optimum level &
monitored
24x7
through
Operations teams.

•

Loadings of all EHV equipment’s
are also reviewed periodically
23

through MIS reports & corrective actions are planned, if required.

5.2.1 Energy Awareness programme
AEML-T Energy Management Team is always in way of reducing the contribution of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere through conservation of energy by using the
technology or changing the attitude towards energy conservation. Energy management
team created awareness in employees.
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6.0 GHG Inventory quality
management

6.0 GHG Inventory quality management
For maintaining accuracy in GHG inventory, AEML-T has formed sustainability
committee.

Identification and review of organisation boundaries
(a) AEML-T shall identify its organization boundary as per the requirements of GHG
protocol.
(b) AEML-T shall report the changes in organization boundary with necessary
documentation and justification.

GHG sources and Sinks
25

(a) AEML-T shall identify its GHG sources and sinks as per GHG protocol.
(b) All Scope 1, Scope 2 and scope-3 emission sources and sinks within the boundary
shall be identified on accounting the GHG emission in the selected organization
boundary. If any of the GHG source is not considered for accounting, the reason for
not considering the GHG source or sink within the scope shall be explained.

(c) Additional GHG source or sink shall be identified and accounted within the
organization boundary during every reporting period.

Quantification Methodologies GHG Activity data and GHG emission
and removal factor
(a) Quantification of the GHG emission within its organization boundary shall be
conducted following the methodology established by IPCC, and other relevant
standards/mechanisms.
(b) AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated methodologies to quantify
its GHG emission.
(c) AEML-T shall periodically review on methodologies carried out and shall explain any
changes to quantification methodologies previously used by the organization.
(d) AEML-T shall select its activity data as per Scope 1, Scope 2 within organization
boundary.
(e)

AEML-T shall use the appropriate, relevant, and updated GHG emission and removal
factors from IPCC publications, host country emission data publications, another
relevant climate change bodies to quantify its GHG emission.

(f)

Periodic review on emission and removal factor data publications shall be carried
out by AEML-T to use updated emission factors or removal factors.

Review of the application of quantification methodologies to ensure consistency across
multiple facilities.
a. AEML-T

shall

maintain

consistency

by

using

appropriate

quantification

methodologies of GHG emissions for multiple facilities published/discussed by
IPCC or ISO 14064 standard or other relevant standards/mechanisms.

Development and maintenance of robust data collection system
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a. Data collection system shall be established by following the standard format for
data collections related to GHG emission accounting.

Regular accuracy checks
a. AEML-T shall review the quality of data annually and establish the data collection
system to achieve accuracy.

6.2 Document retention and record keeping
Documentation supporting the design, development and maintenance of the inventory
is retained to support the verification process and provide a historical record. In
determining what information needs to be retained the following principles are applied
1) At any point in time, all past emissions inventories should be able to satisfy an audit.
2) At any point in time, any past emissions inventory should be able to be recalculated
from the retained records.
Following methods can be used to maintain the relevant data:
• Standard format for GHG data collection is established and data is periodically
entered into the customized format.
Following information are required to be retained:
o

All emission factors and their sources.

o

All activity data, activity data models, and their sources.

o

All supporting documentation and sources.

o

The emissions inventory, reported at business level.
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7.0 GHG Information monitoring
and procedure

7.0 GHG Information monitoring and procedure
The following GHG activity data are required to be monitored for establishing GHG
inventory for AEML-T.
Sr.
No.

Emission Source

Scope

Units

1

DG Set

Scope 1

KL

2

GIS Switchgear

Scope 1

KG
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Source of
data
Trial run
records
Monthly
Report

Responsibility
O&M
O&M

3

EHV Substations and
offices

Scope 2

Kwh

Electricity
Bill

O&M

4

Transmission Network
Loss

Scope 2

Kwh

Monthly
Loss Report

O&M

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

Scope 3

KL

SAP System

Transport

5
6

Contractor vehicles Petrol
Contractor vehicles own Diesel
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